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INTRODUCTION

This is a catalog of all of the files maintained in the Keystone MacCentral Software Library. The Library can be 
obtained on CD by request. The library requires three CDs. Normally we will provide two complete CDs with 
the latest files. These will be programs that require OS X or in some cases Classic. Please specify if you require the 
complete library.

DOMs

Disks Of the Month are arbitrary collections of files. They have been downloaded from the Net. The web sites are 
included in the documentation so that you may download directly from the source.

ROMs

In September of 1998, we featured MacMAME as our Disk Of the Month (DOM 98/09.) In a nutshell, MacMAME 
attempts to emulate as closely as possible the original hardware of the early eighties arcade games. It does this by 
fooling the original program code, contained in ROM chips, into thinking they are running inside the real machine 
when in reality they are running on your Mac.

MAME, which stands for Multi-Arcade Machine Emulator, is the product of a group of people who have teamed 
up to emulate as many of these games as possible. This is a list of the games that we have in our library in the DOM 
98/09 folder.

SOUND BYTES

This portion of our catalog lists the names of the various sound bytes, that we have in our library. The five folders are 
arranged by type of sound.
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The Index

File Buddy 9.0 1.6 MB 12/2/2004  
http://www.skytag.com/filebuddy/ 
Requires Mac OS X 10.3 or late. We cannot distribute File Buddy from our library. However, it is used to 
view and edit a wide range of file and folder information, such as modify the names of multiple files at once 
(for example, remove “.txt” from the names of a group of files), create aliases, find empty files and folders, 
orphaned files, duplicate files, broken aliases, and unused preference files, create snapshots that can be used 
to track the changes on a disk, such as files installed by an installer (use snapshots to uninstall applications.)

ClipClop 1.1.sea 62 K 8/30/1995 Applications ClipBoard ScrapBk 
This program allows you to use multiple clipboards with standard applications and allows you to print the 
clipboard, save it to a text or PICT file, and read a text or PICT file directly into the clipboard. The program 
also provides an improved, integrated version of the Scrapbook.

Museum 0.3.sea 51 K 10/5/1994 Applications ClipBoard ScrapBk 
A scrapbook for graphics, text, and sound

New Scrapbook 2.0 DA 12 K 9/27/1990 Applications ClipBoard ScrapBk

Scrap It Pro 5.44.sea 725 K 10/15/1999 Applications ClipBoard ScrapBk 
http://www.northcoast.com/~jvholder/ScrapItPro5.44.sea.hqx 
ScrapIt Pro is the editable, searchable multimedia scrapbook and a mini-word processor to boot!  Store, sort, 
display and search all of your text notes, sounds, GIF files, JPEG files, QuickDraw 3D files. The latest version 
allows creation of forms on the screen.

Scrapbook Burster ƒ 10 K 9/11/1999 Applications ClipBoard ScrapBk 
Scrapbook Burster is a simple utility that copies each picture in a scrapbook file into an individual PICT file.  

Scrapz 1.3.2 DA.sea 55 K 10/4/1999 Applications ClipBoard ScrapBk

Address Book 3.7.0.sea 366 K 5/14/1998 Applications Contact Mgrs 
Address book is an easy to use, yet fast and powerful way to provide you with complete management and 
control of lists of names, addresses, and phone numbers

Address Notebook 1.1.1.sea 165 K 10/16/1999 Applications Contact Mgrs 
Address Notebook is a simple, fast and powerful program for saving addresses and notes.

Little Black Book DA.sea 100 K 12/16/1998 Applications Contact Mgrs 
A basic phone book.

Phonebook Plus 3.7.sea 405 K 10/16/1999 Applications Contact Mgrs 
http://www.knotech.com/shareware/PBPlus.html 
Phonebook Plus is essentially a personal information manager, or PIM. It sports a fast and intuitive “rolodex” 
interface. It has great dialing features, handles long distance and international calls easily, and supports 
envelope printing, color coding, and custom reports. The emphasis is on elegance; after all, if your phonebook 
program doesn’t keep your addresses at your fingertips, what good is it?

DOCMaker 4.8.4.sea 367 K 10/16/1999 Applications Doc Makers 
http://www.hsv.tis.net/~greenmtn/DOCMaker484.hqx 
DOCMaker is an application for the Macintosh which creates stand-alone, self-running document files. 
It features ‘scrollable’ and ‘re-sizable’ windows, graphics, varied text styles and fonts, and full printing 
capability. The stand-alone files are self-executing applications which you may distribute to others to read and 
print. No other application is required! This gives you the ability to distribute documents and information 
widely with no knowledge of the end-users’ Mac configuration or software.

Manual Maker 2.4 .sea 109 K 10/16/1999 Applications Doc Makers 
http://www.jwwalker.com/ 
Manual Maker is a simple application that converts a collection of SimpleText files into a low-overhead 
standalone document called a Manual Reader. Besides displaying styled text and embedded pictures, a 
Manual Reader provides chapter and section menus and a Find command.
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Teach Text Maker.sea 54 K 8/13/1995 Applications Doc Makers 
An application that makes it easy to create TeachText documents with embedded pictures.  Includes complete 
documentation in TeachText format. You can directly import pictures from draw and paint programs

STM 0.881r.sea 288 K 11/11/1997 Applications Emulators 
Apple ][+ emulator. (STM as an acronym for Stop The Madness — the name has nothing to do with the 
product)

Amortize.sea 53 K 8/13/1995 Applications Financial 
For those of us who find occasion to take out a loan now and then.

Budget Book.sea 52 K 10/4/1999 Applications Financial 
A simple way to record your monthly budgets.

Check Book.sea 79 K 8/13/1995 Applications Financial 
Check register with categorized accounts.

Financial Inquiry Tools.sea 140 K 8/13/1995 Applications Financial 
Financial Inquiry Tools contains forty-one distinct financial calculation functions organized under four topical 
menu headings: Loans, Savings, Sales and Consumer.  Each function uses a separate screen display with the 
necessary prompts and data entry blanks. 

Loan Pro 2.0.sea 155 K 10/17/1999 Applications Financial 
http://www.europa.com/~woogieco/welcome.html 
Mac LoanPro 2.0.0 is a set of powerful financial tools to help you with many fixed and  adjustable rate loan 
calculations. In the unique and easy-to-use Custom Schedule window, you can create custom schedules for 
variable interest rates and extra payments in any month. You can enter repeating extra payments quickly 
and easily with our Repeat Entry options. LoanPro also compares up to three loan scenarios for total costs, 
calculates your maximum borrowing power and estimates the interest saved by early payoff.

Log Master.sea 60 K 10/4/1999 Applications Financial 
This was developed for in-house billing

MacAmortize.sea 97 K 8/13/1995 Applications Financial 
MacAmortize is an amortization program for the Macintosh computer.  It creates payment schedules accoring 
to data you enter.  Schedules can be printed from MacAmortize and can also be saved to disk as normal text 
files which can be opened and edited with any word processor.

Money Matters.sea 33 K 5/18/1998 Applications Financial 
Performs 17 financial calculations

Stocker.sea 38 K 8/30/1995 Applications Financial 
Stocker is a little hack that I use to convert AOL’s Stock Protfolio Display into suitable format for import into 
Quicken 4.0 for the Mac.

Agenda Maker 2.5 .sea 173 K 10/17/1999 Applications Info Mgt 
http://hometown.aol.com/kswasing/index.html 
AgendaMaker is a program designed to help you collect, organize, and communicate all the information 
in your life. The program integrates notebook, task, calendar, alarm, mail, messaging, and conferencing 
functions into one seamless application.

Brew Meister.sea 146 K 1/6/1999 Applications Info Mgt 
BrewMeister provides the semi-experienced all-grain homebrewer an easy to use recipe database and recipe 
analysis tool.

Desk Tools 2.0.sea 220 K 9/8/1994 Applications Info Mgt 
Desk Tools is a personal information manager.

Form It.sea 87 K 8/13/1995 Applications Info Mgt 
FORM IT! is a form and data managing software package which will automate your tasks and assist you in 
the job of managing forms.
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Golf Meister 1.1.1.sea 181 K 12/13/1995 Applications Info Mgt 
GolfMeister is a program used to record and analyze golf scores. It keeps statistics on such things as greens in 
regulation, drives in fairway, eagles, birdies etc.  GolfMeister also allows you to print out various reports on 
items entered. It can print a course listing, a round listing (complete and by course) and various copies of the 
cards entered.

Guy Friday 1.22.sea 275 K 10/4/1999 Applications Info Mgt 
A personal information manager

MacAgent 2.01.sea 138 K 1/2/1996 Applications Info Mgt 
A demo program to help authors keep track of their submissions and royalties.

Office Pool 2.sea 132 K 10/9/1995 Applications Info Mgt 
Track tournament playoffs.

OrgaNicer.sea 119 K 8/6/1995 Applications Info Mgt 
An attractive personal organizer — calendar, address list, notebook

Paste It Notes 3.0.4.sea 206 K 8/30/1995 Applications Info Mgt 
PasteIt notes is intended to be used to replace those sticky yellow notes that many people have stuck all over 
the place. Just create a pasteit note and ‘stick’ it on your screen wherever you like

Pic Sort 1.0b.sea 67 K 10/3/1999 Applications Info Mgt 
PicSort is a handy utility for automatically organizing large number of files such as collection of text digests,  
pictures and sound files. PicSort determines if there are files with identical prefixes in their file name and will 
automatically move the files into new subfolders.

Quick File ƒ 9 K 1/13/1999 Applications Info Mgt 
Rolodex emulator

Time Logger 2.12 DA.sea 59 K 12/16/1998 Applications Info Mgt 
Time Logger is a desk accessory whose purpose is to help you keep track of time on your Macintosh. It creates 
tab-delimited text files  containing six client fields.

To Do 3.2.1 DA.sea 83 K 10/4/1999 Applications Info Mgt 
To Do! is a  desk accessory that enables you to keep track of the myriad of things you need to do in an 
organized and easily accessible manor. To Do! also supports extensive printing capabilities, allowing you to 
print out your list of things to do.

Easy Envelopes Plus 2.6 DA.sea 92 K 10/4/1999 Applications Labels 
A Desk Accessory contact manager and name & address data base.

Fast Label 3.15.sea 190 K 10/7/1995 Applications Labels 
FastLabel 3.1.5 prints any label of any size on any printer. Includes all Avery templates. Full font, style and 
WYSIWYG layout support. Sorting, importing and rulers, color support and more.

Label Manager.sea 60 K 6/6/1998 Applications Labels 
Allows you to conveniently maintain a database of mailing labels

MacMailing.sea 55 K 8/13/1995 Applications Labels 
A simple system for maintaining mailing lists and preparing mailing labels.

Tape Labeler 3.0.sea 57 K 10/5/1995 Applications Labels 
The purpose of Tape Labeler is to make and print out those cardboard labels that fit in cassette boxes, where 
you’re supposed to list which albums and songs are recorded on the tape (and if you’re into such details, 
what kind of noise reduction was used, when the tape was made, etc.)

Ultimate LPP 5.5.sea 544 K 10/17/1999 Applications Labels 
http://www.payplaysoftware.com/ 
The Ultimate Label Printer Pro prints labels for CD, Zip, audio cassette, Jaz, SyJet, EZ Flyer, DAT, MO, and 
other media cases on plain paper. Because the Ultimate Label Printer Pro uses a Plug-In technology, support 
for new media can easily be added to match your exact needs. Since there is NO LIMIT to the number of 
Plug-Ins you can use, registering once allows you to take advantage of all of the new Plug-Ins that we are 
constantly developing. It uses drag and drop for text and picture insertion, and now supports fully styled 
rotated text, with multiple sizes, fonts, attributes, and colors, as well as new background color options. High 
resolution graphics can also be added to the labels, and can be scaled and repositioned.
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LP Rocket Scientist.sea 60 K 8/13/1995 Applications Math 
Linear Programming is a powerful technique for dealing with problems in the allocation of limited 
resources among competing activities.  It has become a standard for use by business, industrial, and social 
organizations to maximize profits, and\or minimize costs of operations.  This application is very beneficial in 
manufacturing, production scheduling, scheduling of personel or events, inventory control and distribution 
of products or services, transportation, financial investments, and more.

Statistics.sea 60 K 8/13/1995 Applications Math 
Calculates t-test, none way ANOVA, linear regression and multiple regression

Acid Jazz 1.2v2.sea 115 K 11/18/1995 Applications Misc 
Acid Jazz is an Apple Event based phone dialer for use with such applications as FileMaker Pro, HyperCard 
and QuicKeys.

Lotto Gold 1.9.sea 76 K 12/16/1998 Applications Misc 
Lottery number selection program  — uses a modified random number generator that picks numbers based 
on their past performance.

MacCaller Id 1.1.1.sea 229 K 10/7/1995 Applications Misc 
Mac CallerID is a Mac version of Caller ID. The caller’s name, number, date and time can be displayed as a 
single call or in a list of all calls.  You must subscribe to your local telephone company’s “caller information 
and identification service,” commonly known as Caller ID. 

Road Atlas.sea 41 K 10/7/1995 Applications Misc 
Provides a route and milage between two selected cities in the continental USA.

X-10 Powerhouse.sea 62 K 10/5/1995 Applications Misc 
This program allows you to program the X-10 module. X-10 is a system that turns on/off the power to 
selected module (lights, coffee pot, etc) in your home at selected times. It uses house wiring to communicate 
with the modules.

Button Pad 2.0.sea 66 K 8/29/1995 Applications Note Pads 
ButtonPad is an improved version of the NotePad desk accessory that comes with the Macintosh.  ButtonPad 
lets you categorize your notes into up to sixteen separate “Quick Access” pads that can be quickly accessed 
via push buttons.  Each pad can be up to 32K in size.  This makes ButtonPad ideal for storage of text that is 
frequently accessed such as telephone numbers, customer information, etc. 

Flash Write ][ DA.sea 88 K 10/4/1999 Applications Note Pads

Note Pad Deluxe 1.2 68K.sea 132 K 3/5/1996 Applications Note Pads 
http://www.ibrium.se/npd.html 
NotePad Deluxe is a fast, small and powerful notepad.

Note Pad++ DA.sea 82 K 11/25/1998 Applications Note Pads 
A note pad with formatting features.

Super NotePad DA ƒ 37 K 11/24/1998 Applications Note Pads 
With Super NotePad, you get: Variable number of pages (up to 1000), Variable number of characters per page 
(up to 10000), Choice of among three different notepad sizes, Multiple notepad files, Text search, and Control 
over Fonts.

Cheque Writer Pro .sea 894 K 6/7/1998 Applications Small Business 
A program called ChequeWriter Pro  which creates bank data center readable cheques complying with the 
American Bankers Association and the Canadian Payments Association requirements using a standard office 
laser printer.

BiPlane 2.03.sea 120 K 8/13/1995 Applications Spreadsheets 
Q&D spreadsheet for those little jobs.

Mariner.sea 141 K 12/12/1994 Applications Spreadsheets 
Spreadsheet

Afterthought DA.sea 42 K 8/13/1995 Applications Text Editors

Idealiner.sea 80 K 8/13/1995 Applications Text Editors 
The principle purpose of IDEALINER is the construction of structured outlines
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MiniWriter 1.73 ƒ 39 K 1/13/1999 Applications Text Editors 
A small, basic word processor. 

Personal Log 2.1.0 68K.sea 330 K 11/18/1995 Applications Text Editors 
Note processor for the Macintosh, allowing you keep multiple, text-based notes in one simple file.  Personal 
Log is perfect for work logs, diaries, research notes, and light record keeping. Supports sound and graphics.

Plain Text 16.sea 192 K 10/9/1995 Applications Text Editors 
Text editor. Use this to copy info from TeachText files. 

Up Word 1.2.sea 106 K 10/3/1999 Applications Text Editors

Usen Edit ƒ 30 K 6/6/1998 Applications Text Editors 
UsenEdit is a simple editor that lets you manipulate text files in any single font face and in the most common 
point sizes. 

Apple Doc Viewer 1.1.1.sea 1.1 MB 4/26/1994 Applications Text Viewers 
http://asu.info.apple.com/swupdates.nsf/artnum/n10067 
Apple DocViewer is an on-line documentation application. It provides a standard way for Apple to distribute 
documentation to developers in an electronic form.

Easy View 2.32.sea 160 K 10/3/1999 Applications Text Viewers 
Easy View is an application for intelligent browsing of collections of structured text files, large or small. It 
allows very fast access by recognizing the internal structure.

Do It All.sea 169 K 8/13/1995 Applications Time Mgt 
Manage changing priorities, deadlines, regularly occurring events, and appointments, in an intuitive and 
visual way.

Log Out 2.2.sea 46 K 6/15/1996 Applications Time Mgt 
LogOut provides a simple and reliable means for keeping track of computer usage time.

Scheduler 1.0c.sea 44 K 1/2/1996 Applications Time Mgt 
This program is used to create schedules — like class schedule or what ever. It makes weekly schedules (only 
Monday through Friday) from 7am to 11pm. 

Time Is Money 1.1.sea 104 K 9/28/1996 Applications Time Mgt 
Enter a rate and start the timer. It will update the elapsed time and $ value for that time.

Time Slice 2.1.sit 1.1 MB 8/8/2001 Applications Time Mgt 
http://www.mauisoftware.com/ 
Time Slice is used for recording time tasks. It is usefule for consultants, attorneys, and anyone who bills for 
time or just wants a simple solution for keeping track of time events.

Time Tracer 1.4.sea 89 K 10/17/1999 Applications Time Mgt 
http://www.mauisoftware.com/ 
TimeTracer is a time-tracking application for  anyone who rents out computer time to the public.

Eye Clock.sea 55 K 8/29/1995 Applications Trivia 
Colored eye balls follow the cursor even in background. I think this is the first color version, and this includes 
not only fun features but also useful clock.

US Debt 1.4 DA 9 K 1/3/1991 Applications Trivia 
Claims to report the current US debt.

Apple Jam (network).sea 60 K 10/7/1995 Communications Conference 
It is an AppleTalk TeleConferencing program.  It allows up to 20 AppleTalk users to communicate to each 
other in real time.

Maven 2.0d21.sea 107 K 11/18/1995 Communications Conference 
an Internet audioconferencing tool for the Macintosh computer.

FreeTP 1.0.0 Installer 186 K 3/9/1996 Communications Connectivity
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IP Monitor.sea 46 K 6/15/1996 Communications Connectivity 
http://www.skytouch.com/soft/mac/ipmonitor.html 
IP Monitor is a handy application which displays the current IP network address of your Macintosh right 
onto your desktop. 

MacTCP Monitor 1.0d30.sea 130 K 6/15/1996 Communications Connectivity 
MacTCP Monitor is a utility for displaying your Mac’s TCP activity. It continuously graphs the number of 
bytes sent/received by MacTCP in any given second.

Traceroute 1.1.sea 50 K 6/15/1996 Communications Connectivity 
MacTraceroute is a program that attempts to trace the route an IP packet would follow to some internet 
host.  It is not guaranteed to be 100% accurate, but more often than not is close enough to reality to assist in 
debugging network problems.

Online ToolKit #1.sea 1.2 MB 10/4/1999 Communications Internet Info 
A collection of information and utilities for web surfers.

Online ToolKit #2.sea 1.3 MB 5/2/1995 Communications Internet Info 
A collection of information and utilities for web surfers.

Intro.sea 77 K 10/4/1999 Communications Network 
Intro will help provide information about Macintosh computers that are connected to a network. For network 
users, Intro helps you locate people by telling you when they last used their computer. It will also help you 
find available computers on the network that nobody is currently using. Finally, Intro can tell you when 
somebody you are looking for starts using their computer even when you are doing other work. For network 
administrators, Intro shows you how the network is being used: what machines are free, what programs are 
running, and when somebody last used each computer.

Page Pal DA.sea 56 K 10/4/1999 Communications Paging 
A program for sending messages for pagers to the paging company.

Free Term 2.0.sea 67 K 10/22/1999 Communications Terminal Pgm 
http://www.macinsearch.com/infomac/comm/term/freeterm-20.html 
FreeTerm is a simple 24 line by 80 character TTY (dumb) terminal emulator.  It supports sending and 
receiving of ASCII text files, copy and paste of the clipboard, and sending all 128 ASCII characters from the 
keyboard. FreeTerm can also send and receive files using the Xmodem error- correcting protocol (sometimes 
known as the Christensen or Modem7 protocol) which is compatible with most telecommunications systems.  
In addition, FreeTerm allows you to send and receive Macintosh applications and documents using the 
MacBinary II format.

MacGENIE.sea 82 K 10/7/1995 Communications Terminal Pgm 
macGEnie was written to demonstrate an alternative to normal terminal programs and to show that one 
really could make a terminal program appear “Mac-like”.

MiniTerm  2.9.6a.sea 72 K 10/7/1995 Communications Terminal Pgm 
Terminal emulation.

PG Term.sea 51 K 10/4/1999 Communications Terminal Pgm 
Pretty Good Terminal is a modem communications program for the Apple Macintosh computer.  It offers 
Mac-to-Mac and Xmodem (Christensen) file transfer communications protocol.  It also emulates a useful 
subset of the VT100 terminal ANSI cursor control commands. 

Red Ryder 9.4.sea 184 K 10/7/1995 Communications Terminal Pgm 
Red Ryder is a sophisticated terminal emulation program. The documentation is well worth reading for 
background information.

Squirm Term 30 K 12/16/1985 Communications Terminal Pgm

Term Works 1.8.sea 58 K 10/22/1999 Communications Terminal Pgm 
This is a very easy to use terminal program that features very small size, quick, efficient, and simple 
operation.
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ZTerm 1.1b7.OSX.dmg 260 K 11/8/2002 Communications Terminal Pgm 
http://macinsearch.com/infomac/comm/term/zterm-101.html 
The purpose of a terminal emulator is to connect your computer to another computer, either through a 
modem or a direct connection. Terminal emulation software running on your Mac makes it act like a video 
display terminal, which basically displays incoming information on the screen and sends characters you type 
to the other computer.  The most common uses of a terminal emulator are: 1) to connect to a bulletin board 
system (BBS) or online service to read messages and download files; 2) to connect to a mainframe or Unix 
system to do “real” work; 3) to connect to another Mac or PC to exchange files with a friend.

ZTerm 1.1b7.sit 179 K 11/8/2002 Communications Terminal Pgm 
http://macinsearch.com/infomac/comm/term/zterm-101.html 
The purpose of a terminal emulator is to connect your computer to another computer, either through a 
modem or a direct connection. Terminal emulation software running on your Mac makes it act like a video 
display terminal, which basically displays incoming information on the screen and sends characters you type 
to the other computer.  The most common uses of a terminal emulator are: 1) to connect to a bulletin board 
system (BBS) or online service to read messages and download files; 2) to connect to a mainframe or Unix 
system to do “real” work; 3) to connect to another Mac or PC to exchange files with a friend.

Compact Pro 1.52.sea 166 K 12/17/1998 Compression 
http://www.cyclos.com/products.htm 
Compact Pro is an application which lets you reduce the size of many of the files on your computer 
by compressing the data in the files. This saves disk space and transmission time when uploading or 
downloading files. Compact Pro also supports archives. An archive is a collection of files and folders which 
are combined into a single unit. This helps organize  your backup data storage in much the same way that 
using folders helps organize your desktop.

DD Expand 4.0.sea 130 K 10/22/1999 Compression 
http://macinsearch.com/infomac2/compression/dd-expand-40.html 
DDExpand is an expand-only version of DiskDoubler.

DeSEA 1.5.sea 41 K 6/15/1996 Compression 
Converts .sea files to .sit files by removing the self extracting code from the file. This saves up to 25K.

PackIt III 1.3.sea 62 K 10/7/1995 Compression 
PackIt takes one or more Macintosh files (either applications or documents), and packs them together into a 
single file. It will also unpack them. Most importantly, it will preserve both the data and resource forks of the 
packed files, as well as general file information (the file name, type, creator, Finder flags, and whether the file 
is locked).

StuffIt 1.5.1.sea 223 K 10/4/1999 Compression 
Old version of standard compression program.

Stuffit Classic 1.6.sea 515 K 10/7/1995 Compression 
Old version of standard compression program.

StuffIt Lite 3.0.3 ƒ 754 K 1/21/1999 Compression 
Old version of standard compression program.

ZipIt 2.0.sit 406 K 8/8/2001 Compression 
http://www.maczipit.com/ 
ZipIt is fully compatible with PKZip (a compression program from the Dark Side) and all other standard zip 
implementations.

From Hex ƒ 4 K 2/18/1999 Conversion / Decoding 
FromHex is the program for converting files in the “download” format (file extension = .DL) to applications.  
The download format is not as flexible as the BinHex format, but it is used for some software from the ARPA 
net. 

StUU 1.1.sea 49 K 10/22/1999 Conversion / Decoding 
StUU is a lightning fast drag-and-drop UUdecoder for the Mac.

Local BBS txt 2 K 1/18/1999 Data & Templates BBS 
List of bulletin boards in 717 area
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Red Ryder BBS.sea 84 K 10/7/1995 Data & Templates BBS 
List of BBS’s

Bookkeeper.sea 107 K 5/2/1996 Data & Templates Business 
http://www.hookup.net/~icicle 
Accounts is a FileMaker Pro 2.1  double entry bookkeeping system designed for individual use. Entries to 
this database balance to zero as an equal debit and credit is entered by each record to the accounts of choice. 
The file constantly generates accurate account statements as well as current net worth and gain/loss during 
current operations.

Business Plan Helper.sea 191 K 8/13/1995 Data & Templates Business 
Excel and MS Works worksheets that help create a highly professional business plan.

Legal Dict.sea 42 K 10/3/1999 Data & Templates Business

Proposal ƒ 21 K 1/17/1999 Data & Templates Business 
Microsoft Word templates intended for use by salespeople and their support staff.

CW QCat Viewer.sea 27 K 8/29/1995 Data & Templates Computer 
This is a ClarisWorks 2.0 database template for processing QCat v1.4.3 produced text files.  QCat is a utility 
for cataloging diskettes, hard disks, and removables by Richard De Luca.

Error DA 22 K 1/3/1991 Data & Templates Computer 
Brief descriptions to the error code numbers displayed when your Mac crashes.

Font ID Number Lists.sea 42 K 10/5/1995 Data & Templates Computer 
Old list but well worth checking if you use a lot of fonts. Fonts with identical id numbers will not function 
properly if loaded together.

Human Interface Notes.sea 43 K 10/3/1999 Data & Templates Computer 
Notes on designing dialogue boxes, keyboard equivalents, and menus.

Mac Catalog.sea 143 K 2/15/1999 Data & Templates Computer 
FileMaker database of Macs

Mac Secret Names List 5 K 2/17/1999 Data & Templates Computer 
Apple code names for various Mac models

Mac Secret Tricks List  22 K 2/17/1999 Data & Templates Computer 
Easter eggs — those neat little hidden goodies.

MacErrors 2.0.1.sea 67 K 10/23/1999 Data & Templates Computer 
http://mac.simplenet.com/utilities/macerrors/ 
A small application that shows you the result code and description for all of the Macintosh system errors.

Macintosh Tips & Tricks.sea 119 K 10/7/1995 Data & Templates Computer

Pheonix Mac Repair 2.0a.sea 203 K 12/16/1998 Data & Templates Computer 
http://w3.ime.net/~deceiver/phoenixmacrepair.html 
A document that discusses the care of various Macs. Recommended reading. Go to the Pheonix Mac Repair 
site for more current info.

Smilie Face Dictionary DA 15 K 11/19/1990 Data & Templates Computer 
Explains those little little smilie faces that appear in chats and e-mail.

SysErrTable 2.0 DA 29 K 1/14/1989 Data & Templates Computer 
Descriptions of system error return codes

The InformInit 1.2 ƒ.sea 269 K 11/11/1997 Data & Templates Computer 
The indispensible guide to what’s dispensible on your Mac and the most comprehensive guide to extensions, 
control panels and system-related info ANYWHERE! 

Vendor DA 1.45.sea 252 K 10/7/1995 Data & Templates Computer 
VendorDA is a database of 1464 Macintosh product vendors, which also includes related companies whose 
products may connect to or provide support for those products.  
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BarWare II.sea 310 K 5/2/1996 Data & Templates Food 
A FileMaker bar recipes file.

CookWare.sea 153 K 10/15/1995 Data & Templates Food 
The goal of COOKWARE was to allow the user to easily and quickly enter recipes like cooks have been doing 
for centuries, with the benefit of specific quick searches.

Merit’s Internet Cruise2.sea 753 K 10/3/1999 Data & Templates Internet 
Merit’s Cruise of the Internet is a tutorial for new as well as experienced Internet navigators. The Cruise will 
introduce you to Internet resources as diverse as supercomputing, minorities, multimedia, and even cooking. 
It will also provide information about the tools needed to access those resources. 

Veronica FAQ 25 K 11/12/1993 Data & Templates Internet 
Veronica is a service that maintains an index of titles of gopher items, and provides keyword searches of those 
titles. Early internet services.

Archive Audio.pdf 885 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
Notes on archive LPs and cassette tapes.

Clogged Ink Jet.pdf 318 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
Notes on unclogging ink jets.

Compact Discs.pdf 174 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
Information about CD-Rs.

Cool Stuff.pdf 46 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
Web sites for obtaining cool stuff for your ink jet printer

MacInstruct.com.pdf 235 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
Notes on a good website.

MPEG.pdf 282 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
Notes on MPEG formats.

Shortcuts.pdf 254 K 2/9/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac 
A collection of shortcuts.

YMUG OS X UNIX.pdf 439 K 12/31/2002 Data & Templates KeyMac

Call Waiting 2 K 2/22/1990 Data & Templates Misc 
If you have a modem with the troublesome “call waiting” feature, here’s how to get around it.

Dictionary Helper ƒ 12 K 1/21/1999 Data & Templates Misc 
Dictionary Helper is a file of 1313 words that normally aren’t found in the dictionaries of spelling checkers. 
Just open the Dictionary Helper file, run your spelling checker on it and add all the words to your dictionary 
at one sitting.

Home Inventory 1.5.sea 90 K 12/16/1998 Data & Templates Misc 
A FileMaker template use to record home inventory for insurance purposes.

Lawyer Jokes 32 K 7/13/1992 Data & Templates Misc

MacAlmanac DA 4 K 10/25/1990 Data & Templates Misc 
Short astronomy almanac.

Net Cash ƒ 23 K 2/17/1999 Data & Templates Misc 
An introduction to virtual cash, and the NetCash quick start guide.

PeriodicTable X 3.5.1.sit.bin 2.5 MB 10/8/2004 Data & Templates Misc 
http://www.synergycreations.com/pt.html 
Requires OS X. Displays periodic table plus much information about each element.

Silkscreening Made Easy.sea 73 K 8/13/1995 Data & Templates Misc 
Direction to silkscreen process

Study Techniques 45 K 1/28/1999 Data & Templates Misc 
Excerpted from Where There’s A Will There’s An “A”
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Commander 2.0 DA 12 K 11/19/1986 Data & Templates Modem 
A list of commands that control a Hayes modem.

A Box of Rain Database.sea 321 K 10/24/1994 Data & Templates Music 
A FileMaker DataBase to maintain info about recorded music.

CD Database.sea 115 K 10/8/1995 Data & Templates Music 
A FileMaker Pro 2.1 database to catalog your Compact Discs. Requires manual input of data.

DisCollect 2.0.sea 215 K 5/2/1996 Data & Templates Music 
DisCollect 2.0 is an easy to use music cataloging system for Filemaker Pro 3.

Award Winning Resume.sea 47 K 5/15/1998 Data & Templates Professional 
This is the ACTUAL resume design that won the coveted award. My resume won the 1992 Florida Technical 
Publications and Art Competition award for Excellence, the top award given in the resume category. 

Mac Secretary.sea 111 K 8/13/1995 Data & Templates Professional 
This disk contains a collection of professionally written and edited letters

Planner 1.4.sea 277 K 10/15/1995 Data & Templates Professional 
This is a 14 month planner covering December of the previous year through January of the following year.

Resume Templates.sea 35 K 8/13/1995 Data & Templates Professional 
9 resume templates

Store 2.1.sea 116 K 10/4/1999 Data & Templates Professional 
Store Organizer 2.10 is a FileMaker Pro 2.0 database template set up to keep track of a small store’s sales, 
inventory, purchases, accounting, payroll, and expenses.

Twelve Resumés.sea 125 K 11/13/1994 Data & Templates Professional

Yana’s Resume Format Guide 18 K 8/21/1993 Data & Templates Professional

Arrows DA 12 K 6/2/1992 Data & Templates Program Aids 
A small screen that shows what key combinations yield what arrows in Zapf Dingbats font.

Airports DA 10 K 1/3/1991 Data & Templates Travel 
Lists 240 3-character airport abbreviations. Clicking on two will display the names and distance between the 
airports.

Amtrak Schedules.sea 130 K 8/29/1995 Data & Templates Travel

Area Codes ƒ 26 K 1/21/1999 Data & Templates Travel 
The attached DAtabase file has four fields: Area Code, State/Region, Time Zone, Cities. DAtabase was a DA 
database program.

Phone Codes/Time Zones.sea 61 K 3/5/1996 Data & Templates Travel 
It is a DocMaker stand-alone application which provides all kinds of useful information. It lets you pinpoint 
where an area code or country code is located and what time it is there.

Zip Code.sea 278 K 8/13/1995 Data & Templates Travel 
The file is a tab delimited text file.  It can be easily imported into any database or file management software.  
It consists of 3 fields in the following order - the zip code, the two letter state code, and the city.

PixelToy 2.6.1.zip 1.2 MB 3/29/2008 DOM 00/01 
http://www.lairware.com/~beastie 
Requires OS 10.2 or later. $20.  PixelToy isn’t a game, nor is it a screen saver, nor a paint program — but it has 
aspects of all of these. Think of it as a very interactive lava lamp or kinetic art. With PixelToy you can watch 
and fiddle with an endless variety of beautiful, mesmerizing moving images. Warp, blur, melt, and distort 
any picture in your library. Create QuickTime movies out of any PixelToy display. Best of all, if you pop in an 
audio CD, you can watch PixelToy’s patterns dance to the music!

Net Print 8.2.sea 160 K 1/27/2000 DOM 00/02 
http://www.johnmoe.com/ 
Requires System 7.1 to OS 9. Net Print is a utility that allows you to capture selected pieces of text from your 
screen and then print or save it. 
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Simple Edit 3.5.1 Installer 456 K 1/26/2000 DOM 00/02 
http://www.evatac.com/products/SimpleEdit/ 
SimpleEdit is a replacement for Apple’s SimpleText. SimpleEdit provides some key features missing from 
SimpleText, like the ability to handle documents containing more than 32K of text, multiple levels of undo 
and redo, and SimpleEdit is PPC native.

Diet Sleuth 5.1.2.dmg 3.9 MB 2/7/2008 DOM 00/03 
http://www.blackcatsystems.com/ 
Requires OS X. 10.2 and later. $34.99. Diet Sleuth is a nutritional database and personal health logbook. Diet 
Sleuth allows you to keep track of what foods you eat each day and their nutritional value. For each day, you 
select the foods you have eaten and the number of servings of each. Diet Sleuth will automatically calculate 
your caloric intake, fat grams, carbohydrates, fiber, protein, cholesterol, sodium, potassium, and calcium.

Get The Point.sea 131 K 2/25/2000 DOM 00/03 
http://www.blackcatsystems.com/ 
Get The Point is a simple calculator that will help you compute the points for a particular meal you’ve eaten. 
This point system is used by popular weight management systems. Just enter the total calories, fat, and fiber 
for the meal, and click on the Calculate button. Get The Point will then compute the points for that meal to 
one digit past the decimal. 

DoubletScan 4.0.5.sit 1.3 MB 1/28/2004 DOM 00/04 
http://www.workingnet.com/hyperbolic 
Requires OS 8.6 (with CarbonLib 1.3 installed) to OS 9.x.  Doublet Scan is a utility for identifying all the 
duplicate files in your hard disks.

Tidy Up! 1.3.4.zip 8.1 MB 3/11/2008 DOM 00/04 
http://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/TidyUp.html 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 and later. Universal Binary. $30. Tidy Up! (Doublet Scan) is a utility for identifying all the 
duplicate files in your hard disks.

iCab 2.82 PPC.sit 2.4 MB 10/5/2002 DOM 00/05 
http://www.icab.de/ 
A small, fast web browser

iCab X 3.0.3.dmg.zip 6.3 MB 2/18/2008 DOM 00/05 
http://www.icab.de/ 
Requires  OS X 10.1 or higher. Universal Binary. $25. A small, fast web browser

Acta Classic.sea 235 K 6/13/2000 DOM 00/06 
http://www.a-sharp.com/acta/ 
It is a small application that was originally designed to be used as an outline processor. But it works great for 
small databases, as an orgainizer, and as a to-do list.

DiskTracker 2.2 Manual.pdf 219 K 9/2/2002 DOM 00/07 
http://disktracker.com/

DiskTracker 2.3.3.dmg 1.7 MB 1/24/2006 DOM 00/07 
http://disktracker.com/ 
Requires OS X. DiskTracker offers the ability to have, in a single compact file, a record of the contents of all of 
your disks.  This includes hard drives, removable media, CD-ROMs, and even floppy disks.

The Codebook 0109 Plug-Ins.sit 4.6 MB 10/5/2002 DOM 00/08 
http://www.codebook.pp.se/ 
Requires The Codebook. Plug-ins for The Codebook. Has not been updated since Oct 2001.

The Codebook 4.5.2.sitx 3.3 MB 8/26/2005 DOM 00/08 
http://www.codebook.se/download.html 
Requires OS X 10.2. The Codebook is the Macintosh gamers’ most handy utility ever. It’s the largest collection 
of cheats, walkthroughs, internet URLs, patches, saved games, maps,  images and info for Macintosh games 
that is available.

The Codebook HolidayPack2001.sit 153 K 10/5/2002 DOM 00/08 
http://www.codebook.pp.se/ 
Requires The Codebook. Plug-ins for The Codebook. Has not been updated since Dec 2001
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macDICT x 2.9.2.sit 1.3 MB 11/7/2004 DOM 00/09 
http://www.bainsware.com/ 
Requires OS 10. MacDICT is a handy utility that goes online to look up definitions. It also accesses several 
databases to provide information about words or phrases.

Internet Call Waiting 1.3 MB 9/22/2000 DOM 00/10 
No longer available

EarthBrowser 2.11.dmg 9.8 MB 12/20/2007 DOM 00/11 
http://www.lunarsoft.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.2.8 or higher. Universal Binary. $23.95. Earth Browser is a three dimensional model of the 
Earth that is constantly monitoring conditions around the globe. It will keep you informed on the latest 
weather forecasts, earthquakes, volcanoes and webcams from all over the world. It also becomes a beautiful 
screen saver when your computer is idle.

EarthBrowser.pdf 500 K 6/10/2001 DOM 00/11

Tex-Edit Plus 4.1.3 Installer 1.1 MB 11/9/2002 DOM 00/12 
http://www.tex-edit.com/ 
Requires Classic. Tex-Edit Plus is a scriptable, styled text editor that fills the gap between Apple’s bare-bones 
SimpleText and a full-featured word processor. It is particularly useful for formatting text that is transmitted 
over the Internet. Tex-Edit Plus is small, fast, easy-to-use and requires little memory.

Tex-Edit Plus X 4.9.7.dmg 3.8 MB 7/26/2006 DOM 00/12 
http://www.tex-edit.com/ 
Requires OS 10.1 or newer. Tex-Edit Plus is a scriptable, styled text editor that fills the gap between Apple’s 
bare-bones SimpleText and a full-featured word processor. It is particularly useful for formatting text that is 
transmitted over the Internet. Tex-Edit Plus is small, fast, easy-to-use and requires little memory.

Napster 1.0 1.7 MB 1/10/2001 DOM 01/01 
No Longer Available 
The Mac application allows users to search and browse for MP3 music files. It rapidly gathers results for users 
and sorts them by name, size and sound quality, with both search fields and results combined in a single 
window.

Captain Bumper 1.14.sit 17.8 MB 5/16/2001 DOM 01/02 
http://www.macrun.com/US/02_products/products.html 
Captain Bumper is an action game for kids. This demo includes the first two of ten levels of action.

DoubleScroll 2.1.2.sit 101 K 2/27/2001 DOM 01/03 
http://www.amargosa.com/doublescroll.html 
Requires System 7. DoubleScroll is a control panel which gives your Macintosh double arrows at both ends of 
your scroll bars, allowing you to scroll in both directions from one location.

Smart Scroll X 2.8.1.dmg 1.9 MB 3/18/2008 DOM 01/03 
http://www.marcmoini.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or later. Universal Binary. $19. Smart Scroll X brings new scrolling options and 
enhancements to Mac OS X: a “hand” tool to easily move any window’s contents; Scroll Keys - fast and 
dependable scrolling, without reaching for the mouse; FileMaker Pro and AppleWorks live scrolling, scroll 
wheel support, and more.

SndConverter Pro 2.4.1.sit 260 K 2/27/2001 DOM 01/03 
http://www.dejal.com/ 
Requires OS 7.0.x or greater. Compatible with Classic environment of Mac OS X. This application allows you 
to quickly convert a batch of sounds from one format to another

SoundMaster 1.8.4.sit 54 K 2/27/2001 DOM 01/03 
http://xi6.com/soundmaster.html 
Soundmaster is a utility that makes your Macintosh play sounds when certain system events occur (such as 
key clicks, disk insertion and ejection, and emptying the trash)

Soundz 1.0.sit 960 K 2/27/2001 DOM 01/03 
http://www.macology.com 
Soundz allows the user to create a replacement file for the Platinum sounds used in the Appearance control 
panel.
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DropMP3 1.0.6.sit 233 K 4/5/2001 DOM 01/04 
http://philippe.laval.free.fr/DropMP3/US/downloads.html 
One of the best MP3 converters around.

SndSampler 6.0.5.dmg 5.2 MB 3/24/2008 DOM 01/04 
http://www.sndsampler.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.1.2. $39.99. SndSampler is a sophisticated recording and editing program.

Sound Studio 3.5.5.dmg 14.8 MB 11/5/2007 DOM 01/04 
http://www.felttip.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. $79.95. Record and edit audio digitally on your computer. 
Digitize tapes and vinyl records, record live performances, create your own mixes with crossfades, tweak the 
levels and EQ, apply digital effects, and save in all major file formats with Sound Studio 3!

Ultra Recorder 2.4.3 756 K 7/5/1999 DOM 01/04 
http://members.aol.com/EJC3 
Requires OS 7.6 through Classic, QuickTime version 3 or later. Ultra Recorder is a simple, easy to use program 
that allows the user to download music files from a variety of sources such as LPs and cassette tapes.

MacArmyKnife 2.7.sit 535 K 3/6/2002 DOM 01/05 
http://www.chaoticsoftware.com/ 
Requires OS 9, OS X. The Mac Army Knife is a collection of utilities. No matter what your level of expertise 
you can find something useful in this application. While a lot of the routines target programmers and 
developers, there are several routines that should be in everybody’s toolkit.

Outlook Express 5.0.6.smi 9.3 MB 9/24/2002 DOM 01/06 
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/download/ 
Requires OS 8.1 to 9.x. A complete and customizable e-mail manager

Disk Surveyor 2.5.sit 330 K 8/8/2001 DOM 01/07 
No longer available 
Requires System 7 or greater. DiskSurveyor shows you,  GRAPHICALLY, what or who’s hogging all that 
space.  Click on a folder and zoom in for a closer look.  Or zoom back out.  And with the press of a key, you 
can create text files that list all the files found on CDROMs or any other volume.

Memory Mapper 1.5.sit 148 K 6/13/2000 DOM 01/07 
No Longer available 
Graphic display of current RAM useage.

Alarm Call 1.1.sit 777 K 8/6/2001 DOM 01/08 
http://www.essentrix.com 
This alarm clock improves on Apple’s Alarm Clock. While it is very simple to set up, it plays your choice of 
music and can be set as a repetitive alarm.

Alarm Clock Pro 8.3.9.dmg 13.6 MB 3/27/2008 DOM 01/08 
http://www.koingosw.com/products/alarm_clock_pro.shtml 
Requires OS 10.4 or later. Universal Binary.  $19.95 Three different clocks can be displayed on your desktop. 
Multiple alarms can be set.  A ‘Perpetual’ option allows the user to set alarms for specific times and dates in 
the future. A ‘Timer’ option will beep every umpteen minutes, depending upon your selection. It includes a 
stopwatch and a calendar.

Big Clock 2.5 Installer 1.5 M 9/2/2002 DOM 01/08 
http://www.CryptonicTech.com/ 
Requires Classic. Full screen clock with alarm feature.

Big Clock 2.7 OS X Installer.hqx 1.8 MB 12/25/2003 DOM 01/08 
http://www.CryptonicTech.com/ 
Requires OS X. Full screen clock with alarm feature.

BluClock 68k.sit 292 K 10/6/2002 DOM 01/08 
http://www.blufiresoftware.com/ 
BluClock comes the closest to replacing Apple’s alarm clock.
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BluClock PPC .sit 525 K 10/6/2002 DOM 01/08 
http://www.blufiresoftware.com/ 
BluClock comes the closest to replacing Apple’s alarm clock.

Chronomenon 4.0.2 Folder.sit.hqx 2.4 MB 6/17/2003 DOM 01/08 
http://www.conductusproductions.com/SoftwarePage.html 
Requires OS 9. Sophisticated alarm clock or timer.

FM Egg Timer 1.2.sit 62 K 8/6/2001 DOM 01/08 
http://www.bozos.com/lizardbreath/ 
Requires Classic. Control strip timer.

MP3 Alarm Clock 2.3.2.dmg 563 K 11/25/2007 DOM 01/08 
http://jbenjamin.org/Software/Software.html 
Requires OS X 10.4 or greater. Freeware. Flexible and useful alarm for those who need repetitive or multiple 
alarms. The clock has multiple skins (appearances.)

OnTimers 1.0.sit 1.3 MB 8/6/2001 DOM 01/08 
http://www.selznick.com/ 
One of the most feature-laden clocks. It is primarily designed for running mulitple timers.

BubAndBob 1.7.3.sit 951 K 9/3/2001 DOM 01/09 
http://www.mcsebi.com/ 
Requires  OS X. CarbonLib must be installed for Mac OS 8.6 and 9.x. Arcade game based on ‘Bubble Bobble’, 
the classic arcade game from the early 80’s. You are a little green or blue dinosaur and catch your enemies in 
bubbles you can shoot. The best feature of the game is that two players can play together.

MacDo 1.0.4.sit 927 K 9/3/2001 DOM 01/09 
http://www.mcsebi.com/ 
Requires  OS 8.x or 9.x, QuickTime 2.5. MacDo is a fast paced arcade game based on the classic console game 
‘Mr Do’ which was originally released in 1982. It has also elements of the very similar ‘Dig Dug’ which was 
also a classic console game. 

Pac the Man X 1.1.1.zip 3.5 MB 3/15/2008 DOM 01/09 
http://www.mcsebi.com/ 
Requires OS X 3. Universal Binary. Free. Pac the Man is a simple Pacman clone for the Mac. It has nice 
graphics close to the original ones and good music. The gameplay is equal to the original: Escape the ghosts 
and eat the pellets. 

Air Burst Extreme 1.0.sit 28.7 MB 3/5/2005 DOM 01/10 
http://www.strangeflavour.com/pages/airburst.html 
Requires OS 8.6 or higher with CarbonLib,  OS X 10.0 or higher. An arcade game: Protect your rings of 
balloons from the razor sharp flying balls and try to burst your opponents out of the sky! Play against up to 3 
other human players and up to another 8 computer players in the most manic game this century!

Unsupported UtilityX 2.0.sit 1.1 MB 11/8/2001 DOM 01/11 
No Longer Available 
This utility helps to install Mac OS X on some unsupported systems. Installation requires only 3 more clicks 
than a supported install. It now works with Mac OS X 10.1.

My Photo Album 4.2.1 classic.sit 2.9 MB 5/8/2004 DOM 01/12 
http://www.x-industries.com/mpa/ 
Requires Classic. My Photo Album is an application for the Mac OS that allows you to organize your digital 
photographs into photo albums that are personalized and attractive. Regardless of how you file your photos 
on your hard drive, you can mix and match, arrange, caption, and group your photos into albums and store 
them all in an easily accessible pop-up menu

My Photo Album 4.2.1 x.sit 3.0 MB 5/8/2004 DOM 01/12 
http://www.x-industries.com/mpa/ 
Requires OS X. My Photo Album is an application for the Mac OS that allows you to organize your digital 
photographs into photo albums that are personalized and attractive. Regardless of how you file your photos 
on your hard drive, you can mix and match, arrange, caption, and group your photos into albums and store 
them all in an easily accessible pop-up menu
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iSwipe 1.7.11.zip 2.6 MB 3/29/2008 DOM 02/01 
http://www.hillmanminx.com/ 
Requires OS 9 or higher. DonateWare. iSwipe searches and downloads from the Web, and the FTP, Hotline, 
Napster, OpenNapster and Gnutella networks.

LimeWire X 4.16.6.dmg 10.5 MB 2/8/2008 DOM 02/01 
http://www.limewire.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.4. Freeware. LimeWire is a software package which enables individuals to search for and 
share computer files with anyone on the internet.

MP3 Rage 5.8.3.hqx 2.1 MB 8/4/2004 DOM 02/01 
http://www.chaoticsoftware.com/ 
Requires OS X. MP3 Rage is the definitive collection of tools for MP3 enthusiasts.

FontViewer 1.5.4.sit 1.1 MB 11/27/2004 DOM 02/02 
http://www.creativebox.net/ 
Requires OS 10.2 or later FontViewer is a simple but elegant font viewer that allows you to preview all fonts 
in your fonts folder. They can be displayed in various sizes and styles (i.e. bold, italic, shadow, etc.) with the 
click of a mouse. FontViewer also features the ability to display your fonts in a slideshow.

VueScan 8.4.52.dmg 6.9 MB 12/31/2007 DOM 02/03 
http://www.hamrick.com/vsm.html 
Requires OS X 10.3 and higher. Universal Binary. $39.95. VueScan is an inexpensive program that works with 
most scanners to produce high-quality scans that have excellent color fidelity.

VueScan 8.4.65.dmg 7.0 MB 3/26/2008 DOM 02/03 
http://www.hamrick.com/vsm.html 
Requires OS X 10.3 and higher. Universal Binary. $39.95. VueScan is an inexpensive program that works with 
most scanners to produce high-quality scans that have excellent color fidelity.

MemoryStick 1.5.dmg 336 K 4/6/2006 DOM 02/04 
http://www.tidbits.com/matt/ 
Requires OS X 1.4. The purpose of MemoryStick is to provide a graphical display of RAM usage in OS X.

Spamfire 2.30.app 20.3 MB 3/9/2007 DOM 02/05 
http://www.matterform.com/ 
Requires OS X. Spamfire automatically reduces spam by removing unwanted commercial and pornographic 
email.

Notes 1.3.4.sit 81 K 8/2/2002 DOM 02/06 
http://homepage.mac.com/richards9/ 
Requires OS X. Great replacement for missing Apple NotePad. Notes is very small, full of features and fits 
into OSX and the Aqua interface as though it was written by Apple.

XRay 1.1.dmg 1.6 MB 8/5/2004 DOM 02/06 
http://www.brockerhoff.net/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 and up. Think of XRay as an easy to use, advanced interactive Get Info Window.

BatChmod 1.3.7.dmg 2.8 MB 2/13/2006 DOM 02/07 
http://www.macchampion.com/ 
Requires OS X. BatChmod is a utility for manipulating file and folder privileges in Mac OS X. It allows the 
manipulation of ownership as well as the privileges associated to the Owner, Group or others.

JewelToy 1.3.1.dmg.tgz 3.5 MB 6/22/2004 DOM 02/08 
http://www.aegidian.org/ 
Requires OS X. JewelToy is a colorful matching game. The goal is to interchange jewels so that three or more 
matching jewels appear in a straight line.

Fire 1.5.6.dmg 6.8 MB 2/15/2006 DOM 02/09 
http://www.epicware.com/SeriousSoftware.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 and later. Universal Binary. An instant messaging (chat) program. Works with AOL Instant 
Messenger, ICQ, MSN Messenger, Jabber, and Yahoo! Pager.
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Proteus 4.16.zip 15.4 MB 3/29/2008 DOM 02/09 
http://www.proteusx.org/ 
Requires 10.3 or greater. Universal Binary. An instant messaging (chat) program. Works with AIM, ICQ, 
Jabber, MSN, or Yahoo! Messenger.

BSD Tools for CCC.pkg 162 K 1/3/2003 DOM 02/10

Camino 1.5.5.dmg 15.4 MB 2/6/2008 DOM 02/10 
http://caminobrowser.org/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. Freeware. Camino is a browser for Mac OS X that has a Cocoa 
user interface, and embeds the Gecko layout engine. It is intended to be a simple, small and fast browser for 
Mac OS X. Camino is still in the beta stage of its development. It is stable enough to use day-to-day, but you 
may still encounter bugs.

Carbon Copy Cloner 3.1.dmg 2.2 MB 3/25/2008 DOM 02/10 
http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html 
Requires OS 10.4 or greater. Universal Binary. Donationware. The purpose of Carbon Copy Cloner is to assist 
you in moving your entire Mac OS X installation or selected folders from one partition to another as easily as 
possible. CCC can copy all the system files necessary, maintaining Unix permissions and ownership, to create 
a bootable backup of your drive.

SwapTop 2.1.1.app 5.5 MB 4/14/2005 DOM 02/10 
http://www.zonic.co.uk/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 or later. For systems running Mac OS X, it requires Mac OS X 10.1 or later. SwapTop is a 
desktop picture manager, which allows you to automatically update your desktop picture. It can be used to 
display your personal collection of images (e.g., digital photographs), or can automatically download new 
pictures from the Webshots photo network. 

xBack 3.7.5.dmg 1.3 MB 8/17/2007 DOM 02/10 
http://www.gideonsoftworks.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 or later. Universal Binary. $10. xBack is a utility that allows you replace your desktop 
picture with a screen saver. With xBack, you can bring your desktop to life.

JiXii 2.9.dmg 2.5 MB 12/28/2006 DOM 02/11 
http://trollin.loos.li/ 
Requires OS 10.3.9 or later. Universal Binary. $15. This game is for people who are fanatics about jigsaw 
puzzles.

iKey 2.2.2 ƒ 11.7 MB 11/25/2006 DOM 02/12 
http://scriptsoftware.com/ikey/ 
Requires OX 10.2 or above. Universal Binary. iKey is an essential utility that can eliminate repetitive actions. 
iKey allows creation of shortcuts that perform an action or sequence of actions each of which can be launched 
by key combinations or menu or event.

Marine Aquarium 2.6.1.dmg 4.7 MB 9/11/2007 DOM 02/12 
http://www.serenescreen.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.1.5 or higher. Universal Binary. $14.95 Screen saver: realistic salt water aquarium.

Gutenprint 5.1.5.tar.bz2 4.5 MB 12/29/2007 DOM 03/01 
http://sourceforge.net/forum/forum.php?forum_id=596232 
Requires OS X 10.2 or greater. Universal Binary. Gutenprint, formerly named Gimp-Print, is a suite of printer 
drivers that may be used with most common UNIX print spooling systems, including CUPS, lpr, LPRng, or 
others. These drivers provide high quality printing for UNIX (including Macintosh OS X 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4) 
and Linux systems that in many cases equal or exceed proprietary vendor-supplied drivers in quality and 
functionality, and can be used for demanding printing tasks requiring flexibility and high quality.

RagTime 6.0b5.dmg 58.4 MB 3/24/2006 DOM 03/01 
http://www.ragtime.de 
Requires OS X 10.3.5 or higher. Integrated word processor, spreadsheet with hot linked graphing, and page 
layout functionality.
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RagTime Solo 5.6.2.bin 1.2 MB 1/14/2003 DOM 03/01 
http://www.ragtime.de 
Requires Classic. Integrated word processor, spreadsheet with hot linked graphing, and page layout 
functionality.

Cache Out X 4.7.2.pkg 658 K 3/11/2006 DOM 03/02 
http://nonamescriptware.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. This application clears out the System cache entries on your 
machine and swapfiles. You can now clear the caches and histories of all the major browsers.

Jaguar Cache Cleaner 1.8.5.dmg 2.6 MB 8/29/2003 DOM 03/02 
http://www.northernsoftworks.com/jaguarcachecleaner.html 
Requires OS X 10.2. The program will clean certain cache folders.  JCC also offers the ability to clean the cache 
folders in all of the Users directories.

MacJanitor 1.2.1.dmg.sit 308 K 2/10/2003 DOM 03/02 
http://personalpages.tds.net/~brian_hill/ 
Requires OS X 10.1 or higher. MacJanitor run UNIX maintenance routines that are normally run late at night.

Panther Cache Cleaner 2.4.7.dmg 3.7 MB 3/5/2005 DOM 03/02 
http://www.northernsoftworks.com/jaguarcachecleaner.html 
Requires OS X 10.1 or higher. Panther Cache Cleaner is a utility designed to provide easy access to numerous 
OS X maintenance and utility options.  When used in combination with OS X’s disk repair tools, it can be very 
effective in curing many system problems.

GyazMail 1.5.7.dmg 6.5 MB 12/1/2007 DOM 03/03 
http://www.gyazsquare.com/gyazmail/download.php 
Requires OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. $18. GyazMail allows you to filter out spam before it downloads 
to your machine. Its greatest feature is the ability to add “Filters” that allow you to delete e-mail from a 
regular POP server based on what is in the subject, to, from, or any other e-mail header field.

MacBoot 1.0.6.dmg 203 K 5/19/2004 DOM 03/03 
http://ittpoi.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 or 10.3.MacBoot is a program which allows you to customize the boot screen of your 
Macintosh (the grey-on-grey Apple). It will automatically determine a suitable color map for the source 
image, and will handle the installation of the boot image.

Startup Syringe 1.0.8.dmg 124 kb 2/28/2003 DOM 03/03 
http://www.ryandesign.com/jagboot/ 
Jaguar displays a dark gray Apple logo on a light gray field. Startup Syringe allows you to change the Apple 
logo to an image of your choice.

Visage 2.4.2.zip 3.5 MB 5/21/2006 DOM 03/03 
http://keakaj.com/visage.htm 
Requires OS X 10.5 only. $9.95 Visage allows you to easily and safely customize the appearance of your 
Mac. You can change the Boot Window, Boot Strings, Desktop Effects, Login Background, Login Panel, and 
Personal Alerts. Each OS X version requires its own Visage version.

Visage 2.4.2.zip 2.5 MB 10/31/2007 DOM 03/03 
http://keakaj.com/visage.htm 
Requires OS X 10.5. $9.95 Visage allows you to easily and safely customize the appearance of your Mac. You 
can change the Boot Window, Boot Strings, Desktop Effects, Login Background, Login Panel, and Personal 
Alerts.

AudioBookMaker 2.0.sit 654 K 3/31/2003 DOM 03/04 
No longer available 
Convert any ordinary text file into an audiobook in AIFF format, which you can drag and drop into iTunes, 
convert to MP3, and even take with you on your iPod.
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No Popups 1.3 9.sit 585 K 5/14/2003 DOM 03/05 
http://www.amalthys.com/nopopups/ 
Requires Classic. No Popups automatically closes popup and popunder windows while you surf with 
Internet Explorer.  It does not check with any online or local databases - it simply detects popup/popunder 
windows and closes them.  If you want to allow new windows to open, you can temporarily disable No 
Popups by holding down the shift key.

PageSender 4.2.2.dmg 6.9 MB 3/3/2008 DOM 03/05 
http://www.smileonmymac.com/pagesender/download.html 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher. Universal Binary. $39.95. Send faxes and E-mails directly from the print dialog.

Pop-Up Zapper 1.81 Lite.sit 564 K 5/14/2003 DOM 03/05 
http://www.batista.org/ 
Pop-Up Zapper is a shareware application for Mac that helps you by “zapping” away those annoying pop-up 
windows when you surf the web.

Pop-Up Zapper 2.6.7.dmg 959 K 1/23/2004 DOM 03/05 
http://www.batista.org/ 
Requires OS X. Pop-Up Zapper is a shareware application for Mac that helps you by “zapping” away those 
annoying pop-up windows when you surf the web.

googol-Choo-Choo 3D 2.03.dmg 18.5 MB 1/28/2007 DOM 03/06 
http://www.googolplex.co.jp/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or higher. Universal Binary. $21. googol-Choo-Choo 3D is a 3D model railroad 
simulation program. 

Amadeus II 3.8.7.dmg 3.0 MB 6/15/2006 DOM 03/07 
http://www.hairersoft.com/Amadeus.html 
Requires OS 9.2 and up, including MacOS X. $30. Amadeus II is a very powerful sound editor. Some sound 
repair functions.

iTunes-LAME Encoder 2.0.9.zip 572 K 11/24/2007 DOM 03/07 
http://www.blacktree.com/ 
Requires OS X. 10.2 or higher, iTunes 4.x. Freeware. Convert sound to MP3 directly from CDs

TinkerTool 3.8.dmg 1.9 MB 11/8/2007 DOM 03/08 
http://www.bresink.de//products.html 
Requires OS X 10.3.8 or later. Universal Binary. Freeware. TinkerTool is an additional control panel for the 
System Preferences application that allows users to access more operating system settings than are usually 
visible in the standard panels.

DEVONthink Personal 1.9.13.dmg.zip 6.9 MB 3/13/2008 DOM 03/09 
http://www.devon-technologies.com/download/commercial.php 
Requires OS X 10.4 or greater. Universal Binary.$39.95  DEVONthink is the Mac incarnation of the real 
paperless office. It’s a notepad, outliner, scrapbook manager, information manager, freeform database, 
archive, bookmark manager and image database. As of version 1.9.10, DEVONthink Personal is commercial

DEVONthink_Manual_screen.tgz 1004 K 3/9/2004 DOM 03/09 
http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink.php 
The manual for DEVONthink

SOHO Notes 7.0.dmg 31.9 MB 3/26/2008 DOM 03/09 
http://chronos.iserver.net/ 
Requires OS X 10.5.2 or higher. Universal Binary. $39.99. SOHO Notes is a digital note-taking application and 
the official successor to StickyBrain. Use it to capture, organize, and share all of your personal and workgroup 
information. It can store rich text, PDF’s, images, files, movies, audio, bookmarks, and web archives. 
Synchronize notes between multiple computers, iPod’s, and Palm handhelds.

Xnippets 1.1.dmg 535 K 11/18/2002 DOM 03/09 
http://www.mactelligence.com/software/xnippets/index.html 
Xnippets allows you to capture and organize all those little items of information that you want to store and 
have easy access to. If you have ever read a web page (or an email) and seen something that you wished you 
could quickly save for later, Xnippets is for you.
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iClock 3.0.5.dmg 7.6 MB 8/9/2006 DOM 03/10 
http://www.scriptsoftware.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. Replacement for Apple’s menu clock

Business Card Composer 4.4.1.dmg 26.9 MB 11/12/2007 DOM 03/11 
http://www.belightsoft.com/products/composer/ 
Requires Mac OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. $34.95 Business Card Composer is a Mac OS X tool to create 
and print business cards. Prepared design and image collections lead to simplicity of making own cards. The 
application allows print out cards on specific paper stock from world-wide manufacturers.

Business Card Composer QuickStartGuide.pdf 93 K 9/16/2004 DOM 03/11 
http://www.belightsoft.com/products/composer/

Duover 1.6.1.dmg 706 K 8/10/2004 DOM 03/12 
http://www.interfacethis.com/duover/ 
Requires OS X. Backup / synchronize your computer. Options provide for automatic sychronization.

FileSyncDoc.dmg 1.2 MB 11/4/2003 DOM 03/12

FileSynchronization 1.2.4.dmg 2.2 MB 11/5/2003 DOM 03/12 
http://nemesys2.dyndns.org:8080/FileSynchronization_EN.html 
File Synchronization is an utility that has the ability to synchronize multiple pairs of folders or files.

DejaMenu 1.2.2.dmg 97 K 11/3/2007 DOM 04/01 
http://homepage.mac.com/khsu/DejaMenu/DejaMenu.html 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher. Universal Binary. Freeware. DejaMenu will display the current application’s 
main menu as a context menu when a key combination is pressed.

pod2go 1.6.3.dmg 2.4 MB 2/13/2006 DOM 04/02 
http://www.kainjow.com/pod2go/ 
Requires Mac OS 10.2.8 or greater, and Safari for Jaguar users. Universal Binary. Load news feeds, information 
about weather, movies, stocks, horoscopes, or other text into your iPod

iVolume 2.5.3.dmg 623 K 12/6/2007 DOM 04/03 
http://www.mani.de/en/software/macosx/ivolume/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher and iTunes 4.0 or higher. Universal Binary. $15. With iVolume you can set all 
your iTunes songs to the same volume level.

fnSwitch 1.1.1.dmg 1.2 MB 11/27/2003 DOM 04/04 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/fnswitch/ 
Requires OS X. Toggle the fn key on laptops. This allows f keys to be used as f keys without pressing the fn 
key.

ChronoSync 3.3.6.dmg 4.7 MB 12/5/2007 DOM 04/05 
http://www.econtechnologies.com/site/Pages/ChronoSync/chrono_overview.html 
Requires Mac OS 10.3  or later. Universal Binary. $30. Automatically synchronize files and folders between 
your laptop and desktop volumes, or schedule automatic, simple backups of important files.

ChronoSync Manual.pdf 7.8 MB 3/29/2005 DOM 04/05 
http://www.econtechnologies.com/site/Pages/ChronoSync/chrono_overview.html 
The manual for ChronoSync

Sync X Plus 2.5.2 Install 453 K 12/15/2005 DOM 04/05 
http://www.qdea.com/ 
Requires OS X. Synchronize and backup files.

Synk Standard 6.3.3.zip 3.5 MB 2/7/2008 DOM 04/05 
http://www.decimus.net/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. $35. Synchronize and backup files. Not for backing up System.

You Synchronize 2.1.1 .dmg 3.7 MB 6/9/2005 DOM 04/05 
http://www.executivesync.com/ 
Requires OS 10.2.6 or higher. You Synchronize uses the superior TAS (Time And State) synchronization 
technique. TAS is a powerful approach to file synchronization that guarantees accuracy by storing and 
comparing true CRC32 bit checksums over time. 
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Audio Hijack Pro 2.8.1.zip 7.1 MB 3/21/2008 DOM 04/06 
http://www.rogueamoeba.com/audiohijackpro/ 
Requires OS X 10.4.0 or greater. Universal Binary. $32/$10 Upgrade. Use Audio Hijack to record any Real/
Windows Media/iTunes/Internet stream and listen at your leisure. Snag game sounds or sound bytes off 
DVD movies. You can even use Audio Hijack to rip Flash audio! And with built-in Timers, you don’t even 
have to be there to record.

OnyX 1.9.3.dmg 17.6 MB 3/13/2008 DOM 04/07 
http://www.titanium.free.fr/pgs/english.html 
Requires OS X 10.5. Universal Binary. DonationWare. OnyX is a utility of maintenance, of optimization and 
personalization for Mac OS X. It also makes it possible to configure certain hidden parameters of Finder, 
Dock, Safari, to remove a certain number of files and folders that become cumbersome, preview the different 
logs and CrashReporter, and more... NOTE: There is a different version for OS 10.3, OS 10.4, and OS 10.5

Disk Inventory X 1.0.dmg 2.2 MB 12/9/2004 DOM 04/08 
http://www.derlien.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3. It shows the sizes of files and folders in a special graphical way called “treemaps”.

Macaroni 2.1.1.dmg 1.1 MB 1/4/2008 DOM 04/08 
http://www.atomicbird.com/ 
Requires OS 10.4 or higher. Universal Binary. $9.99. Macaroni is a tool which handles regular maintenance for 
Mac OS X, including the Mac OS X repair privileges process as well as Unix-style maintenance

OmniDiskSweeper 1.6.dmg 2.2 MB 11/20/2007 DOM 04/08 
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnidisksweeper/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. $14.95. OmniDiskSweeper is a Mac OS X utility for quickly 
finding and deleting big, useless files and thus making space on your hard disks. OmniDiskSweeper makes 
this easy by highlighting the biggest files on your disks, and by noting which files are used by the system, so 
you don’t accidentally delete important files.

Preferential Treatment 1.1.8.dmg 500 K 11/6/2007 DOM 04/08 
http://www.jonn8.com/html/pt.html 
Requires OS X 10.2+. Freeware. This application will check your preference files (both in your user’s 
preference folder and the system’s preference folder) for corruption by using the “plutil” command line tool. 
If it finds suspect files, it will list the files and allow you to reveal them in the Finder or move them to the 
trash. 

SMARTReporter 2.3.2.dmg 1009 K 2/20/2008 DOM 04/08 
http://www.corecode.at/smartreporter/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. Universal Binary. Freeware. SMARTReporter is an application that can warn 
you of (ATA/IDE) hard-drive failures before they actually happen. It does so by periodically polling the 
S.M.A.R.T.-status of your hard-drives. S.M.A.R.T. (Self-Monitoring Analysis and Reporting Technology) is 
a technology built into most modern hard-drives that acts as an “early warning system” for pending drive 
problems.

Hardware Monitor 4.5.dmg 3.5 MB 3/25/2008 DOM 04/09 
http://www.bresink.de//products.html 
Requires OS X 10.3.8 or later. Universal Binary. € 8.33. Hardware Monitor is an application to read out all 
available hardware  sensors in Macintosh computers. The program can display and visualize measured  
values in a large variety of fashions.

Temperature Monitor 4.5.dmg 3.0 MB 3/25/2008 DOM 04/09 
http://www.bresink.de//products.html 
Requires OS X 10.3.8 or later. Universal Binary. Free. Temperature Monitor is an application to read out all 
available temperature  sensors in Macintosh computers. The program can display and visualize measured  
values in a large variety of fashions

NetNewsWire 3.2.1.dmg 5.6 MB 2/6/2008 DOM 04/10 
http://ranchero.com/netnewswire/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or higher. Universal Binary. NetNewsWire is an easy-to-use, customizable RSS news 
reader for web sites. It uses a familiar three-paned interface to display websites and their news.
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PopChar X 3.4.dmg 1.7 MB 2/28/2008 DOM 04/11 
http://www.macility.com/products/popcharx/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or newer. Universal Binary. €29.99. PopChar X makes “typing” of special characters easy 
without having to remember keyboard combinations. It installs a menu that shows all characters available in 
the current font. Any character can be inserted in the current document by simply selecting it from the menu. 

Border 1.5b3.dmg 2.4 MB 8/15/2007 DOM 04/12 
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/b.hilken/pages/Software.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 or later.  £15. Border is a simple application for drawing decorative borders and frames. 
Border includes more than 170  different patterns which can be adjusted in various ways to fit round 
anything. Ideal for webpages, posters, flyers, invitations, coupons, tickets, advertisements, cards, etc.

Chameleon 1.7.app 13.1 MB 2/7/2005 DOM 04/12 
http://www.zonic.co.uk/products/chameleon/ 
Requires Mac OS X 10.2 or later. Chameleon is an application for processing digital photographs. It allows 
you to quickly and easily transform your images using amazing special effects.

Little Snitch 2.0.2.dmg 2.2 MB 2/18/2008 DOM 05/01 
http://www.obdev.at/products/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or greater. Universal Binary. $24.95/$12.95 upgrade. When an application tries to establish 
a network connection, Little Snitch intercepts the attempt and brings up an alert panel, telling you all the 
connection details including the name of the application which initiated the connection

Uli’s Moose 3.5.7.zip 1.8 MB 2/3/2008 DOM 05/02 
http://www.zathras.de/angelweb/home.htm 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. Universal Binary. DonationWare. Uli’s Moose pops up occasionally and utters 
some inane witticism.

PithHelmet 2.6.7.tbz 893 K 6/30/2006 DOM 05/03 
http://culater.net/software/PithHelmet/PithHelmet.php 
Requires OS X 10.4. Universal Binary. PithHelmet is an extended site preferences and ad blocking plugin for 
Apple’s Safari browser.

Privoxy 3.0.8.dmg.zip 1.1 MB 2/27/2008 DOM 05/03 
http://www.privoxy.org/ 
Requires OS X. Universal Binary. Privoxy is a web proxy with advanced filtering capabilities for protecting 
privacy, modifying web page content, managing cookies, controlling access, and removing ads, banners, pop-
ups and other obnoxious Internet junk.

Monolingual 1.3.9.dmg 1.5 MB 3/27/2008 DOM 05/04 
http://monolingual.sourceforge.net/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 and greater. Universal Binary. Donationware. Monolingual is a program for removing 
unnecessary language resources from Mac OS.

Mr Clean 1.50.sit 915 K 3/25/2005 DOM 05/04 
http://arcobaleno2001.interfree.it/index.htm 
Requires OS X. This utility locates empty folders, aliases and duplicate files, and trashes them (upon your 
request). 

BurnAgain DVD 1.2.2.dmg 1.1 MB 12/27/2007 DOM 05/05 
http://freeridecoding.net/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. $24.  BurnAgain lets you add files to your CD, CDR, or 
DVD+RW  multiple times easily. BurnItAgainSam performs real incremental updating if you burn a Folder 
twice, automatically checking what files have been added or changed and only using space for these. If you 
want, you can decide to start over at any time and hide the contents of previous sessions at the next burn. 

maxPod X 1.5.0.dmg 1.9 MB 2/28/2006 DOM 05/06 
http://www.lajdesignsw.com/software.html  
Requires OS X. Create your own unique podcast every day. Sync your files automaticly everyday to a great 
backup device. Listen to the weather and news that you want every day. Auto mode can automate file 
syncing between ipod and local drives Music mode lets you backup your music and can rename music Add/
modify/backup notes, maps, and lyrics on your ipod.
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MacTheRipper 2.6.6.dmg 2.6 MB 3/13/2005 DOM 05/07 
http://www.ripdifferent.com/~mtr/#download 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher. MacTheRipper is a freeware DVD ripper (extractor) for Mac OS X. It is 
dependent upon the open-sourced libdvdread and libdvdcss libraries. This product is made to backup DVDs 
you have legally purchased for personal use.

iEatBrainz 1.0.8.dmg 1.6 MB 2/7/2008 DOM 05/08 
http://www.indyjt.com/software/?show=ieatbrainz#ieatbrainz 
Requires OS X 10.3 (Panther) or higher and iTunes 4.0 or higher. Universal Binary. Freeware. This program 
takes songs that you’ve chosen in your iTunes Library, that have incorrect or missing information for Title, 
Artist or Album , and then uses the sound of each song to match it with the correct information maintained in 
the MusicBrainz Database (http://musicbrainz.org/)

NeoOffice 2.2.3 Intel.dmg 135.0 MB 3/14/2008 DOM 05/09 
http://www.planamesa.com/neojava/en/index.php 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. Donationware. NeoOffice is a fully-featured set of office applications (including 
word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, and drawing programs) for Mac OS X.

NeoOffice 2.2.3 PPC.dmg 136.1 MB 11/24/2007 DOM 05/09 
http://www.planamesa.com/neojava/en/index.php 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. Donationware. NeoOffice is a fully-featured set of office applications (including 
word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, and drawing programs) for Mac OS X.

Amnesty 1.2.4.dmg 4.0 MB 5/17/2006 DOM 05/10 
http://www.mesadynamics.com/amnesty.htm 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or later. Universal Binary.  Amnesty Widget Browser is a utility for Mac OS X Tiger and 
Panther (10.3.9) that allows Dashboard widgets to live directly on your desktop via a convenient icon in your 
system menu bar.

Amnesty Screen Saver 1.1.dmg 709 K 3/22/2006 DOM 05/10 
http://www.mesadynamics.com/amnesty_saver.htm 
Requires OS X 10.3.9. Universal Binary. Amnesty Screen Saver is a screen saver module that allows Dashboard 
widgets to animate around your screen while going about their business, such as getting information from the 
web or keeping you updated on the status of your computer’s various settings. And even though you can’t 
interact with widgets in a screen saver, many Dashboard widgets look great just moving around your screen.

PDF Browser Plugin 2.2.3.dmg 270 K 11/22/2005 DOM 05/11 
http://www.schubert-it.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. With the help of PDF Browser Plugin you can view PDF documents directly in 
your web browser, print them, and save them to disk if you’d like to keep them.

WindowShade X 4.1.2.dmg 3.4 MB 3/9/2007 DOM 05/11 
http://www.unsanity.com/haxies/wsx 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or newer. WindowShade X brings Mac OS 9’s popular Window Shade effect — and 
more — to Mac OS X. Double-click on a window’s title bar, and the window rolls up and out of the way. Or 
becomes transparent. Or minimizes in place instead of to the Dock. Or hides completely.

SuperDuper! 2.5.dmg 2.8 MB 2/8/2008 DOM 05/12 
http://www.shirt-pocket.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher. Universal Binary. $27.95. Use SuperDuper to copy your system to another 
drive. As time goes on, use the Smart Update feature to keep your backup system current. SuperDuper! is not 
designed to back up to CDs, DVDs or Tape

FileJuicer 4.0.3.dmg 1.1 MB 3/9/2006 DOM 06/01 
http://echoone.com/filejuicer/ 
Requires: OS 10.3.9. File Juicer salvages / extracts images and text from files and flash cards. This handy 
application should be in everybody’s emergency kit.

Google Earth 4.2.205 .dmg 27.2 MB 11/27/2007 DOM 06/02 
http://earth.google.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.4.0 or higher and an internet connection, preferably high speed. Freeware. An interactive 
map of the world with many overlays that provide additional data.
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TrimTheFat.zip 269 K 2/18/2006 DOM 06/03 
http://homepage.mac.com/gweston/download.html 
Mac OS X 10.2.8 or higher. Universal Binary. TrimTheFat is a simple drop-launch utility to strip the code for 
the architecture(s) you’re not using from a Universal application

One Finger Snap 1.4.1.zip 296 K 8/31/2007 DOM 06/04 
http://old-jewel.com/onefingersnap/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.3 or later. Universal Binary. Freeware. One Finger Snap is a Preference Pane that brings 
up the contextual menu whenever you click and hold down the mouse button. This means that you can do 
everything with a single-button mouse that you can do with a 2-button mouse.

Unicode Font Info 1.5.1.dmg 1.1 MB 3/27/2003 DOM 06/05 
http://pixel.recoil.org/cocoa/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher. Find and examine all of the characters in your fonts Most things you can see 
you can copy and paste into whatever application you are working with.

MacSudoku 3.0.1.dmg 2.4 MB 8/25/2006 DOM 06/06 
http://www.rosboroughtech.com/macsudoku.html 
Mac OS X 10.3 or higher. Universal Binary. MacSudoku generates and allows you to solve Sudoku (otherwise 
known as Su Doku) puzzles, which are deceptively simple and addictive logical puzzles that gained 
popularity in Japan and have recently become popular around the world. MacSudoku features 4 levels of 
high-quality, symmetrical puzzles, a puzzle timer, statistics, and an easy-to-use, intuitive interface.

Snoodoku.dmg 5.0 MB 11/26/2006 DOM 06/06 
http://womgames.com/games/index.php?game=mac-snoodoku 
Requires OS X. Snoodoku is based on a game known as Sudoku. Using the Snood characters rather than 
boring old numbers, the Snoods were designed to have easily distinguished shapes, colors, expressions, and 
personalities, so they are a perfect match for this kind of puzzle.

SudokuDan 0.2.2.dmg 689 K 1/3/2006 DOM 06/06 
http://world.std.com/~dpv/sudoku/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher.A free (GPL) program that generates, solves, and gives you meaningful hints on 
Sudoku puzzles. It can generate books of puzzles to take on the road with you,

UniSudoku 1.7.1.dmg 518 K 1/16/2008 DOM 06/06 
http://www.unisudoku.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher, Universal Binary. $15. UniSudoku allows you to play the popular game of 
Sudoku on your Mac. Enjoy the best aspects of the pencil and paper puzzle with all the advantages of playing 
on your computer.

Painters Picker 2.1.dmg 1.6 MB 11/26/2006 DOM 06/07 
http://www.oldjewelsoftware.com/ 
Mac OS X 10.2 or higher. Universal Binary. Painter’s Picker puts an interactive color wheel in almost every 
OS X application. It adds the ability to choose related colors, such as complementary colors, analogous colors, 
etc. directly within the color picker. It also adds more precise controls for choosing saturation, hue angle, 
and brightness. Painter’s Picker is the simplest way to perform complex color selection in almost any OS X 
application. 

Firefox 2.0.0.13.dmg 17.2 MB 3/12/2008 DOM 06/08 
http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 and later. Freeware. Firefox is an award winning preview of next generation browsing 
technology from mozilla.org. Firefox empowers you to accomplish your online activities faster, more safely 
and efficiently than any other browser. Built with Tab browsing, popup blocking and a number of other 
seamless innovations.

Boinx iStopMotion 2.0.6.dmg 20.2 MB 3/25/2008 DOM 06/09 
http://www.boinx.com/ 
OS X 10.4 or newer. Universal Binary. QuickTime 6.4 or newer, Graphics Card with OpenGL support..  $49. 
iStopMotion provides for stop motion and time lapse recording. Version 2 is commercial.

VLC media player 0.8.6a PPC.dmg 13.9 MB 1/3/2007 DOM 06/10 
http://www.videolan.org/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or higher. Separate downloads for PPC and Intel. VLC media player is a multimedia 
player for various audio and video formats.
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VLC media player 0.8.6e.dmg 13.9 MB 2/27/2008 DOM 06/10 
http://www.videolan.org/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or higher. Universal Binary. Freware. VLC media player is a multimedia player for 
various audio and video formats.

Opal 1.1.1.dmg 2.7 MB 2/3/2008 DOM 06/11 
http://a-sharp.com/opal/ 
Requires Mac OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. $32. Opal lets you organize just about anything — ideas, 
reports, lists, notes, projects, graphics — in the form of an outline.

PTHPasteboard.4.4.0.prefPane.dmg 2.7 MB 2/14/2008 DOM 06/12 
http://pth.com/products/pthpasteboard/ 
Requires OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. Freeware. PTHPasteboard is a simple but powerful automatic 
multiple pasteboard: basically, every time you choose Copy or Cut in any application, PTHPasteboard 
remembers the clipboard contents, so that you can later paste that item even though you have subsequently 
tromped on the system clipboard with another Copy or Cut. With PTHPasteboard, it becomes trivially easy 
to collect multiple items from one place or many places and paste them separately elsewhere; unless you’ve 
experienced it, you may not realize how much easier your entire workflow becomes when suddenly there 
is no need to plan or hesitate before copying, because all your recently copied items are available to you, 
everywhere, all the time.

Arctic Quest 1.0.dmg 13.6 MB 12/23/2006 DOM 07/01 
http://www.exclusivegames.com/arctic-quest-mac.html 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or greater. Arctic Quest for Mac is an absorbing inlay puzzle where you have to liberate 
tropical islands from the rule of the cunning Snow King.

ArtText 1.2.1.dmg 8.0 MB 4/26/2007 DOM 07/01 
http://www.belightsoft.com/arttext 
Requires OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. $39.95  Art Text is an application to create high quality headings, 
logos, icons, banners and buttons.  The program allows you to easily modify any text and vector shapes into a 
fancy graphic.

Password Generator 3.0.1 1.8 MB 5/9/2005 DOM 07/02 
http://www.cryptonictech.com/products.html#PasswordGenerator 
Requires 9.2 or later. $15. Password Generator will generate passwords of any length, in any quantify that you 
specify.

Secret Generator 1.0.5.dmg 953 K 11/19/2006 DOM 07/02 
http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/22956

 
Requires OS 9.22 or greater. Generates passwords.  Specify what combination of characters are 
required — letters, numerals, and symbols — and how many characters are needed.

iShred Express 1.0.app   DOM 07/03 
http://home.comcast.net/%7Ejeff.ulicny/software/utils.html 
Requires OS X. Erase file that won’t go away.

PDFLab 2.0.3.dmg   DOM 07/04  
http://www.iconus.ch/fabien/pdflab/ 
Requires OS 10.3.9 or higher. DonationWare. PDFLab lets you split and join PDF documents as well as insert 
images and blank pages. You will also be able to easily create PDF documents out of several images

Psst 2.1.1.dmg 381 K 11/24/2007 DOM 07/05 
http://www.satsumac.com/Psst.php 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher. Universal binary. DonationWare. Psst is an application that lets you adjust/
mute the volume of your Mac’s startup chime.

StartupSound.PrefPane 11b1.dmg 124 K 8/22/2007 DOM 07/05 
http://www5e.biglobe.ne.jp/~arcana/StartupSound/index.en.html 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher. PowerPC processor. FreeWare.StartupSound.prefPane is software which 
controls the volume of the startup sound of your Macintosh computer. It gets installed in System Preferences 
where the volume can be adjusted.
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EasyFind 4.0.1.dmg.zip 656 K 12/18/2007 DOM 07/06 
http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/freeware/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or higher. Universal Binary. FreeWare. Choose what to search; the type of search to 
perform (“and”,“or”); case-sensitive or insensitive; where to search

Dragster 1.0.5.dmg 9.5 MB 1/2/2008 DOM 07/07 
www.ambrosiasw.com/utilities/dragster/ 
Require OS X 10.4 or later. Universal Binary. $19.00. Dragster is an incredibly useful application that takes the 
drag out of file transfers. Just drag and drop files or folders on Dragster’s icon in the Dock, and away they go! 
Dragster can send files via email, upload them to remote servers, copy them to your iDisk, or copy/move files 
anywhere on your local drives.

Sidenote 1.7.3.dmg 783 K 12/29/2007 DOM 07/07 
http://www.chatelp.org/?page_id=5 
Requires OS X 10.4 or greater. Universal binary. FreeWare. Sidenote tries to catch the “Stickies” spirit but 
in the form of a multi-document drawer that will hide in the corner of your screen (left or right). You can 
use it to take all your daily notes, including images and easily modify text color and font. Sidenote will 
automatically expand so that you will be able to drag into it any picture, text clipping or pdf files from the 
finder or your favorite application.

ChangeShortName 1.3.dmg 421 K 5/26/2007 DOM 07/08 
http://www.danfrakes.com/ 
Requires OS X 3.9 or greater. Universal Binary. DonationWare. ChangeShortName is an easy-to-use utility that 
does the dirty work involved in changing the short name of a user’s account in Mac OS X (versions 10.4.x and 
10.3.x). It can also repair some problems that occur when a user has attempted to change their short username 
manually and done so incorrectly. For safety, it backs up the NetInfo database beforehand.

DasBoot 1.0.2.dmg 11.7 MB 3/27/2007 DOM 07/08 
http://www.subrosasoft.com/ 
Requires OS X 3.9 or greater. Universal Binary. Freeware. DasBoot (together with the appropriate programs) 
will install everything you need to make your iPod, Thumbdrive or FireWire Drive into a bootable software 
toolkit.

FLVR 1.0.mpkg  (to be Videobox) 2.9 MB 5/21/2007 DOM 07/08 
http://www.tastyapps.com/ 
Requires OS X 4 or greater. Universal Binary. $15. FLVR does one thing and one thing only: saving flash 
videos from web sites that normally prevent you from doing so, such as Myspace and Youtube. However it 
does this one thing better than anyone else currently out there. 

I Can Animate 1.2.2.dmg 5.0 MB 5/17/2007 DOM 07/08 
www.kudlian.net/products/icananimate/ 
Requires OS X OS X 10.3. Universal Binary. $49.95 Work with different video layers so that you can create an 
animation from video captured from a camera, pictures you have drawn yourself or both together. All this in 
one single application.

The fact that any one would even consider making such a tool for an entry level program as iMovie is amazing. 
But what’s more amazing is how good it is! 

But make no mistake. Animation is both time consuming and requires the patience of a saint. Make that two 
saints.

SpamSieve 2.6.6.dmg 4.6 MB 1/23/2008 DOM 07/09 
http://c-command.com/spamsieve/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or greater. Universal Binary. $30. Apple Mail, Emailer, Eudora, Entourage, GyazMail, 
Mailsmith, Outlook Express, PowerMail, or Thunderbird. Universal binary. $30. SpamSieve brings powerful 
Bayesian spam filtering to popular e-mail clients.

Hazel 2.1.5.dmg 1.7 MB 3/28/2008 DOM 07/10 
http://www.noodlesoft.com/hazel.php 
Requires OS X 10.4 (Tiger) or above; Safari, Camino, Firefox or Flock; Spotlight must be enabled. Universal 
binary. $21.95. Hazel is your personal housekeeper, organizing and cleaning folders based on rules you 
define. Hazel can also manage your trash. Organize your files using a familiar rule interface. 
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Springy 1.4.1.dmg 6.5 MB 2/4/2008 DOM 07/11 
http://www.springyarchiver.com/ 
Requirements: OS X 10.3 or later on PPC Macs, OS X 10.4.4 or later on Intel Macs. Universal binary. $18. 
Springy is a program for creating, examining, and extracting files from archives.

Adobe Reader 8.11.Intel.dmg 25.9 MB 9/27/2007 DOM 07/12 
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html 
Requires OS 10.4.3 or greater. Free. Displays PDF files. There are two versions: one for Intel and one for PPC 
computers

Adobe Reader 8.11.PPC.dmg 23.9 MB 9/27/2007 DOM 07/12 
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html 
Requires OS 10.4.3 or greater. Free. Displays PDF files. There are two versions: one for Intel and one for PPC 
computers

Perian 1.1.dmg 2.6 MB 2/6/2008 DOM 07/12 
http://perian.org/ 
Requirements: OS X 10.4.7. Donationware. Perian is an open source QuickTime component that adds native 
support for many popular video formats.

TubeTV 1.0.dmg 1.1 MB 2/9/2008 DOM 07/12 
http://www.chimoosoft.com/products/tubetv/ 
Requires OS X 10.4, QuickTime 7.2 or higher, Perian 1.0 or higher. Universal Binary. Donationware. TubeTV 
enables you to search for, save, and convert Google Video and YouTube videos to a format suitable for 
playback on your favorite devices.

HandBrake 0.9.1 10.3.dmg 4.5 MB 10/8/2007 DOM 08/01 
http://handbrake.fr/ 
Requires Mac OS X 10.3 or higher. Universal Binary. Freeware. Handbrake converts DVDs to MPEG-4s. This is 
a great tool for backing up your DVD movies, so that you can watch them on your computer or your iPod.

HandBrake 0.9.2 10.5.dmg 5.1 MB 2/19/2008 DOM 08/01 
http://handbrake.fr/ 
Requires Mac OS X 10.5 or higher. Universal Binary. Freeware. Handbrake converts DVDs to MPEG-4s. This is 
a great tool for backing up your DVD movies, so that you can watch them on your computer or your iPod.

AppDelete1.1.1.dmg   DOM 08/02 
http://reggie.ashworth.googlepages.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or greater. Freeware. AppDelete will delete the application you choose and any associated 
items (files and folders) that belong to that application.

Pacifist 2.5.2.dmg 2.6 MB 3/3/2008 DOM 08/03 
http://www.charlessoft.com/ 
Requires OS 10.3.9 or higher. Universal Binary. $20. Opens OS X .pkg package files, .dmg disk image files, and 
.zip, .tar, .tar.gz, .tar.bz2, and .xar archive files and allows you to extract individual files and folders out of 
them.

Drop Stuff 5.1.2 Install 1.3 MB 8/25/1999 DOM 98/06 
http://www.aladdinsys.com/ 
Replaced by Stuffit Expander.

Mpack 1.5.sea 75 K 5/17/1998 DOM 98/06 
http://www.versiontracker.com/ 
Opens MIME files.

Remember? 4.3.dmg 1.9 MB 12/18/2007 DOM 98/06 
http://www.warker.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.  $20. Excellent calendar program.

Stuffit 7.0.3 install.dmg 6.0 MB 5/14/2003 DOM 98/06 
http://www.aladdinsys.com/expander/expander_mac.html 
Requires OS 8.6 - 9.1. Opens most compressed or coded files.
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Stuffit 9.0 x.dmg 6.3 MB 9/21/2004 DOM 98/06 
http://www.stuffit.com/mac/expander/index.html 
Requires OS X. Opens most compressed or coded files.

Unzip 5.32.sea 153 K 5/17/1998 DOM 98/06 
http://www.zdnet.com/mac/download.html 
Requires System 7.x . Decompress ZIPped files. ZIP is a popular compression program on DOS machines.

uucd.sea 108 K 5/17/1998 DOM 98/06 
http://riff.online.fr/shareware/uucd/index.htm 
Requires OS 7 -  9. Opens UUencoded, BinHex, and Base 64 files.

ya base64 129.sea 78 K 5/17/1998 DOM 98/06 
Yet Another Base64 Decoder is a simple droplet designed to decode MIME Base64, encoded as well as 
uuencoded files that are dropped upon it. 

Pantone Plug-In.sea 200 K 6/10/1998 DOM 98/07 
This plug-in is for viewing Colorsync corrected files in Netscape. It will work on Macintosh computers only. 
The plug-in works with JPEG and TIFF files.

Photoshop Plug-Ins.sea 151 K 6/10/1998 DOM 98/07 
http://www.apple.com/colorsync/files/colorsync_ps_plugins.sea.hqx 
Photoshop ColorSync plugins

Internet Explorer 516.bin 5.4 MB 10/3/2002 DOM 98/08 
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/download/ 
Requires 8.1 to 9.x. Microsoft’s web browser

Internet Explorer 522.dmg 7.3 MB 10/3/2002 DOM 98/08 
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/download/ 
Requires OS X. Microsoft’s web browser

Netscape 7.01.bin 16.1 MB 11/27/2001 DOM 98/08 
http://home.netscape.com/download/ 
Netscape Communicator web browser with E-mail and other enhanced messaging features.

Netscape 7.2.dmg.gz 17.4 MB 8/17/2004 DOM 98/08 
http://home.netscape.com/download/ 
Requires OS X 10.1. Netscape Communicator web browser with E-mail and other enhanced messaging 
features.

MacMAME 0.103u2.dmg 12.8 MB 1/11/2006 DOM 98/09 
http://www.macmame.org/ 
Requires OSX 10.2 or higher. Multi-Arcade Machine Emulator:  game engine for ROMs. Games from the good 
old days. Requires MacMAME Roms (the games)

MacMAME ROMS ƒ 15.1 MB 12/22/1998 DOM 98/09 
http://www.mame.dk/ 
Games used by MacMame.

AudioActive 1.2.sea 660 K 10/22/1998 DOM 98/10 
http://www.audioactive.com/ 
mp3 player

MACAST 1.0.1.smi 2.3 MB 1/16/2002 DOM 98/10 
http://www.macast.com/ 
Requires OS 8.6 - 9.2.2. Macast (formerly MacAMP) is an MP3 and audio CD player for the Macintosh. MP3 
audio compression makes it possible to compress large audio files to just ten percent of their original size, 
with no audible loss of quality. Macast features a clean interface, support for a variety of skins, visual plug-
ins, and full playlist capabilities. It also includes a 10-band graphic equalizer, an ID3 tag editor, and support 
for Shoutcast and Icecast audio streams. 

MacPlay3 1.4b2.sea 400 K 10/22/1998 DOM 98/10 
mp3 player
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MPEG Audio Player 1.7.4.sit 126 K 10/6/2002 DOM 98/10 
http://www3.pair.com/odreer/mpeg.html 
mp3 player

Sound App 68K.sea 528 K 10/22/1998 DOM 98/10 
Requires 7.0 or higher. Sound utility.

SoundApp Reborn 0.1.0.app 204 K 2/18/2007 DOM 98/10 
http://thirdcog.eu/apps/soundapp 
Requires OS X 10.4 or higher. Universal Binary. Simple, no-nonsense sound effect/audio player

Vamp 1.04.sea 117 K 10/22/1998 DOM 98/10 
http://www.versiontracker.com 
mp3 player

MacICQ 3.4  Installer 3.8 MB 8/29/2003 DOM 98/11 
http://www.icq.com/download/icq5/ 
Requires OS 9.x/OS X. With ICQ, you can chat, send messages, files and URL’s, play games, or just hang out 
with your fellow ‘Netters’ while still surfing the Net. It lets you choose the mode of communication you wish 
to employ. Regardless of the application, be it chat, voice, data conferencing, file transfer or Internet games, 
ICQ will get your entire message across in real time. 

ThumbsPlus b11 ƒ.sea 6.2 MB 10/6/1999 DOM 98/12 
http://www.cerious.com/macbeta.htm 
ThumbsPlus is only the most effective, elegant and inexpensive way to locate, view, edit, print and organize 
your images, metafiles, fonts and movies. 

Icon Archiver 4.0.sea 400 K 12/30/1998 DOM 99/01 
http://www.montalcini.com/docs/files.html 
Requires Classic. Icon Archiver is an extremely powerful database specifically designed for easy icon storage 
and retrieval. It can quickly scan whole disks or folders and grab all the icons they contain, including all of 
the Finder icons and icons in archives created by other icon utilities.

Cyber Patrol Installer 1.2 MB 2/10/1999 DOM 99/03 
http://www.cyberpatrol.com/plain2hm.htm 
Cyber Patrol helps you keep control of the Web sites children visit. Cyber Patrol comes with a list of sites that 
may be objectionable to parents. In addition, this list is automatically updated when new sites are added by 
Cyber Patrol staff members.

Sherlock Plugins 2.2.sit 446 K 10/6/2002 DOM 99/03 
http://www.searchstandard.com/ 
All of the current plug-ins available from the Sherlock Internet Search Archives.

Seti At Home 3.03 Installer 276 K 12/31/2000 DOM 99/04 
http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/mac.html 
Requires System 7.5.5 or later. Screen saver that analyzes data for transmissions from space.

SETI At Home OSX 3.07 ƒ 277 K 4/5/2002 DOM 99/04 
http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/mac.html 
Screen saver that analyzes data for transmissions from space.

Aladdin Tuner 3.0 Installer 5.4 MB 6/23/2000 DOM 99/07 
No Longer Available 
Access streaming audio and video webcasts, play your CDs and MP3s.

Bugdom Demo.sea 5.5 MB 9/23/1999 DOM 99/08 
http://www.pangeasoft.net/bug/index.shtml 
Requires 8.0 or newer. Bugdom gets you involved. It’s a game you get into as Rolly McFly, a pill-bug whose 
mission is to save Bugdom from the tyrannical rule of the evil fire ants. No guns, no blood, nothing to warp 
the minds of young children, yet the game is enjoyable by everyone from three-year-olds to grandparents. 
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Nanosaur.sea 12.9 MB 9/23/1999 DOM 99/08 
http://www.pangeasoft.net/ 
Nanosaur is an interactive three dimensional game. It is also great fun for young children who like dinosaurs. 
It is the year 4122 and a species of dinosaurs known as the Nanosaurs rule the earth. In an attempt to further 
strengthen the dinosaur society, you are being sent back in time to retrieve dinosaur eggs of five species 
before the giant asteroid wipes them out.

Snapz Pro X 2.0.2.dmg 9.5 MB 5/31/2005 DOM 99/09 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/utilities/snapzprox/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 or greater. Snapz Pro 2 is a utility that lets you grab virtually anything you see on your 
Mac’s screen and immediately transform it into a usable picture file or QuickTime movie. Requires System 8.

Snapz Pro X 2.1.2.dmg 14.8 MB 11/24/2007 DOM 99/09 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/utilities/snapzprox/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or later. Universal Binary. $29. Snapz Pro X is a utility that lets you grab virtually 
anything you see on your Mac’s screen and immediately transform it into a usable picture file or QuickTime 
movie.

Animation Stand 4.4 928 K 7/9/2002 DOM 99/10 
http://www.animationstand.com/products/personal_as.html 
Requirs OS 8.5.1 - 9.2.x. Animation Stand offers tools for professional, cost effective, easy to use computer-
assisted 2 1/2D character animation, compositing and film quality special effects. Other key features of 
Animation Stand include, multiplane camera control, automatic cel painting, 3-D shading, audio editing, 
production cost reporting, and easy output to film, HDTV, video, QuickTime, and standard graphics files.

Personal Organizer 4.5.0 6.9 MB 6/7/2002 DOM 99/11 
http://www.chronosnet.com/ 
Requires Classic. This is a sophisticated Personal Information Manager for anyone who has a hectic schedule. 
It is available for 68K and PPC machines. Key features include: a multiple view calendar to view and schedule 
activities; alarms that may be set for any activity; an address book; autoformatting; internet integration; an 
integrated word processor that includes all the standard word processing features; networking capability; and 
PalmPilot synchronization.

Extension Overload 5.9.9.sit 1.2 MB 10/6/2002 DOM 99/12 
http://www.ExtensionOverload.com/ 
Requires OS 9. Extension Overload is an all round extension and control panel management  solution. It offers 
information on all the extensions in your system. It  also lets you activate and deactivate them, so that you can 
always easily  tailor your system to your current requirements.

Installer Observer 303.sea 1.4 MB 9/2/2000 DOM 99/12 
http://pubweb.nwu.edu/~zps869/io.html 
Requires System OS 8, 9. Installer Observer is a program designed to aid users in determining exactly what 
an installer has done to their system.  One should use it to first Scan and Save the Initial Conditions of folders 
within and/or including their System folder.  Then, after running the installer, he or she should have Installer 
Observer Load the saved system state and Examine the Changes Made.  Installer Observer will report new 
files/folders, files/folders that have been removed, and files/folders that have been changed.

Full Moon 7 K 2/26/1989 Education Astronomy 
Dynamic representation and calculation of full moon

Gravitation.sea 57 K 8/14/1995 Education Astronomy 
Gravitation Ltd. is a graphic, two dimensional orbital simulation.  Users can enter custom designed solar 
systems or run previously created ones.  Systems can be views at varying zoom levels, recorded and played 
back at high speed, and edited via the graphic solar system editor.

Jupiterium 2.1.sea 43 K 10/7/1995 Education Astronomy 
Jupiterium creates a simulation of Jupiter and its Galilean satellites as viewed from Earth through a small 
telescope. On-screen dimensions are accurate to the nearest pixel, and positions of the moons are accurate 
within a minute or two of time. 

Mac Astro.sea 223 K 8/29/1995 Education Astronomy 
http://www.paganlink.org/library/astronomy/macastro.html 
MacAstro 1.5 that calculates the appearance of the sky at any time from any point on earth. It displays the 
position of the 8 major planets, the Sun, the Moon, and 2500 brightest astronomical objects.
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Moonphaser.sea 33 K 8/30/1995 Education Astronomy 
http://planet.state.ut.us/software.html 
MoonPhaser is a fairly simple program that draws the phase of the Moon for any day between 1984 and 2006. 
The user can specify any date within that period, or quickly jump to today’s Moon, or locate the next Full 
Moon and New Moon.

Starry Night Basic 2.1.3 3.6 MB 3/18/1997 Education Astronomy 
http://www.siennasoft.com/english/download_mac.shtml 
A planiterium. There are three levels that can be obtained at the web site. This is the basic level.

Online Bible 3.01.sea 4.9 MB 2/22/2001 Education Bible 
http://www.online-bible.com/mac/asv2.hqx 
There are four installers. The first is the application.The second contains the text for the 1769 Authorized 
Version of the Bible, commonly known as the King James Version. Footnotes from the original translators are 
also included. This third installer contains the text for the 1901 American Standard Version (ASV) of the Bible. 
The fourth installer contains the Apocrypha.

Ecology 1.1 ƒ 25 K 1/22/1999 Education Ecology 
This program simulates the interaction of two species in a predator-prey relationship.

Earth Plot 3.0 65 K 1/14/1988 Education Geography 
Draws a picture of Earth from specified altitude, latitude, and longtitude.

Globe.sea 53 K 10/4/1999 Education Geography 
A small, spinning Earth.

Mac’N States.sea 70 K 8/14/1995 Education Geography 
Maps of regions of the USA for identifying states and their capitals.

Binary Trees 2.1 42 K 9/25/1985 Education Math 
Allows experimentation and familiarization with binary trees. If you don’t know what a binary tree is, don’t 
bother with this program.

Equation Plotting.sea 44 K 10/7/1995 Education Math 
Displays graphs of equations.

Factor Master 1.1.sea 20 K 11/30/1994 Education Math 
Finds the prime factors of an integer

Helo Math 1 42 K 1/20/1988 Education Math 
A game that aids in teaching math.

Math Flashc Cards 2.0 26 K 2/9/1994 Education Math 
Math facts drill. Retains facts that were missed or answered slowly for more drills.

Math Master.sea 65 K 10/4/1999 Education Math 
MathMaster is a program designed to aid the college, high school, or casual algebra student in solving many 
of the problems normally encountered in a first year algebra course

Quilts 3.11.sea 119 K 11/11/1997 Education Math 
This program allows students to investigate the patterns of mod arithmetic, base arithmetic, and the 
divisibility of natural numbers.

Scientist’s helper.sea 73 K 10/7/1995 Education Math 
Besides simple graphing and data reduction, it will do multiple regressions, filtering, Fourier transforms, and 
other stuff too; and operations on the output of those operations.

Flashcards.sea 68 K 10/4/1999 Education Misc 
Flashcard is a repetitive-enforcement learning aid, designed to be similar in many ways to those decks of 
flashcards commonly used to teach mathematics and other skills to children.

IQ Test.sea 308 K 8/14/1995 Education Misc 
This is an application that will give you an IQ test, and tell you your IQ. It automatically adjusts for age. The 
IQ tests your ability to reason and think logically compared to other people.
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Personality Test 1.4.sea 589 K 4/18/1995 Education Misc 
This test allows you to take an in-depth look at the real you. You’ll discover what kind of self-image you have 
and what people really think of you. The test offers a remarkably accurate analysis of your personality traits 
and characteristics.

Quiz Master.sea 42 K 10/7/1995 Education Misc 
Use for drill or testing. Create your own quizes.

Camera.sea 48 K 10/7/1995 Education Photography

StereoScopic Mac 1.8.sea 760 K 10/4/1999 Education Photography 
Discusses stereoscopy and has examples of stereoscopic pictures.

Anagrams.sea 294 K 11/17/1995 Entertainment 
This program makes it fun and easy to find interesting anagrams.

Biorhythm 39 K 11/2/1986 Entertainment 
Determines and displays your Biorhythms for the next month.

Biorhythm II.sea 53 K 10/7/1995 Entertainment 
Calculate, display, print your biorhythms.

Crabs+ DA 4 K 9/27/1990 Entertainment 
The little rascals devour your screen. Can be stopped by QUITting.

Exec Decision Maker DA 3 K 5/3/1986 Entertainment 
Random advice generator.

Karma Manager.sea 190 K 10/23/1994 Entertainment 
Karma Manager is a program which takes a word or phrase and rearranges the letters into other words or 
phrases.  For example, if you take the phrase “Anagram Maker” you can rearrange the letters to get “Karma 
Manager.”

LAZ Life 2.0c 20 K 3/2/1986 Entertainment 
A simulation devised by John Conway. The game has two rules. Start with a seed population and see what 
develops.

MaxHeadroom DA 32 K 12/31/1986 Entertainment 
Max Headroom brought to the Mac. (Max was a virtual construct in a TV series)

Neko DA 17 K 1/5/1989 Entertainment 
The kitten chases the cursor disguised as a mouse or bird.

Nerd Test.sea 86 K 11/30/1994 Entertainment 
You might be a nerd if you answer too many of these questions with a “Yes”.

Nightmare 7 K 7/31/1984 Entertainment 
This draws consecutive figures on a small window.

Trek Trivia 17 K 7/22/1998 Entertainment 
If you think you know Star Trek, take this quiz.

MacDiet 3.0.sea 273 K 1/21/1999 Family Food 
Calculates basic nutritional intake for those watching their diet.

Veggie.sea 42 K 10/7/1995 Family Food 
This is a program in development primarily for use by vegetarians and other members of the new organic 
left. It is intended to help with the question of balance of the essential amino acids.

Crosswords.sea 46 K 10/7/1995 Family Fun 
Build your own crossword puzzles using four different templates.
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Heritage 3.11.sea 644 K 11/5/1999 Family Geneology 
http://www.eskimo.com/~grandine/heritage.html 
Features of this Macintosh genealogy program include Data entry and retrieval of individuals and 
families, Free form biographical information for individuals, Family notes section, Tracking and display of 
photographs, Three types of ancestor and descendant charts, Ability to determine and display relationship 
of any two individuals, Family group sheets, Automatic biographical sketch generation, Intergenerational 
navigation capabilities, Alphabetized surname listing and reports, GEDCOM file import and export, Event 
handling, Date ranges

MacRoots 6.1.2.sea 212 K 11/5/1999 Family Geneology 
A genealogy program.

ShrinkWrap 3.5 Installer 872 K 8/11/1999 File Tools Archival 
http://www.halcyon.com/shrinkwrap/download.html 
A utility to manage disk images. It incorporates the functionality of DiskCopy and MountImage, then adds 
on the fly compression/decompression, implements drag and drop and AppleScript support, and supports 
almost all known image file formats. 

Auto Cat 2.3.sea 210 K 11/6/1999 File Tools Catalog 
http://tubular.net/autocat/ 
AutoCat automatically creates a catalog of the files on your floppy disks or on any other removable volume 
when you put them away.

Blitz 1.0 .sea 494 K 9/20/1996 File Tools Catalog 
Volume catalog program, especially good for large, removable disks.

Cat Finder 2.1.2.sea 222 K 11/6/1999 File Tools Catalog 
http://www.mindspring.com/~shdtree 
CatFinder is a powerful disk management tool that catalogs your disks and provides an intuitive Finder-like 
interface for browsing the catalogs. Floppies, hard disks, CD ROMs, any disk can be cataloged. Once a disk is 
cataloged you can quickly and easily browse it’s contents without having the disk mounted.

Directory Man 1.1.sea 75 K 10/5/1995 File Tools Catalog 
Drag and drop folders into the application to generate a list of the contents

Disk Cat 2.5.sea 44 K 11/5/1995 File Tools Catalog 
DiskCat is a Control Panel Device/Extension which catalogs any or all floppy diskettes.

Disk Wizard 2.0.sea 228 K 11/5/1995 File Tools Catalog 
http://pauillac.inria.fr/~fpottier/wizard.html.en 
Disk Wizard is a disk cataloguing program. But unlike other such utilities, it does not require you to scan 
disks after changing their contents; instead, they’re scanned automatically when you eject them. This 
means that Disk Wizard always knows which file is where, without bothering you in any way. It allows fast 
searching and searching for duplicates, expanding StuffIt archives on the fly, dragging files from it to the 
Finder... It supports floppies, CDs, SyQuests, hard disks, whatever. It is accelerated for PowerPCs.

File List+ 1.0b21.sea 201 K 8/29/1995 File Tools Catalog 
Catalogs files. Excellent program.

File Trax 1.6.sea 542 K 11/6/1999 File Tools Catalog 
http://macinsearch.com/infomac/disk/file-trax-16-fm.html 
FileTrax is the easiest, most powerful file tracking database available. FileTrax is drag-and-drop savvy so it 
automatically extracts  all of the information you will every need to effectively track your  files. Whether you 
want to keep track of files you’ve downloaded, files you have on the hard drive, or just a certain group of files 
you need organized, it’s effortless. Requires FileMaker

Floppy Catalog 3.0.sea 132 K 9/20/1996 File Tools Catalog 
Floppy Catalogue keeps track of all the files on floppies, CD’s and other media.This is done by creating a 
“catalog” document that contains the name, kind, size and modification date of all the files found on one or 
more disks. This information is displayed in a manner (almost) identical to the Finder’s list views. This way 
you can browse removable media without having to mount it.
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List Files 2.5.1.sea 121 K 10/8/1995 File Tools Catalog 
List Files is a great utility that creates a text catalog of any disk, folder or document you drop on it. It has file 
filters, lots of formatting options, easy-to-use worksets, automatic catalog saving, text file searching for fast 
file retrieval, and much more.

Mac Librarian 1.6.3.sea 314 K 8/29/1995 File Tools Catalog 
MacLibrarian is a disk management and a disk labeling program.

QCat 1.4.3.sea 67 K 8/29/1995 File Tools Catalog 
QCat is a utility for cataloguing disks.  It creates a text file that can be imported into any database program 
that supports it. 

XCat 1.4.1e.sea 76 K 10/8/1995 File Tools Catalog 
Catalog an entire volume or a single folder with all its subfolders and files, catalog the contents of StuffIt and 
Compactor/Compact Pro archives.

Alias Dragon.sea 30 K 6/9/1998 File Tools Misc 
http://www.jwwalker.com/ 
The System 7 Finder seems to have a bug in the way it handles aliases.  When an alias points to an application 
on a different volume, it may lose its ability to have files dropped on it.  I wrote Alias Dragon as a tool to fix 
this problem, until the next time you rebuild your desktop.  Alias Dragon works by scanning for application 
aliases that point to different volumes, and copying information from the desktop database of the target to the 
desktop database of the alias.

Concordance 2.0b1.sea 95 K 12/2/1997 File Tools Misc 
Concordance picks a TEXT file, reads it, then displays some information about the original file, such as size, 
number of words, number of different words, etc.

Disk Top 1.2 DA 33 K 12/15/1998 File Tools Misc 
Provides basic info about disk files — type, size, etc.

Quick Delete 2.0.1 ƒ 18 K 2/17/1999 File Tools Misc 
Professional file deletion software.  QD deletes all files (not folders) dropped onto its icon.

The Complete Delete 12 K 7/7/1991 File Tools Misc 
Erases files so that they cannot be recovered, even by attempting an undelete feature in other programs.

The Eraser 2.0.0.sea 56 K 1/1/1996 File Tools Misc 
The Eraser 2.0.0 is a Drag&Drop utility to erase locked/unlocked files, nested folders, hard disks and 
diskettes. In “disk” mode The Eraser performs a complete deletion of hard/floppy/removable disk catalog. 
In “file” mode, instead, The Eraser can perform a simple deletion (to allow the recovery of erased files by 
appropriate utilities) or a security deletion, by using a sophisticated procedure (to make impossible the 
recovery of erased files by whatever utilities).

Trash Man.sea 44 K 8/14/1995 File Tools Misc 
TrashMan is a system enhancement designed for System 7 and beyond. It deletes files from your trash after 
they have ‘aged’ beyond a setpoint that you specify, in days and hours. If you use TrashMan, you need never 
choose ‘Empty Trash’ from the ‘Special’ menu ever again, and yet still receive the benefits of the new non-
emptying trash in System 7.0.

Creator Changer.sea 107 K 11/18/1995 File Tools Modification 
CreatorChanger is a small application that converts the Creator and Type of files.

Desk Zap.sea 66 K 10/7/1995 File Tools Modification 
With DeskZap, you can: set the Finder information for a file (including the Protect bit), remove linefeeds, 
control characters, etc. from text files, delete, rename, copy, and create files, move files to different HFS 
folders, create, delete, rename, and move HFS folders, close open files

Disk Info 1.45 ƒ 37 K 6/23/1999 File Tools Modification 
File tools
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Drop Conversion.sea 63 K 11/18/1995 File Tools Modification 
http://www.hpo.net/support/mac_compression.html 
DropConversion performs one of the most common functions needed by Macintosh power-users and 
developers: converting file types.  DropConversion reduces this chore into a simple drag-and-drop 
activity.  Whether you are converting 1 file or 100, DropConversion handles them with simplicity and ease.  
DropConversion does more than just convert file types, though.  It can also convert files to / from stationery, 
visible / invisible, locked / unlocked, or name locked / unlocked. 

Drop Rename 3.5.sea 185 K 11/7/1999 File Tools Modification 
http://www.chaoticsoftware.com/ChaoticSoftware/ 
Drop Rename is a fast and powerful renaming tool. It allows you to rename files or folders with a variety of 
options. You can search for a string in a filename and replace it with another string. Insert a string anywhere 
in a filename. Remove a string or a specific number of characters from anywhere within a filename. Change 
the case of a filename or capitalize only the first letter of each word. Sequentially number multiple items 
with a variety of options. Truncate filenames to MS-DOS format or to a specific length and optionally remove 
vowels.

Enigma 2.0.sea 65 K 8/29/1995 File Tools Modification 
Enigma implements a limited version of the NSA developed Data Encryption Standard which is the standard 
for commercial, unclassified, data protection. 

File Kit 1.1.sea 48 K 12/13/1995 File Tools Modification 
File Kit is a utility that lets you 1) Locate the original file that an alias file describes, and display and change 
system information about the original file and the alias file., 2) Examine and change all system information 
about all files, including file properties that are new with system 7.0, 3) Examine information about volumes, 
4) Open and close any file on your machine, 5) Compare and delete files.

File Star DA 20 K 10/25/1990 File Tools Modification 
File tools

File Typer 5.4.sea 698 K 11/7/1999 File Tools Modification 
http://www.ugcs.caltech.edu/~dazuma/filetyper/index.html 
FileTyper is the classic “drop box” program for quickly changing types, creators, attribute flags and date 
stamps. It includes many powerful features such as batches, filtering, and directory searches.

Guillotine 1.0a2 ƒ 26 K 1/14/1999 File Tools Modification 
Converts upper case file names to lower case, capitalized file names

ASCII DA.sea 37 K 11/24/1998 Font Utilities 
It provides a table which will display all the characters and their decimal and hexadecimal equivalents. It also 
provides a quick method to find the whereabouts of specific or unusual characters.

Change App Font 2 K 6/29/1998 Font Utilities 
Changes the default font of the open application

Font Clerk 6.2.sea 360 K 7/19/1998 Font Utilities 
http://www.creality.com/fontclerk.html 
Font Clerk is a font reporting and management tool. Its simple to us interface allows you to view the complete 
character set of any font (including the hidden graphic characters) and locate the keystroke(s) necessary to 
display that character on the screen. You can also generate reports that can be used for cataloging your fonts. 
Font Clerk allows you to select from several report contents and formats to suite your needs.

Font Display 5.4.sea 143 K 7/19/1998 Font Utilities 
Displays fonts in table or keyboard layouts

Font Gander Pro 1.6.sea 671 K 11/12/1999 Font Utilities 
http://www.semplicesoft.com/ 
Drag and drop fonts files into Font Gander to examine the font.

Font Image Library 3.5.7.sea 1.1 MB 11/12/1999 Font Utilities 
http://www.flash.net/~timbobo 
This program helps you keep track of all your fonts. It identifies and loads all of the fonts installed in the 
system and shows exactly what each font looks like. It also prints out great font sample lists. The program 
stores a low resolution (screen) image of all your fonts so you can preview them even when they are not 
loaded.
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Font Master.sea 158 K 7/19/1998 Font Utilities 
FontMaster’88 is a utility mainly intended to style and touch up existing fonts.

Font View 1.32 DA.sea 42 K 7/19/1998 Font Utilities 
A DA that displays selected fonts in table format and displays enlarged selected characters.

Font-o-rama 1.4.sea 142 K 11/18/1999 Font Utilities 
http://www.teleport.com/~astarr/ 
Font-o-rama! is a font dialog box. If you like using the keyboard, you can quickly select and set fonts using 
only the keyboard.  If you like the mouse, you can set any font, size, or style with a single click.

Font/DA Mover 41 K 1/29/1991 Font Utilities

MacFont 3.01.sea 166 K 11/18/1999 Font Utilities 
http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Way/6897/ 
MacFont allows to display/print a list of your TrueType, PostScript and bitmapped fonts. MacFont allows to 
print the fonts without installing them using editable templates. 

The Type Book 3.26.sea 438 K 7/19/1998 Font Utilities 
http://members.aol.com/GSGftp/TB3_mftp.html 
Prints a comprehensive sample of selected fonts. Ideal for examining and comparing fonts.

Type Spec 1.1 ƒ 25 K 7/14/1998 Font Utilities 
TypeSpec is font utility that can display a character set of any installed font in your Macintosh system. It 
can then print an extended example of the font for use in a font catalog. TypeSpec can also be used to print 
typespecs for all your installed fonts at one time.

ViewFont 1.4.sea 48 K 11/18/1999 Font Utilities 
ViewFont gives you the opportunity to look at every font you have installed on your Mac. You can set the 
letters’ size and style, view the font using a user-definable sentence, a no-box set or a complete ASCII set. In 
addition to this, you can now copy characters from the fields using standard cut-and-paste techniques.

VisualFont 2.5.sea 274 K 11/18/1999 Font Utilities 
http://www.esiee.fr/~quenotj/Ecran-Total/ecran-total.html 
VisualFont allows you to browse libraries of TrueType and bitmapped fonts that can be easily viewed, 
printed, listed or duplicated, and without restriction of number or size. The new search engine is able to 
find all fonts contained in any folder and its subfolders, sort them, remove duplicates, and caches the search 
results to disk, so that you can stop the search process and resume it later. The rendering engine now displays 
and prints text using multiple lines, and has been greatly improved to fit professional needs. VisualFont uses 
drag n’ drop intensively, it can interact with the Finder, and uses the latest technologies provided with MacOS 
8 and MacOS 9. Requires PowerMacintosh, System 7 and Appearance Manager

BluSky Scrollites 2.0.sea 74 K 1/5/1999 For Aaron 
Scrollites 2.0 is a set of replacement Aaron resources designed to replace the “arrow” scroll buttons in your 
windows with colored “glassies” that light up when pressed. Requires Aaron and ResEdit to install.

After Dark Modules.sea 52 K 10/6/1999 For AfterDark

Electric Fire ƒ 8 K 2/17/1999 For AfterDark

Gates Does Windows 1.0.2.sea 86 K 10/6/1999 For AfterDark

Mazin’ Shapes 1.4.sea 162 K 1/18/1996 For AfterDark 
An AfterDark module that draws a large variety of patterns.

Punkin Patch 36 K 10/10/1993 For AfterDark

Aardvark Smooth 1.0.sea 47 K 12/12/1998 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color scheme.

Althea 1.0.sea 34 K 12/12/1998 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

Blue Plastic.sea 73 K 12/12/1998 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.
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BumbleScope 1.0.0.sea 142 K 11/11/1997 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

Crossbow.sea 82 K 12/12/1998 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

Custom Folder 3.5 FAT.sea 333 K 11/18/1999 For Kaleidoscope 
http://darkeagle.com/ 
Custom Folder replaces the Icons in the Aaron, Kaleidoscope, BeView, OS 8, OS 8.5 extension with other 
Icons. If you want to have more icons, please visit my Homepage at http://www.darkeagle.com/

Kaeido Black.sea 55 K 12/12/1998 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

Kaleidoscope 2.2.4 Installer 1.9 MB 8/7/2000 For Kaleidoscope 
http://www.kaleidoscope.net/ 
Kaleidoscope is a powerful utility that gives your Macintosh computer a complete visual overhaul. 
Kaleidoscope touches practically all interface elements of your Macintosh computer. It achieves this by using 
small plug-ins called color schemes. 

Packerland for Kaleidosc.sea 59 K 12/12/1998 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

Red Plastic Kaleidoscope.sea 66 K 11/11/1997 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

The NeXT Copland 1.0.sea 70 K 11/11/1997 For Kaleidoscope 
Kaleidoscope color schemes.

Backgrounds 01.sea 361 K 10/6/1999 For Randomizer

Backgrounds 02.sea 388 K 10/6/1999 For Randomizer

Arena Games 3.0.sea 619 K 7/9/1996 Games Action 
Choose your character. Go forth and try to survive.

Bonk 1.0.sea 140 K 8/14/1995 Games Action 
Bonk displays faces at random on a grid. The object is to click on the faces before they disappear. Starts slow, 
get fast — fast.

Final Impact 2.0.sea 369 K 11/20/1994 Games Action 
Final impact is a black and white side scrolling shoot-em-up.

Glider+ 3.1.2.sea 129 K 12/12/1998 Games Action 
See how many rooms you can glide through by controlling the forward and backward movement of the 
glider.

Hot Air Balloon 25 K 6/9/1987 Games Action 
Control a drifting balloon. Dodge the trees and especially dodge the bird.

Invaders 2.0.sea 248421 11/19/1994 Games Action 
Color Space Invaders for the Mac

Jet Frog 3.0.4.sea 177 K 10/28/1994 Games Action 
Chase and eat as many flies as possible with this jet powered frog.

Jewelbox 1.0.sea 474 K 10/24/1994 Games Action 
Similar to Tetris. Arrange falling jewels so that three similar jewels line up.

Lightcycle Duel 1.22.sea 121 K 8/8/1995 Games Action 
LightCycle Duel is a two-player game played from the keyboard. It is based on the LightCycle races in the 
film “TRON”.  Features mazes and obstacles.       

Ninja Boy 1.3.sea 218 K 10/25/1994 Games Action 
Kick and punch your opponent until one or the other wins the round.

Paratrooper 1.1.sea 113 K 10/28/1994 Games Action 
Shoot as many paratroopers as possible.
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Pheta.sea 165 K 10/5/1995 Games Action 
The object is to escape from the space station. You must run up and down ladders and jump across chasms, 
collect the key for the door to the next level. All, of course, without falling to your death.

Short Circuit 1.0.sea 409 K 1/1/1996 Games Action 
Short Circuit is an action puzzle game where quick thinking is a must.  The goal is to clear the board of all 
tiles within the allotted time.

Snake Byte 39 K 7/22/1998 Games Action 
Control direction of the snake. Eat the apples and advance to the next level.

Zero Gravity.sea 42 K 10/5/1995 Games Action 
A game of skill and luck. Spend time in zero gravity.

Blox Arcade.sea 393 K 12/13/1995 Games Action Strategy 
Another version of Tetris.

gold pusher 13.sea 499 K 12/13/1995 Games Action Strategy 
GoldPusher is a game with a mixture of puzzles, strategy and action. It is strongly inspired by an old 
commercial game named “Leprechaun”. However, it has quite different rules, graphics and features.

Poly-Kin.sea 179 K 3/6/1996 Games Action Strategy 
Poly-Kin is yet another game with falling blocks. The objective is to stay in game by removing blocks, of 
course. One to four squares drop from top and stop when they hit the dropped blocks or bottom. The squares 
can be removed if 4 or more of same color squares are connected. They do not need to be in a straight line. 
Game ends if blocks are piled to the top.

The New Daleks ƒ 29 K 9/28/1999 Games Action Strategy 
A positively addicting strategy/action game in which you attempt to out-maneuver dozens of tiny robots 
who are intent upon achieving your destruction.  If in the process of this they happen to collide with each 
other, both miscreants are themselves destroyed.  The longer you stay alive, the more of them collide, and the 
higher your score.

Cannon Fodder.sea 74 K 10/6/1999 Games Action War 
Two cannons take turns shooting at each other. Set the amount of powder and elevation by using the sliding 
scales.

Club Scud.sea 147 K 10/29/1994 Games Action War 
Attempt to knock out opposing Scud missle base.

Lets Get Tanked 53 K 10/5/1999 Games Action War 
Your tank vs the computer’s tank.

Missile Command 9 K 1/5/1985 Games Action War 
Protect your cities from incoming missiles.

SimCity cities ƒ 30 K 9/21/1999 Games Add Ons 
Three cities

Slam Dunk Teams.sea 107 K 10/6/1999 Games Add Ons 
Additional teams

Realmz 7.0.x -> 7.1.2.sea 332 K 9/29/2000 Games Adventure

Realmz 7.1.1 ƒ 17.3 MB 9/17/2000 Games Adventure 
http://www.fantasoft.com/ 
The story behind this game is that you are a band of adventurers that just arrived in the City of Bywater. From 
there on you are pretty much just wandering around. You can fight dragons, taunt giants, and get smashed in 
by mushmen. 

Scarab of RA.sea 105 K 10/5/1995 Games Adventure 
You have entered an ancient pyramid. You must find your way through the maze at each level in order to 
escape.

Siege of Darkwood.sea 525 K 10/28/1994 Games Adventure 
You must fight off various monsters and warriors to save your city.
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Ares 1.1.1 Installer 10.1 MB 10/20/1999 Games Ambrosia 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/Games.html 
Ares is an exciting blend of action and strategy in uncharted space. Use your ships to control and protect 
planets, increase your manufacturing capacity, and fuel your war machine. A shrewd pilot with limited 
resources can decisively outwit a stronger opponent, so planning and execution are critical. Strategy 
outmatches guns any day in this game. Start with simple patrol missions, and work your way up to planetary 
invasions.

Barrack 1.0.4 Installer 3.0 MB 11/2/1999 Games Ambrosia 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/Games.html 
Build barriers to contain the little critters. Advance to the next level by clearing sufficient space.

Chiral.sea 1.5 MB 11/23/1999 Games Ambrosia 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/Games.html 
Chiral is a fusion between the scientific concept of atomic bonding and the addictive game play of Tetris. 
Players are challenged to form bonds between atoms to create inert molecules before the atoms overflow from 
a vial. Points are scored by the complexity of the molecular pattern and the speed with which it is assembled. 
Not to worry, a doctorate in atomic chemistry is not needed; an interactive tutorial, Chiral Basics, is included 
with the package.

Escape Velocity 1.0.5 .sea 5.1 MB 11/23/1999 Games Ambrosia 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/Games.html 
It’s 2246, and the galaxy just isn’t what it used to be. Spacefaring pirates roam free, civil war rages, and simple 
traders cheat death to make a living.  As the captain of a shiny new spacecraft, you make your fortune and 
build your empire. If that sounds like a walk in the park, you’re in for a surprise - dangers abound! Your 
lowly shuttle craft will need more than a little luck to make a profit... and survive.

Maelstrom 1.4.3.sea 856 K 11/18/1996 Games Ambrosia 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/Games.html 
Maelstrom has received a four star rating from Macworld, the MacUser 1993 Best Shareware Game award, 
and the Shareware Industry Award for best game. Maelstrom also took first place in the 1994 Mac Home 
Journal Reader’s Choice Awards. The dreaded Maelstrom is a dangerous asteroid belt within which you must 
skillfully pilot your spacecraft.

Swoop 1.0.2.sea 2.5 MB 12/22/1998 Games Ambrosia 
http://www.ambrosiasw.com/Games.html 
The Swoopers - a sinister race of aliens from a distant quadrant of another galaxy - have targeted earth for 
destruction. Alien agents have disabled the Earth’s sophisticated defense systems, leaving the home planet 
virtually unprotected. The only thing that stands between the hungry Swooper legions and their goal is you 
and your trusty George Pal class fighter ship. Alone, against all odds, you must fight off the invading horde.

3d Brick Bash 1.1.1.sea 128 K 11/13/1995 Games Arcade 
3d Brick Bash! is a three-dimensional version of the brick out game.

Arashi 1.1.1.sea 239 K 11/24/1999 Games Arcade 
http://www.kidsdomain.com/down/mac/arashi.html 
A fast paced arcade game with colorful vector graphics - works well on slower macs as well as the new 
powermacs. It’s very similar to a popular video game from the early days of arcade games - move the claw 
around the top edge of a chasm, and things move up towards you that you need to shoot before they hit you.

Ashes ƒ  20 K 9/13/1999 Games Arcade 
After you get past the commercial message, protect your three cities from incoming missles.

Bachman.sea 194 K 12/15/1998 Games Arcade 
Pacman-style game

Battle Zone.sea 123 K 8/8/1995 Games Arcade 
Engage other tanks in battle.

Beam Wars 2.3.2.sea 392 K 8/13/1995 Games Arcade 
Play against the computer or against another player (requires a second keyboard.) Send your colored beam 
out onto the grid, but don’t run into a another beam.
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Bert 1.1.sea 244 K 11/13/1995 Games Arcade 
Bert is my Q*Bert-sort-of-clone game, which means a game that resembles the old arcade classic Q*Bert 
without any ambitions of being identical. The general idea is that the hero - Bert - is jumping on boxes, 
changing their colors, and the goal is to change all boxes into the goal color (which is green). A number of 
other characters or objects appear in the same grid, for better or worse.

Bouncing Balls 48 K 3/17/1990 Games Arcade 
You use the mouse to move your guy (a small star) around an arena. Pick up coins and advoid being zapped 
by bouncing balls. Fast moving game.

Chips & Dips.sea 92 K 10/7/1995 Games Arcade 
Use your robots to retrieve computer chips from a secured warehouse. The chips are worth money which you 
need to build and operate more robots.

Columns.sea 61 K 10/5/1995 Games Arcade 
Tetris like game

Crunch.sea 405 K 10/5/1999 Games Arcade 
In this game, you control one marble, trying to get dollars and prevent the computer-controlled marble from 
getting dollars. You also try to avoid falling in the pits or touching the killer marbles on level 2.

Danger Swamps 3.5.sea 54 K 12/15/1998 Games Arcade 
A simple yet tremendously fun arcade game in which a stick figure named Pete jumps across swamps, swings 
on ropes, and jumps on bricks to try and reach the end before the green blob overtakes him.

Dark Castle 3.0.4.sea 1.6 MB 11/24/1999 Games Arcade 
http://www.deltatao.com/darkcastle.html 
You must guide Duncan through the Dark Castle, find and defeat the Black Knight.

Desk Invaders 2.0 DA.sea 60 K 10/5/1999 Games Arcade 
Desk Invaders is a version of the classic arcade game “Space Invaders”

Diamonds.sea 350 K 10/5/1995 Games Arcade 
Advanced Brick Out using arrow keys.

Dr Macinto.sea 116 K 10/8/1995 Games Arcade 
Dr. Macinto is a single player game in which one is to remove all the viruses (smiling-face squares).  The 
blocks can be removed by arranging sequences of 4 or more of the same color horizontally or vertically.

FARM Patrol.sea 962 K 1/18/1996 Games Arcade 
Pays homage to the classic arcade game “Moon Patrol” and tests the upper limits of today’s Nintendo-bred 
rugrats.

Glypha III.sea 303 K 7/23/1996 Games Arcade 
http://www.sharewarejunkies.com/Mac/glyphaii.htm 
Glypha III.is derived from an arcade game by the name of Joust. There are three controls in Glypha, left, right, 
and flap (your wings). And there are only four rules: hit the enemies from above and they turn into eggs, hit 
them from below and you die, get the eggs, and don’t fall in the lava.

Happy Weed.sea 210 K 10/28/1994 Games Arcade 
An adult version of PacMan.

Koji the Frog 2.0.3.sea 933 K 11/24/1999 Games Arcade 
http://electricgames.com/mac-games/k/mac-kojithefrog.html 
Koji the Frog is an arcade game in which you, as a frog, have to shoot your tongue and jump to catch insects 
(flies, bees, and ladybugs) while you avoid a snake, lightning, mad bees and a gofer with dynamite. Help 
comes in the form of a butterfly that appears at 20,000 points. If you eat it, your tongue gets longer and you 
jump higher. (Note: Slimyfrog Software has gone out of business, so this program cannot be registered.)

Macman Classic Pro.sea 64 K 8/14/1995 Games Arcade 
PacMan for the Mac.
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Oxyd 3.8 Installer 702 K 12/28/1995 Games Arcade 
http://shareware.gamespot.com/puzzle/00067k.html 
You’re a little black marble manouvering around a world of blocks, ramps, and all kinds of objects. You need 
find the matching oxyds to turn them back on and save the world. You can play 10 levels of this game for free, 
but to play the next 190 levels, you’ll need to get the oxyd book. 

Pararena 1.1.sea 130 K 10/5/1995 Games Arcade 
Pararena is a bowl shaped arena. The goal is to get the ball into the goal. You have a choice of opponents.

Per.Oxyd Installer 1.3 MB 4/15/1996 Games Arcade 
http://www.dongleware.de/html/eng/euv/main.html 
Part 2 of the Oxyd trilogy. Per.Oxyd is the sequel of the award-winning cult game Oxyd. Per.Oxyd utilizes a 
simple and ingenious game concept which is easy to grasp and will keep you glued to the screen for a very 
long time! Enjoy an adventurous expedition into 200 fascinating Per.Oxyd landscapes.

Polytris.sea 240 K 11/18/1996 Games Arcade 
Polytris is a game with falling polyomino blocks, 1 to 5 connected square blocks. The objective is to stay 
in the game by removing rows. Rows will be removed when they are filled without holes. Polytris is more 
challenging because it has 29 kinds of blocks, bombs, weights and water balloons. You can adjust the 
difficulty of the game by setting preferences.

Return to the Womb 1.1.sea 1.3 MB 11/20/1994 Games Arcade 
Find your way through the maze while avoiding bad things.

Sargo Noidz.sea 137 K 8/8/1995 Games Arcade 
The object of the game is to find the chess king. He is on the seventh level. It’s just you against the whole team 
of chess pieces.

Skittles.sea 562 K 7/9/1996 Games Arcade 
Skittles is an action/puzzle game for one or two players. You control genetically altered Skittles which fall 
from the sky, trying to keep them from stacking up to the top of the screen. Clever minds noticed that the 
Skittles were highly reactive. When four of the same type of Skittle touched, they would instantly vaporize. 
There’s only one hope left for the Skittles plant, its workers, and the small city that they inhabit. Vaporize the 
Skittles before they run rampant and destroy everything in their path! You are the only hope left before they 
crush the entire city.

Space Junkie 1.2.sea 120 K 7/9/1996 Games Arcade 
Based on Galaxian or Space Invaders.

SS II.sea 97 K 11/11/1997 Games Arcade 
Super Ships 2 is a fast action, space combat game.

Stunt Copter 23 K 10/30/1986 Games Arcade 
Keep the helicopter over a moving target.

Super HacMan 2 2.2.1.sea 170 K 12/16/1998 Games Arcade 
Free form Pacman.

Asterax 1.2.sea 560 K 10/24/1994 Games Arcade Space 
A multi-level colorful survive the asteroids and nasty critters game.

Asteroids ƒ 24 K 9/19/1999 Games Arcade Space 
Try to survive in your spaceship in the astroid belt.

Cyclone.sea 921 K 10/29/1994 Games Arcade Space 
A well done action game. Shoot-em-up while dodging space junk and enemies in space.

HemiRoids.sea 331 K 10/29/1994 Games Arcade Space 
HemiRoids is yet another Asteroids workalike.

Missions of the Reliant.sea 811 K 7/22/1998 Games Arcade Space 
Command the spaceship Reliant. This is action, strategy, and role playing.

Star ‘Roids 5.4.1.sea 85 K 10/5/1995 Games Arcade Space 
Servive in the astroids game.
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The Zone 1.4.sea 952 K 12/22/1998 Games Arcade Space 
TheZone is a two-dimensional, inertial space arcade. If you like to drive a ship throughout open space, this 
one is the game for you. Thrust your ship, destroy asteroids, collect all bonuses, blast out space bases (keep an 
eye open on the red ones) and bang out enemy vessels.

Assault 2.0.sea 186 K 10/5/1995 Games Board 
This game is played on a 9 X 15 grid. The object is to occupy the enemy headquarters.

Bombs.sea 76 K 10/5/1995 Games Board 
Based on a game Minefield

Caesar.sea 58 K 10/5/1995 Games Board 
Caesar is a board game, similar to go in that players alternate place pieces on the vertices of a square array, 
and similar to reversi in that “captured” pieces change from the opponent’s color to your own.

Genius 1.4.sea 221 K 11/11/1997 Games Board 
Genius is a Macintosh rendition of the popular board game where you try to remove all the pegs from a 
triangular board by jumping pegs. The object of the game is to get rid of all of the pegs on the board except 
one by jumping over adjacent pegs to remove them

Gun Shy 1.2.sea 46 K 10/5/1995 Games Board 
Essentially, this is Shanghai. Clear matching tiles from the pile.

MaciGame 1.60E.sea 99 K 12/16/1998 Games Board 
A board game — remove as many contiguous pieces as possible. ‘This game is very dangerous for busy 
person, because it’s so addictive.’

MacTrek.sea 66 K 10/5/1995 Games Board 
The idea of the game is to search out and destroy all the Klingons in the galaxy. The galaxy is an 8 x 8 grid of 
quadrants. These 64 quadrants are grouped into 16 sections, named by their major stars.

Power Players 2.1.1.sea 248 K 12/12/1998 Games Board 
Power Players is a game in which seven energy companies compete for limited space for development. 
Two to six players control the growth, life and death of these companies. These players may be human or 
computer controlled. Power Players is based on the board game Acquire from Avalon Hill.

Shang High.sea 53 K 8/8/1995 Games Board 
Essentially, this is Shanhaii. Clear matching tiles from the pile.

Awesome BlackJack.sea 634 K 10/5/1999 Games Card

Baker’s Dozen 2.0.sea 46 K 11/30/1994 Games Card 
A solitaire game

BlackJack 1.76 DA.sea 94 K 12/15/1998 Games Card

Blackjack 2.0 30 K 7/22/1998 Games Card

Blackjack Attitude.sea 160 K 2/18/1996 Games Card

Egyptian Solitaire.sea 48 K 8/14/1995 Games Card

Forty Thieves 2.1.2.sea 100 K 10/6/1999 Games Card 
Two deck solitaire.

Hearts Deluxe 4.3.sea 674 K 11/18/1996 Games Card

MerriMac Blackjack DA 7 K 1/23/1990 Games Card 
Blackjack card game - try for 21 points against the computer

Montana 2.1.sea 98 K 10/6/1999 Games Card

Montana Mac Draw 1.1.sea 60 K 12/16/1998 Games Card 
An entertaining game similar to the Las Vegas video poker machines, only better.

SpoydWorks Solitaire 1.2.1.sea 72 K 10/5/1995 Games Card 
Contains several different card games.
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Cheat II.sea 68 K 5/2/1996 Games Cheat 
The idea in Cheat II is to let you cheat freely in any Macintosh game.  Whether you want to change your lives, 
your points, your money, your level, or any other numerical aspect of a game, Cheat II will almost always 
give you the power to do this.

Absolute Zero Demo ƒ 7.5 MB 10/3/1999 Games Demos 
This demo shows you two of the thirty scenarios you will play during the course of Absolute Zero.  They are 
chapters from the beginning of the story when little is known about the aliens you’ve encountered and you’re 
just trying to bring survivors out of the destruction.

Callisto Demos Installer 636 K 10/24/1994 Games Demos 
This contains two demos. Super Maze Wars Demo: move through a maze collecting and shooting. Super 
Mines Demo: identify as many mines in a grid as posssible.

Factory 1.2.sea 455 K 7/22/1998 Games Demos 
Factory takes you to a not so distant future in which automated manufacturing systems have failed and 
it’s up to you to keep the factories running. You must direct various components along conveyor belts and 
through pipes by clicking on control switches. Properly combine the components into finished products and 
meet your quota or you’re fired! Quick thinking, not lasers or bullets, is the only thing that will help you here.

Gopher Golf 3.0.6.sea 557 K 7/22/1998 Games Demos

Kid Grid 1.1 Demo.sea 463 K 7/22/1996 Games Demos 
Cross word puzzles for youngsters.

Marathon Demo.sea 2.1 MB 12/22/1994 Games Demos 
This is a four level shoot anything that moves in the maze demo.

Prince of Persia 2 Demo.sea 1.3 MB 1/23/1995 Games Demos 
This demonstration allows you to view a self-running demo of Prince of Persia 2: The Shadow and the Flame, 
or to actually play through the first level of the game.

PT Boat Simulator DEMO.sea 743 K 7/22/1998 Games Demos 
Practice commanding a PT boat.

Space Madness Demo.sea 1.2 MB 11/18/1996 Games Demos 
Kill the marauding aliens.

Spectre Demo.sea 301 K 8/8/1995 Games Demos 
Choose your vehicle, find the flags on your radar and collect them all to get to the next level. Shoot the robot 
tanks for extra points.

Vitamin.sea 1.8 MB 11/17/1995 Games Demos 
The main  purpose of Vitamin is to attempt to stay alive up to the last level where you’ll have to fight with 
the insane BigRedHead which lives in the Valley of Dead . But it is not so simple, because you’re only a small 
mosquito and there are some hideous ghastly atrocious (and stupid) monsters who enter into an alliance with 
the horrible BigRedHead and they will try to eat you. Demo has only one level.

X-Wing Demo.sea 5.9 MB 12/22/1998 Games Demos 
Following the Battle of Hoth, the Empire became overconfident, but this mission proved that the Rebel 
Alliance was still a force to contend with.  Fly an X-Wing as part of a multi-ship task foce assigned to take out 
a lightly guarded troop convoy, which is composed of 40 freighters and 60 transports.

Awesome Roulette.sea 150 K 10/5/1999 Games Emulation

Backgammon 31 K 7/22/1998 Games Emulation

Billiard Parlour.sea 66 K 10/5/1999 Games Emulation

Checkers 12 K 9/14/1989 Games Emulation 
Play against the computer.

Expert Backgammon.sea 155 K 10/5/1999 Games Emulation 
Contains history and manual of rules.

GNU Chess 3.0.sea 154 K 10/5/1999 Games Emulation
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MacChess 1.0 EN.sea 245 K 11/13/1995 Games Emulation

Monopoly 4.0.sea 76 K 10/5/1995 Games Emulation

The Simpsons Slots.sea 1.5 MB 6/15/1996 Games Emulation 
The Simpsons Slots is a shareware slot machine game for the Macintosh based upon characters from The 
Simpsons

Follow.sea 96 K 9/19/1996 Games Memory 
Using four colored squares, the computer selects (lights up) a sequence of squares. You must repeat the 
sequence.

Memory 2.0.sea 45 K 8/14/1995 Games Memory 
Remember location of tiles, find hidden pairs.

On the Contrary 28 K 7/22/1998 Games Memory 
This is a memory game for two people. There are pairs of objects behind doors. Find the most matching pairs 
to win.

Enigma game ƒ 22 K 9/19/1999 Games Misc 
Enigma is a puzzle similar in vein to Rubik’s cube. It was described in the October ‘85 issue of Scientific 
American, which claimed that it seems to be at least as challenging as the cube, in spite of its two-dimensional 
nature. It consists of a mosaic of patterns circumscribed by two circles which are alternately rotated to 
scramble the puzzle.

Flipper.sea 69 K 10/5/1995 Games Misc 
Attempt to color all of the cells in a grid to the same color before the computer starts to undo your work. A 
game of speed and coordination.

Bolo.sea 620 K 1/1/1996 Games MultiPlayer 
Bolo is a networked graphical real-time multi-player tank battle game. Bolo has attracted something of a cult 
following, and there are now alternative maps, map editors, AI brains, cyborgs, tactical displays, Internet 
game trackers etc. A single player can practice.

Tron 95 US.sea 175 K 3/6/1996 Games MultiPlayer 
Two person game based on the movie Tron. Race your bike, don’t cross a bike’s path, and don’t go off the 
board.

Bricks DA 5 K 1/1/1990 Games Paddle 
Brick out game

Knockout DA 5 K 1/2/1991 Games Paddle 
Brick out game. 

Time Out DA 9 K 1/1/1990 Games Paddle 
Brick out game with adjustable speed. Suitable for young players.

Core War.sea 65 K 10/5/1999 Games Program 
Core Wars is the Ultimate game for HACKERS.  It was designed by A. K. Dewdney, and described in 
his “Computer Recreations” collumns which appeared in the May ‘84 abd March ‘85 issues of Scientific 
American.  In Core Wars two programs battle for control of the imaginary MARS computer.  The programs 
are written by the players in an “assembly language” called REDCODE.  The players edit, assemble, and run 
their programs all within the Core Wars system.  The programs may be stored on disk, and loaded later to 
fight other players’ programs.  

RoboWar 4.1.2.sea 613 K 10/5/1999 Games Program 
Robot Wars pits robot against robot in an arena. Design your own robots and pit them against others.

Buffalo 1.0.sea 241 K 3/6/1996 Games Puzzles 
Buffalo is a sliding-tile game that uses some of the elements from the  classic “Fifteen” puzzle. Veteran Mac 
users will feel at home with Buffalo, because Apple based the original “Puzzle” DA on the “Fifteen” puzzle. 
Rather than ordering 15 letter or number tiles, as in the “Fifteen” puzzle, in Buffalo you must arrange 24 
multi-colored tiles so that only identically colored edges are adjacent.

Chris’ Puzzle.sea 681 K 11/13/1995 Games Puzzles 
Jigsaw puzzles
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Jigsaw 2.0.sea 802 K 11/13/1995 Games Puzzles 
Jigsaw puzzle with three pictures.

Virtual Maze Book.sea 177 K 11/11/1997 Games Puzzles 
I have learned that there are great many ways to have the computer organize randomness into a maze, and I 
have developed nine of those ways. Some have been far more useful and interesting than others, but in this 
light version of the Virtual Maze Book (Vol II), I have included only the two that are most limited and least 
interesting. The program is not crippled in any other way. It saves and prints, and probably comes complete 
with the bugs of the original as well. If you just want to make a few mazes for yourself, your friends, or your 
children, this light version should serve you well. Enjoy it without guilt.

FTBL 95.sea 107 K 1/1/1996 Games Simulations 
This is a simple football simulation with stats from the start of the 1995 NFL season. Appears to be a 2 person 
game. It appears to be ported from an old DOS machine — before the mouse was invented.

Life Maker.sea 112 K 10/5/1999 Games Simulations 
LifeMaker is a cellular automata program. Cellular automata can be thought of as mini-universes. The 
universe starts at some initial state and evolves according to a simple local rule. Conway’s Game of Life is by 
far the best known CA. LifeMaker includes Conway’s Life along with sixteen other rules.

Slam Dunk 1.61.sea 201 K 11/11/1997 Games Simulations

The Races 1.0.sea 691 K 10/5/1999 Games Simulations 
Spend some time at the horse races. For a small fee, you can cheat a bit.

3D TicTacToe DA 3 K 5/3/1986 Games Strategy

Chello.sea 85 K 10/5/1995 Games Strategy 
A board game: move your piece around the board. If you move adjacent to your opponent’s or the computer’s 
pieces, they become your pieces. The game ends when all the piece belong to one side.

Connect 4 1.0.sea 177 K 10/5/1999 Games Strategy

iago 1.0 23 K 7/22/1998 Games Strategy 
This is a strategic capture game played with colored tokens on a board

MacPipes.sea 233 K 3/17/1996 Games Strategy 
The goal is to arrange pipe segments on a grid. Use the least number of segments.

Sokoban 2.5.sit 232 K 11/7/2001 Games Strategy 
http://members.aol.com/sokobanMac/index.html 
In Sokoban, you are a warehouse keeper trying to get boxes through a maze of a warehouse to their proper 
locations. The boxes are so heavy that you can only push one of them at a time. Be careful that you don’t get a 
box trapped in a corner: the boxes have no handles so they can’t be pulled at all.

Waste 1.1.sea 351 K 11/18/1996 Games Strategy 
The object is to remove all of the balls, one at a time, by pushing them into the fire.

We Are The Word DA 7 K 1/2/1991 Games TV 
Jeopardy for the Mac

WolfEdit 1.1.sea 84 K 1/4/1995 Games Wolfenstein  
WolfEdit allows you modify Wolfenstein 3D rooms.

WolfEdit Levels.sea 88 K 8/30/1995 Games Wolfenstein  
This is a set of rooms for WolfEdit.

WolfenCheat 2.0.1 ƒ 12 K 10/5/1999 Games Wolfenstein  
WolfenCheat 2.0 is a system extension which adds an extra menu to Wolfenstein 3D and lets you access all the 
cheats that I know about.

Wolfenstein 3D 1.0.1 Installer 1.4 MB 10/30/1994 Games Wolfenstein  
http://mirror.apple.com/mirrors/info-mac/_Game/com/_Wolfenstein_3D/ 
Wolfenstein 3D is a classic first-person perspective. The hero (you) run around and shoot the heck out of the 
bad guys in this action game. Get more levels at http://www.quazi.com/wolf3d.htm.
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Wolfenzoom 1.1.1 8 K 10/5/1999 Games Wolfenstein  
Wolfenzoom is a small INIT that lets you play Wolfenstein 3D at 320x200 with 2x2 pixel replication—just like 
on a VGA monitor on a PC!

Land Sculptor 3D 1.2.1.sea 82 K 10/4/1999 Graphics 3-D 
Generate small 3-D land forms.

Matt’s Fract 1.05.sea 71 K 1/1/1996 Graphics 3-D 
A fractal landscape fly through, using height maps. Like flying over clouds.

Aniram ƒ 12 K 2/10/1999 Graphics Animation 
This is a very crude, not completely debugged animation program. 15 full screen buffers can be played in 
sequence.

Dynamo.sea 67 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Animation 
Dynamo is an animation program.  It uses a small number of frames (or a lot if you really want) to anchor the 
animation, then it interpolates the between frames to give very smooth visual effects.

Snow Fall 15 K 11/17/1988 Graphics Animation 
B&W scene with animated snow fall

Banner  39 K 4/18/1991 Graphics Banners 
Create a banner (3 lines).

Banner [Imagewriter] 16 K 9/13/1984 Graphics Banners 
Create a banner on an Imagewriter.

Image Catalog 1.5.sea 157 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Catalog 
ImageCatatlog is an image cataloging program.  It does for computer images what a contact sheet does for 
photography. It shows a catalog of dozens of images arranged on the same page.

Designer Draw 3.1.sea 85 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Charting 
DesignerDraw is a specialized drawing program for creating charts.

Grey Fox.sea 42 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Charting 
This is a greyscale graphics program which reads in a file and plots f(x,y) using greyscale rather than 
contours.

Clip 2 Gif 0.7.1.sea 168 K 10/4/1999 Graphics Converters 
clip2gif is a scriptable  utility for converting PICT, GIF, JPEG and TIFF images to any of these formats. It can 
also display them.

Icon To GIF.sea 103 K 10/4/1999 Graphics Converters 
http://www.boingo.com/dan/software/IconToGIF.html 
IconToGIF is a freeware utility to convert icons into transparent GIF images suitable for using on WWW 
pages.  It is useful for developers who want to put an icon of their product on their page.

Screen Maker 7 K 2/12/1986 Graphics Converters 
Convert screen to StartupScreen file.

Startup Maker 1.0 ƒ 14 K 6/29/2000 Graphics Converters 
Converts picture or graphic file to a StartUpScreen

Preview Scanner 1.1b4.sea 118 K 11/11/1997 Graphics Display 
Displays a preview of PICT files in a selected folder.

Mug Maker 1.0.sea 65 K 5/17/1998 Graphics Diversions 
A simple black and white random face creator

Rays DA 2 K 9/29/1985 Graphics Diversions 
Draws lines from a point as the cursor is moved

Smile 6 K 7/22/1998 Graphics Diversions 
A fun interactive doodle program for drawing patterns.

Lightning Paint 1.1 299 K 11/24/1991 Graphics Editors 
A paint program.
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Scribbler 1.0 DA 44 K 8/8/1987 Graphics Editors 
Very basic graphics program

The Mutatron.sea 290 K 11/11/1997 Graphics Editors 
The Mutatron can twist and add spikes to 3DMF meshes using QuickDraw 3D and displays 3DMF objects in 
various QuickDraw 3D styles. It can also create a number of basic shapes, like a torus, sphere, cylinder, cone, 
ellipsoid, beanoid, bananoid, etc.

View Point.sea 92 K 6/8/1993 Graphics Editors 
Draws geometric figures based on two or more points.

Julia  10 K 6/10/1985 Graphics Fractals 
Generates fractals.

Mandelbrot.sea 346 K 5/17/1998 Graphics Fractals 
MandelColor is a color Mandelbrot set rendering program.  It works only on the Macintosh II, and you need a 
color display (preferably with 8 bits of color resolution.)

Kaleidoscope 5 K 12/1/1987 Graphics Generators 
Graphics program - generates line art on screen

Spectra  10 K 12/25/1987 Graphics Generators 
Rainbow screen displays.

Anatomiser ƒ 26 K 2/10/1999 Graphics Help 
Anatomiser is a graphic authoring program.  The instructor may insert any “PICT” type resource in the 
application’s resource file. For use by teachers for lessons and tests. 

SuperPaint Help ƒ 25 K 11/23/1998 Graphics Help 
Two screens of tips and shortcuts for SuperPaint

PICT Informer ƒ 40 K 2/17/1999 Graphics Info 
PICT Informer will open PICT files or PICT resources and show the picture in a window.  To see the PictInfo 
information, just choose Show Info from the File menu or double-click in the picture’s window.

Credit Maker1.01.sea 48 K 12/13/1995 Graphics Misc 
It is basically for creating little movies that are scrolling credits.  Combine these movies with your QuickTime 
movies and víola, you have a way to put rolling credits at the end of your movies.

DiScO][ ƒ 34 K 2/13/1999 Graphics Misc 
Plug audio source into MacRecorder’s line-in (or other D/A sampler installed in modem port), turn on the 16 
colors, and dubble-clik! Sit back and space out...

Gif Scan 1.9.sea 95 K 9/19/1996 Graphics Misc 
Gives quick information about GIF files without viewing each one - information such as such as size, whether 
it is interlaced and such. It not only generates HTML SRC tags for GIF files but also for JPEGs and it generates 
HTML HREF tags for any other file dropped on it and therefore it can also be used to generate quick indexes 
of all files in a certain folder.

Gray Patt ƒ 5 K 2/12/1999 Graphics Misc 
Additional gray patterns for graphic programs.

Morpher1.5.sea 172 K 10/4/1999 Graphics Misc 
Create QuickTime movies of two morphed images.

Pict 2 ASCII 1.0.sea 207 K 11/11/1997 Graphics Misc 
Pict2Ascii reads Pict files and generates texts representing the pictures.

Before Dark 1.1.sea 54 K 8/14/1995 Graphics ppat 
A System 7 clean application to collect and install desktop patterns (ppat resource’s)

Candy Hearts ppat 19 K 1/12/1995 Graphics ppat

Desktop Textures 1-6.sea 1.7 MB 10/30/1994 Graphics ppat 
Contains programs to install and randomize ppats and a collection of ppats.
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Killer Desktop 1.0 ƒ 192 K 6/29/2000 Graphics ppat 
Don’t you just hate most of those desktop patterns that came with System 7.5? Here’s a folder filled with 
seventeen new patterns you can download in a snap! I created these patterns using Adobe Photoshop and 
Illustrator. Some are really wild, while others are more conservative. 

ppat Tool 1.0.2 ƒ 19 K 2/12/1999 Graphics ppat 
Capture a portion of your screen and create a ppat.

Randopatamizer 1.0 ƒ 9 K 2/17/1999 Graphics ppat 
It will pick a random desktop pattern (type ‘ppat’) from a file you choose and set it as the current desktop 
pattern.

Shirley’s Xmas ppats.sea 29 K 8/14/1995 Graphics ppat 
A few ppats.

Simpsons Xmas ppats 5 K 11/30/1993 Graphics ppat

Clarity.sea 45 K 11/1/1998 Graphics Print Aids 
A DA that increases the resolution of a bitmap by decreasing its size.

MacBillboard 4.0.sea 82 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Print Aids 
Expands MacPaint file to poster size.

Paint Copier .03.sea 52 K 10/4/1999 Graphics Print Aids 
Create Paint file layers. Create poster size images.

Printer Wheel ƒ 38 K 2/12/1999 Graphics Print Aids 
The purpose is to provide a “pop-up” calculator to figure enlargements or reductions. This function is useful 
to printers, publishers, layout persons...or anyone who needs to know the percentage of change from one size 
to another when trying to fit photos or document items into a certain size space

Smoothie 1.1.1 Installer 344 K 10/31/1995 Graphics Print Aids 
Smoothie is the premier anti-aliasing application for the MacOS.  It allows you to removed those nasty jagged 
edges from pictures.  Smoothie can work with single pictures or large groups using it’s batch facility.

Camera  6 K 7/26/1998 Graphics Screen Capture 
Creates a MacPaint image of your entire screen after a specified time.

Display Message DA 3 K 1/2/1991 Graphics Screen Display 
Display a short scrolling message.

Screen Play ƒ 14 K 2/12/1999 Graphics Screen Display 
Screen Play randomly selects a startup screen from a folder called “Screens” in your System Folder and makes 
it the next startup screen.

Gravitation Ltd 40.sea 54 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Simulations 
Gravitation Ltd. is a graphic, two dimensional orbital simulation.  Users can enter custom designed solar 
systems or run previously created ones.  Systems can be views at varying zoom levels, recorded and played 
back at high speed, and edited via the graphic solar system editor.

Paint Show 25 K 5/21/2000 Graphics Slide Show 
Create a slide show of MacPaint files.

Slideshows ƒ 14 K 2/12/1999 Graphics Slide Show 
SlideShow will display a sequence of MacPaint documents on the screen, one after the other.  Only the upper 
left screen-sized corner will be displayed.  Between each picture, SlideShow will wait for the you to click the 
mouse button before proceeding to the next picture.

Moire  9 K 6/23/1986 Graphics String Art

Patterns 7 K 3/21/1986 Graphics String Art

Rainbow1 7 K 12/1/1987 Graphics String Art

StringArt DA 3 K 11/23/1998 Graphics String Art

Cards for Solitaire.sea 59 K 12/15/1998 Graphics Templates 
These are three ‘decks’ of color face cards for Klondike, Canfield, Golf and Calculation solitaire.
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drw 103.sea 134 K 11/17/1995 Graphics Tools 
Full featured cross-platform shareware object drawing tool for Windows 95, NT, Win32s and Macintosh. 
Unfortunately, due to lack of demand and potential conflict of interest concerns, DLR Draw has been 
withdrawn from the shareware market.

Kid Pix.sea 62 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Tools 
A graphics program for kids.

Knot 3.0.sea 298 K 11/12/1998 Graphics Tools 
Create pictures and movies of 3-D abstract knots.

Matt Paint 1.9.4.sea 135 K 11/17/1995 Graphics Tools 
Simple color paint program

Share Draw 2.0 Installer 1.3 MB 10/31/1995 Graphics Tools 
ShareDraw has many more features than can be described in this short file.  A few features of special note are 
its multi-copy effects, powerful gradients, graphics library support, color blends, text binding to any curve, 
a very handy live help system, project management, 24-bit color, rulers, grids, QuickDraw GX printing, and 
PICT or EPS file export. Use the live help feature to see how each menu and tool works.

Spiral Graphics.sea 124 K 3/17/1996 Graphics Tools 
Draws figures based on one circle moving around another circle.

Texture Mill 1.0.sea 321 K 11/27/1996 Graphics Tools 
A graphic design tool that allows the creation of seamless textures for web pages, multimedia, 3D rendering, 
and desktop patterns.

Flex Reader II.sea 42 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Viewers 
Displays PICT files.

Giffer 1.8.sea 82 K 10/7/1995 Graphics Viewers 
In addition to GIF files, Giffer can display and encode PICT files (the kind MacDraw can produce), PICT 
resources with ID=0 (the kind you can use for a Startup Screen on the Mac II),  and QDV files. Giffer can also 
READ, but not WRITE, ThunderScan SCAN image files.

Jade 0.91.sea 148 K 11/17/1995 Graphics Viewers 
Jade is a JPEG viewer based on the Independent JPEG Group’s library of JPEG compression and 
decompression routines. It’s main purpose is to fill the gap in Macintosh JPEG viewers which can view full 
sized JPEG images while maintaining reasonable memory and speed requirements.

JPEG View 3.3.sea 561 K 10/4/1999 Graphics Viewers 
Enclosed is version 3.3 of my application JPEGView, a fast, powerful image viewer for both 680x0 and 
PowerPC Macintoshes.  JPEGView can open and display images in JPEG, PICT, GIF, TIFF, BMP, MacPaint, or 
Startup Screen formats.

Christmas 1997 #36 ƒ 231 K 12/2/1997 Holidays Christmas 
This is a Kaleidoscope scheme based on real railroad color schemes. 

Christmas Card ƒ 159 K 8/14/1995 Holidays Christmas 
Create electronic Christmas cards.

Christmas Color Scheme ƒ 168 K 12/2/1997 Holidays Christmas 
This is a Kaleidoscope scheme that gives your screen a Christmas look. 

Christmas Tinies 2 14 K 11/23/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Christmas Tree 1 7 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Christmas Tree 3 19 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Holiday ppats ƒ 165 K 6/29/2000 Holidays Christmas

Santa Claus 7 42 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.
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Santa Claus 8 782 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Santa Claus 9 28 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
MacPaint picture

Snow 2.0.sea 247 K 10/8/1999 Holidays Christmas 
Snow is a small application that drifts snowflakes down the screen accompanied by the gentle sound of sleigh 
bells and music.

Snow ƒ  114 K 12/2/1997 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Snow ƒ  116 K 11/15/1997 Holidays Christmas 
A desk accessory that animates falling snow and Santa on your desktop. 

Snow Scene 3 32 K 11/22/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Snow Scene 4 11 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

Snowflakes 73 K 12/3/1994 Holidays Christmas 
Claris works pictures.

X-Mac.sea 80 K 12/2/1997 Holidays Christmas 
A Kaleidoscope scheme based on the Motif style of windows under X-Windows found on a UNIX/LINUX 
system. A teal and black color that was VERY popular.

Xmas Lights cdev 61 K 12/20/1993 Holidays Christmas 
An init that places lights around the desktop.

Xmas Lights PICS 322 K 12/1/1990 Holidays Christmas 
After Dark

Xmas Mouse.eps 74 K 12/9/1990 Holidays Christmas 
.eps document

Bunny in Basket 14 K 4/18/1995 Holidays Easter 
Claris works pictures.

Easter Basket 38 K 3/12/1995 Holidays Easter 
Claris works pictures.

Easter Bunny w Egg 16 K 3/2/1995 Holidays Easter 
Claris works pictures.

Easter Clips 28 K 3/23/1991 Holidays Easter 
MacPaint document

Easter Eggs 29 K 3/4/1995 Holidays Easter 
Claris works pictures.

Black Cat EPS 27 K 4/7/1995 Holidays Halloween 
Claris works pictures.

Dracula  8 K 4/18/1995 Holidays Halloween

Halloween 1 20 K 4/7/1995 Holidays Halloween 
MacPaint document

Halloween Art Stack 812 K 10/12/1994 Holidays Halloween 
Hypercard stack

Halloween Card ƒ 28 K 6/29/2000 Holidays Halloween

Bubbly New Year 11 K 12/10/1989 Holidays Misc

Fourth of July 6 K 5/20/1993 Holidays Misc
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New Year 1 24 K 4/7/1995 Holidays Misc

StartupScreen 3ships 26 K 9/16/1993 Holidays Misc

Statue of Liberty 2 8 K 4/18/1995 Holidays Misc

Thanksgiving 5 20 K 3/30/1986 Holidays Misc

Thanksgiving Cartoons 15 K 9/28/1992 Holidays Misc

Valentine’s Day 7 K 1/14/1994 Holidays Misc

Valentines 22 K 12/26/1992 Holidays Misc

Washington 17 K 4/7/1995 Holidays Misc

Wedding Clip Art 18 K 6/10/1993 Holidays Misc

Wedding Day 6 K 5/20/1993 Holidays Misc

HyperCard Player 2.4.1.sea 1.2 MB 1/30/2000 HyperCard Player 
http://asu.info.apple.com/ 
Runs HyperCard stacks.

Icon Collector 1.1.1.sea 55 K 11/26/1998 Icon Utilities 
Icon Collector allows you to create icon collections by merging customs icons from multiple applications, 
files or folders in a single document, to save disk space. Icon Collector extracts icons from your collection by 
creating new folders with theses icons

Icon Fixer.sea 76 K 11/26/1998 Icon Utilities 
IconFixer fixes a cosmetic feature caused by DriveSetup.  When you partition your drive, sometimes your 
custom icons for your partitions don’t appear properly (i.e. two or more drives share the same icon).

Icon Maker Copland ƒ 39 K 6/29/2000 Icon Utilities 
To allow people to create their own custom Copland Icons, I’ve modified ICON Maker using ResEdit and 
one of these collections.  The original documentation from ICON Maker is included, explaining how to make 
custom icon folders using drag-and-drop.

IconCollector ƒ 47 K 12/1/1998 Icon Utilities 
Extract and maintain catalogs of icons.

NeoIcon.sea 290 K 11/27/1998 Icon Utilities 
Drawing program to create icons.

Alias Assistant 2.0.7.sea 85 K 12/13/1995 Inits Alias 
http://www.fluxsoft.com/ 
Alias Assistant 2.0.7 is a shareware control panel, which enables your Macintosh to automatically delete all 
the alias files associated with an original file when the original file is emptied from the Trash.

Alias Dæmon.sea 45 K 4/16/1996 Inits Alias 
When you create an Alias, Alias Dæmon’s dialogue box will appear, enabling you to put your new alias 
anywhere you wish on your hard disk.

Clip Append.sea 83 K 12/12/1998 Inits Clipboard ScrapBk 
ClipAppend is a simple control panel that allows you can add text to the clipboard instead of replacing it.

Clipfolio 1.5.1.sea 116 K 7/9/1996 Inits Clipboard ScrapBk 
Allows multiple items to be saved to the clipboard and accessed individually.

Copy Paste 4.4.1.sea 755 K 1/31/2000 Inits Clipboard ScrapBk 
http://www.scriptsoftware.com/ 
Copy 5 to 10 items at a time, then go to another application and paste each of these items.

Kopy Kat ƒ 36 K 7/22/1998 Inits Clipboard ScrapBk 
KopyKat adds a hierarchical menu to the Cut, Copy and Paste menu items in the Edit menu of any 
application. The purpose of this INIT is to  bring the ability to have three clipboards to all applications.

Scrap Board 1.0.sea 476 K 10/5/1999 Inits Clipboard ScrapBk 
Provides for multiple clipboards
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Audio Strip GH 1.3.2.sea 161 K 1/21/1996 Inits Cntl Strip 
Audio Strip GH is a set of Control Strip modules which facilitate the playing of audio CDs through an 
attached CD ROM player.

Control Strip Loader 1.0 ƒ 18 K 6/29/2000 Inits Cntl Strip 
Causes the Control Strip to load even when extensions have been turn off

Control Strip Menu 2.2.1.sea 145 K 11/17/1995 Inits Cntl Strip 
Modifies the Control Strip

Control Strip Shareware Pack ƒ 16 K 1/28/1999 Inits Cntl Strip 
Application Menu allows you to view a list of active applications (including background applications) and 
switch between running applications. Monitor Depth displays and allows you to change the color depth of 
the main monitor.

Desktop Strip 1.2.1.sea 97 K 11/17/1995 Inits Cntl Strip 
A enhanced Control Strip. Contains several additional modules.

Extension Strip Pkg 1.2.sea 266 K 10/4/1999 Inits Cntl Strip 
An enhancement to the Control Strip plus some control strip modules

Strip Bandit.sea 59 K 1/1/1996 Inits Cntl Strip 
Places a slot machine game in the Control Strip.

Basic Connectivity Set.sea 251 K 8/14/1995 Inits Connectivity 
Extensions that facilitate modem connections.

FreePPP 2.6.sea 602 K 10/4/1999 Inits Connectivity 
http://www.snafu.de/~sebastian.kloska/ 
FreePPP is nothing short of the most popular Macintosh utility for connecting to dialup Internet accounts.

Line Share Demo.sea 104 K 12/29/1994 Inits Connectivity 
The LineShare software makes it possible for several applications to use the same serial port(s) 
simultaneously. It can detect the type of incoming calls and route the call to the proper software.

ZMac’s PIXs 1.0.1.sea 67 K 9/19/1996 Inits Copywrited 
Screen capture utilitiy

Cool Cursor 2.1 ƒ 12 K 6/29/2000 Inits Cursor 
A Copeland (OS 8) cursor

Cursor Animator 1.2.sea 143 K 10/4/1999 Inits Cursor 
Replace the ‘wait’ cursor with an animated cursor.

Cursor Beacon.sea 33 K 10/27/1994 Inits Cursor 
CursorBeacon is a Control Panel/Extension which helps in finding “lost” mouse cursors. This seems to 
happen most often on Macs with slower LCD screens like the PowerBook, or on very large monitors - you 
wiggle the mouse vainly, trying to spot the cursor. This happens to me all the time, hence CursorBeacon. 
It makes the location painfully obvious - just type a hot key and and the area around the mouse flashes, 
drawing the eye toward it.

Wrap Screen 1.4 ƒ 14 K 2/8/1999 Inits Cursor 
Causes the cursor to reappear on the opposite side of the screen if moved beyond the edge.

3D Windows ƒ 33 K 9/1/1999 Inits Desktop 
3D Windows draws coloured windows with a 3D appearance on a Mac.

Aaron 1.4 Fat.sea 158 K 7/9/1996 Inits Desktop 
So what you get with Aaron is (mostly) exactly pixel for pixel what MacOS 8 will actually look like.

ApplWindows 20.sea 53 K 10/5/1999 Inits Desktop 
ApplWindows is a control panel that helps you easily navigate through many windows.  It adds a list of 
available windows off the Application menu at the top right corner in the menu bar.
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Aurora 3.4.sea 41 K 12/13/1995 Inits Desktop 
Aurora is a Control Panel. With it, you have full control over the colors used to draw your windows, buttons, 
scroll bars, and menus. Ever wanted a mauve menu bar? No problem! Ever wanted puce scroll bars? Now’s 
your chance! It’s also very easy to do — as simple as choosing colors from the standard Apple color wheel 

Back Splash II.sea 135 K 10/30/1994 Inits Desktop 
BackSplash II replaces your Macintosh’s Desktop background with the picture of your choice. You place 
pictures in a folder named “BackSplash Picts” in your Preferences folder. BackSplash II then keeps the 
picture(s) displayed on your desktop as you work. Tested on System 6

Bar Pattern.sea 114 K 9/19/1996 Inits Desktop 
Install any pattern on the menu’s background.

Basic Black 1.5.sea 56 K 5/2/1996 Inits Desktop 
A simple, incredibly efficient screen saver. It doesn’t have whizbang graphics, and thus lets everything blast 
along at full speed. It’s incredibly small - it takes up only four kilobytes of memory after it’s loaded.

BeBox Windows ƒ 26 K 6/29/2000 Inits Desktop 
BeBox Windows changes your Mac windows to resemble BeBox windows.  BeBox is new computer featuring 
two to eight PowerPC processors

BeView 1.0.sea 118 K 10/19/1996 Inits Desktop 
BeView transforms your Mac’s user interface to resemble that of the BeBox, a new computer from Be, Inc.

Color 7.sea 42 K 8/14/1995 Inits Desktop 
A Control Panel for coloring windows and buttons for System 7 windows.

Corner Init ƒ 8 K 1/25/1999 Inits Desktop 
Allows simple measuring of things visible on the screen.

Desk Picture.sea 269 K 11/17/1995 Inits Desktop 
Displays a picture on your desktop. Provides adjustment controls.

Desktop Pict ƒ 30 K 1/25/1999 Inits Desktop 
This will put up a color background picture on a Mac II.

Drag Any Window 4.0 FAT.sea 92 K 11/11/1997 Inits Desktop 
DragAnyWindow is a control panel that allows you to easily move any kind of window, including dialogs, 
alerts, standard “Open” and “Save” dialogs, game windows and other non-movable windows

DRepaint 1.0.sea 92 K 10/4/1999 Inits Desktop 
This control panel tastefully repaints the desktop a random color at startup. No patterns, pictures or other 
distractions, just pleasant variety.

Erik’s Windows DEF.sea 59 K 5/2/1996 Inits Desktop 
A Control Panel that changes the appearance of the standard windows.  The windows look like Microsoft 
Windows.

Facade 109.sea 94 K 5/2/1996 Inits Desktop 
Allows a user to replace disk icons with special icons.

Fish.sea 41 K 12/30/1994 Inits Desktop 
Fish is a control panel which relieves you of the boring Mac desktop. When installed (with System 6 or 7), 
fish constantly swim across your desktop, chasing others, eating fish food and having fun. This program was 
developed in 1988, but it works fine on a Quadra 700 with System 7 Pro!! Has cute animation, plus you can 
edit the fish.

Greg’s Buttons.sea 69 K 8/8/1995 Inits Desktop 
Lets you customize the user interface of a Macintosh running System 7.

Higher Tek 1.0b1.sea 210 K 6/30/1997 Inits Desktop

Hot Spot ƒ 8 K 1/25/1999 Inits Desktop 
This extension causes the hot spot of the cursor to blink.  A cursor’s hot spot is the single pixel position that 
the computer will use as the coordinate of the cursor.
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Monitor Expander 1.0.1.sea 60 K 9/19/1996 Inits Desktop 
Allows you to scroll around a virtual desktop that is bigger than the usable portion of your monitor, or both. 
You can choose from a variety of viewing areas and virtual desktop sizes ranging from the conventional 
640x480 to a staggering 1952x2048, which is more than a thirteen-fold increase in desktop area.

Power Windows 1.1.sea 78 K 11/11/1997 Inits Desktop 
Drag the entire window rather than a dotted outline.

Quick Depth 1.0 ƒ 6 K 1/27/1999 Inits Desktop 
This changes monitor color depths between 8,16 and 32 bit depths on up to three attached monitors.

Random Trashcan.sea 43 K 1/1/1996 Inits Desktop 
Random Trashcan randomly chooses a pair of full and empty icons for your trashcan at startup -- without 
mucking around with your System file. There are 10 pairs

Smooth Move.sea 87 K 11/11/1997 Inits Desktop 
A PowerPC-native extension that makes it possible to drag windows in realtime without erasing either the 
window contents or the desktop background. It also includes features to constrain window movement to 
horizontal/vertical axes, and a special precision movement mode where all moves are scaled down when you 
need that one-pixel adjustment.

Smooth Type 1.0.sea 77 K 11/11/1997 Inits Desktop 
SmoothType makes your screen look more like the printed page. Using a technique called anti-aliasing, 
SmoothType blurs the jagged edges of bitmap fonts with shades of gray, effectively doubling your screen 
resolution.

Stretch.sea 99 K 8/29/1995 Inits Desktop 
Stretch stretches your windows from any side or corner, iconifies and restores your windows.

Tile City ƒ 22 K 2/17/1999 Inits Desktop 
TileCity is a control panel that adds a tiling menu to the Finder’s menu bar. It tiles, stacks, or stripes the 
Finder’s windows which makes it much easier to find things on your desktop.

Virtual 1.5.2.sea 223 K 11/11/1997 Inits Desktop 
Virtual is an application that allows you to pretend you have more than one monitor. In a little window, it 
draws as many virtual screens as you like, and the windows of open applications inside them.

Window Labels 1.0.sea 47 K 12/16/1998 Inits Desktop 
Extends the functionality of the Label menu in the System 7 Finder from just icons to whole windows. That is, 
WindowLabels lets you apply background colors and/or patterns to Finder windows, as easily as you could 
label Finder icons with the Label menu before.

Window Monkey.sea 411 K 11/11/1997 Inits Desktop 
Add patterns and colors to windows. Find open windows easily.

Windows ƒ 18 K 12/26/1988 Inits Desktop 
Add a windows menu to the finder and other applications.

Xmas Lights 1.1.sea 39 K 1/6/1995 Inits Desktop 
This strings Christmas lights from your menu bar.

3D Buttons 1.3.sea 51 K 5/2/1996 Inits Dialogues 
Substitutes custom 3D buttons for standard push buttons, radio buttons and checkboxes. 

Alert INIT 16 K 8/1/1992 Inits Dialogues 
Moves the cursor to the default button on alerts.

Boomerang.sea 98 K 10/7/1995 Inits Dialogues 
Enhances the Open and Save dialogue boxes.

Click Save As.sea 112 K 6/15/1996 Inits Dialogues 
Modifies Save As dialog: select an existing file name and it will appear in the file name edit text area for quick 
modification.

Click, there it is 1.0.6 ƒ 35 K 1/28/1999 Inits Dialogues 
Makes any open window or the desktop a folder for open/save dialogues 
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Default Folder 2.5.7.sea 151 K 10/7/1995 Inits Dialogues 
Allows you to set up default folders for applications.

Dialog View.sea 110 K 12/13/1995 Inits Dialogues 
Dialog View is a control panel that allows you to change the appearance of Open and Save dialogs.  You can 
control what kind of icons are used, increase the height and width of the file list, and set the font for the file 
list. 

Disk Switch ƒ 32 K 1/28/1999 Inits Dialogues 
DiskSwitch adds a pop-up menu to the Save/Save As and Open dialog boxes so you can select and jump to 
any mounted disk available on your Macintosh.

Front & Center ƒ 12 K 2/9/1999 Inits Dialogues 
Automatically centers any dialog around the cursor. Great for those really large screens.

Open Wide 3.5.3.sea 51 K 11/30/1994 Inits Dialogues 
While file names can be up to 31 characters long, the Standard File dialog boxes (usually produced by 
choosing Open or Save from the File menu) do not display that many characters. In System 7, long file names 
are displayed in compressed type, but that is not a very satisfactory solution. Open-wide is a control panel 
that widens the Standard File dialog boxes, and, if you wish, can also increase the vertical size of the file list.

Always Fract ƒ 2 K 1/24/1999 Inits Fonts 
AlwaysFract turns Fractional Widths on at startup. Great for using Adobe Type Manager and programs that 
do not support Fractional widths automatically.

ApFont ƒ 22 K 2/8/1999 Inits Fonts 
A cdev to change the default font used by applications.  The “default font” is the one used by most 
applications in “Untitled” windows.

Font Charger ƒ 5 K 2/9/1999 Inits Fonts 
Changes the default application font.

Bitmap Translator 1.0.0.sea 118 K 5/2/1996 Inits Graphics 
Used with Macintosh Easy Open which allows the system to automatically convert between the following 
formats: BMP, EPSF (converts to EPSF but not from EPSF), GIF, MacPaint, PBM/PGM/PPM, PICT, PNG, TIFF

Desk Camera 15 K 5/31/1990 Inits Graphics 
Screen capture utility.

Flash It 3.0.2.sea 75 K 12/15/1998 Inits Graphics 
A screen capture utility.

CD Icon Killer 1.3.1 ƒ 21 K 2/17/1999 Inits Icons 
This extension will suppress custom icons on CD-ROM drives or networked disks. This tends to speed up the 
Finder by a factor of about a zillion. 

Discolour 1.0.2.sea 26 K 8/18/1994 Inits Icons 
Discolour is a system extension for System 7.0 and later that rectifies a shortcoming in the wonderful Finder 
7.0: floppy disk icons are displayed as the black and white icon. Discolour causes the Finder to display full-
color icons in place of the black and white floppy disk icons when you are in 16 color mode or greater.

Facade ƒ 8 K 1/25/1999 Inits Icons 
This is an INIT which allows a user to assign special ICN#s to their disks.

Finder Guillotine Pkg.sea 146 K 10/7/1995 Inits Icons 
This package contains a set of resources which will convert your Finder Trash Can icons into an authentic 
French guillotine.

Icon Master 36 K 11/13/1991 Inits Icons

No ICON ƒ 2 K 1/25/1999 Inits Icons 
Init that stops Icons from displaying on OTHER inits/Cdevs on Startup.

Extension List ƒ 29 K 1/27/1999 Inits Info 
Lists each extension by name as your computer starts up, so that you can identify the extensions by name 
rather than by a cryptic icon as they load.  All extensions and control panels that load after Extension List are 
displayed.
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FCB Inspector 1.1 ƒ 28 K 2/1/1995 Inits Info 
FCB Inspector 1.1 is a freeware Control Panel that allows users to peek at a Macintosh’s list of open files. 
It also provides information about these files on demand and can close ones that aren’t crucial to system 
operation. Finally, when using System 6, it allows the maximum number of open files to be changed.

Find File Chooser 1.0.1.sea 105 K 7/15/1997 Inits Info 
Enables you to choose between favorite find applications using the Finder’s “Find…” command.

Info Plus ƒ 20 K 2/9/1999 Inits Info 
Facilitates changes to time, date, volume. Provides info on other resources.

Logger ƒ 7 K 2/9/1999 Inits Info 
Create a log file to record when files are accessed, applications are launched, or the computer is turned off.

Mac Envy 17 K 2/6/1989 Inits Info 
Display current hardware or software resources.

Mem INIT ƒ 36 K 2/9/1999 Inits Info 
Dynamically displays amount of memory and amount of free memory.

Power Peek.sea 50 K 10/30/1994 Inits Info 
Some extensions and control panels extend, or “patch,” system routines to get their job done.  On the 
Power Macintosh, if these patches are not made correctly, they can significantly affect system performance. 
PowerPeek performs two functions: 1. PowerPeek watches as each extension and control panel loads, and 
keeps track of improper patches and the extensions or control panels that make them.  2. It installs a “Native 
Light” that is green when the Mac is running native and red when it isn’t (gray/black on a b/w monitor). 
This is updated often, but not so often as to affect performance (about 20 times per second).

Private Eye ƒ 4 K 2/9/1999 Inits Info 
Allows you to keep track of what applications people using a particular mac are using.

RAM Gauge 1.3 ƒ 27 K 2/9/1999 Inits Info 
Displays amount of free memory on menu bar.

SCSI Info.sea 38 K 10/7/1995 Inits Info 
Provides comprehensive information about mounted SCSI devices.

Snitch 201.sea 113 K 10/7/1995 Inits Info 
Expands the Get Info dialogue to provide additional information. about files.

Startup Log 9 K 10/24/1994 Inits Info 
This control panel records the current time when your Mac is started up. It can maintain a  log of up to 1000 
entries. Just in case you want to know when you rebooted after a crash or if gremlins are using your machine 
at night.

Super Comments 2.0.7.sea 90 K 1/1/1996 Inits Info 
Enables your Macintosh to keep the Finder Get Info comments from being erased when the desktop is rebuilt. 
It also permits them to be viewed in the open file dialogs and edited in the save file dialogs.

ICeTEe 2.sea 63 K 10/4/1999 Inits Internet 
Command-click a URL almost everywhere to open it in the appropriate helper application as set in Internet 
Config. If you hold down the option key the URL is not launched, but instead it is send to a bookmark helper 
application.

Cmdr Dialog ][ 1.01.sea 38 K 10/7/1995 Inits Keyboard 
Allows use of keyboard equivalents to reply to dialog boxes rather than clicking on them.

ΩWindow 1.1.sea 189 K 8/16/1994 Inits Keyboard 
OmegaWindow is a utility that provides keyboard shortcuts for many Finder operations, such as switch 
among applications, selecting windows, and hiding/showing windows.

Auto Boot 1.5 .sea 64 K 9/19/1996 Inits Launch Switch 
AutoBoot is a Control Panel/System extension which will reboot (restart) you Macintosh after a System Error 
or a Freeze-Up has occurred. This comes in handy when your Macintosh must be ‘on-line’ at all times, even 
when it is left unattended for long periods of time.
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Auto Launch 1.0.4.sea 104 K 5/2/1996 Inits Launch Switch 
AutoLaunch is a screen saver “engine” that launches an application after your Macintosh has been idle for a 
specified amount of time.  It’s great for running stand-alone MacroMedia Director movies as screen savers, 
executing AppleScript applets during idle time, restarting demos after a person walks away, and the like.

Drop Reception 2.0.sea 99 K 6/15/1996 Inits Launch Switch 
Extends Drag & Drop ability to programs that don’t normally support it.

Just Click ƒ 11 K 1/25/1999 Inits Launch Switch 
Activates the next open application with a click.

Lite Switch 1.0.sea 57 K 12/2/1997 Inits Launch Switch 
An implementation of the Alt-Tab program switcher. 

Pro Switch.sea 30 K 8/29/1995 Inits Launch Switch 
Set up hot keys to switch among open applications.

Program Switcher 4.2.0.sea 199 K 1/28/1999 Inits Launch Switch 
Switches among open applications by using the keyboard.

ProSwitch ƒ 23 K 8/29/1995 Inits Launch Switch

Pwr Switcher 1.1.sea 44 K 8/14/1995 Inits Launch Switch 
Use the keyboard to switch among open applications.

Square One 3.0.sea 1.1 MB 10/4/1999 Inits Launch Switch 
Square One is a utility that puts all your programs and files in a single, handy icon palette. You can bring your 
palette to the front by dragging your mouse to the lower right corner. You can open anything in your palette 
by double-clicking on it.

Title Pop 2.4.sea 46 K 11/12/1998 Inits Launch Switch 
TitlePop extension turns window title into a pop-up menu. The main part of the menu shows an entry for 
windows belonging to current program and an entry for backround programs. Backround program windows 
are shown in hierarchical menus below their respective program items. You can bring any window to front, 
by selecting it from the menu.

Window Wizard 1.1.sea 43 K 10/7/1995 Inits Launch Switch 
WindowWizard provides a pop-up menu which makes it possible to switch quickly and easily between all the 
open applications and windows on your Macintosh.

Key Quencer 1.2.2.sea 352 K 1/1/1996 Inits Macros 
A macro engine; automate multi-step tasks.

Extensions Manager 2.0.1.sea 41 K 10/7/1995 Inits Managers 
Extensions Manager allows you turn “off” or “on” Control Panels, Chooser devices and INITs (known before 
as startup documents). It also allows you to choose which font files should be opened under System 7.1

Init Cdev 3.0 ƒ 29 K 2/9/1999 Inits Managers 
An extension manager

Switch Boot.sea 34 K 10/7/1995 Inits Managers 
SwitchBoot is intended for Mac users who change their boot drive often and wish to shortcut the time 
involved in waiting through the boot process of the current default drive, setting the new drive in the control 
panel Startup CDEV, and then rebooting.

Symbionts 2.3.2.sea 87 K 8/14/1995 Inits Managers 
Examine the name, icon, and size of all extensions.

Wünder Bar 1.0.1.sea 45 K 11/18/1994 Inits Managers 
WunderBar places a handy toolbar in each Finder window with buttons for common Finder commands. 
These commands are New Folder, Open/LaunchDuplicate, Make Alias, Put Away, Get info, Find, Print, Move 
to Trash, Empty Trash, Open Control Panels Folder

Max RAM 1.6.sea 47 K 12/13/1995 Inits Memory 
Max RAM creates virtual RAM (memory). It increases your RAM by six-fold.
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AMICO 1.1.sea 45 K 4/16/1996 Inits Menus 
It lets you change the order of the items that appear in the Apple menu, in a very easy way. In addition, you 
can insert divider lines to group related items together.

Auto Menus Pro 3.2.sea 145 K 10/19/1996 Inits Menus 
Control what actions cause menus to drop down and what actions cause them to close.

BeHierarchic 3.1b10.sea 103 K 6/30/1997 Inits Menus 
When you click in the Apple, it lets you display submenus for each folder, folder alias or server alias located 
in your Apple Menu Folder.

CD Menu 1.3.1.sea 51 K 3/10/1995 Inits Menus 
A control panel that places an audio CD controller on the menu bar.

Custom Menus 1.03.sea 137 K 9/24/1996 Inits Menus 
Create tear off menus and menus with your own entries.

Finder Windows 1.1.2.sea 98 K 7/15/1997 Inits Menus

HierDA  18 K 6/7/1988 Inits Menus 
Installs hierarchical menus.

Menu Shade ƒ 9 K 4/3/1999 Inits Menus 
This is a small extension that hides the menu bar when not in use, giving you full use of the desktop.

Menuette.sea 142 K 11/11/1997 Inits Menus 
Menuette is a control panel that alters the appearance of menu titles in the menu bar. Instead of the words 
that normally appear (such as File and Edit), you’ll see small icons representing these concepts. Menuette 
comes with many built-in icons, and you can draw or import more if you wish.

micn 19.sea 70 K 11/11/1997 Inits Menus 
MICN is a control panel that reclaims menu bar space by replacing common menu titles with small icons. 

No Desktop Cleanup 1.3.sea 54 K 11/11/1997 Inits Menus 
NoDesktopCleanup is a control panel that lets you add a confirmation dialog or a KeyQuencer Macro to any 
menu item in any application.

Popit ƒ  9 K 1/25/1999 Inits Menus 
Generates a popup menu that makes a copy of the menu bar for use anywhere on the screen

Power Menu 1.0.sea 263 K 10/19/1996 Inits Menus 
Allows the user to link documents and applications.

StairCase ƒ 28 K 2/9/1999 Inits Menus 
Allows all menu items to be accessed via the keyboard

Sticky Click 1.2 17 K 10/4/1999 Inits Menus 
StickyClick sort of simulates having a “lock” button on your mouse or trackball. By quickly clicking in the 
menubar, the Macintosh will be made to think that the mouse button is still down.  You release the button 
locking by clicking and releasing again.

Tear Off Menus.sea 47 K 10/7/1995 Inits Menus 
Useful for those with very BIG monitors.

TearOFFs.sea 63 K 8/14/1995 Inits Menus 
Creates tear off menus.

Win Menu.1.0.1 ƒ 26 K 11/11/1997 Inits Menus 
This extension installs a “Window” menu in the menu bar, that you can use to select any open window.

Window Menu 1.0.sea 198 K 11/11/1997 Inits Menus 
Provides a menu item listing all open windows.

Windows f 18 K 2/9/1999 Inits Menus 
Provides a menu item listing all open windows.

32-Bit System Enabler 1.0.3 ƒ 49 K 6/30/1999 Inits Misc
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Apple Multimedia Tuner 201.sea 63 K 2/16/1995 Inits Misc 
The Apple Multimedia Tuner system extension includes a set of software enhancements that improve 
the performance and reliability of some software applications and multimedia titles that utilize Apple’s 
QuickTime and Sound Manager software on Macintosh computers running system software versions 6.0.7, 
7.0, 7.0.1, 7.1, 7.1.1 (System 7 Pro), 7.1.2 (for Power Macintosh), or 7.5.

Art Valve 2.0.sea 43 K 10/7/1995 Inits Misc 
ArtValve adds a very useful function to America Online – the ability to decide whether or not get downloads 
of new artwork.

Beep Saver 1.1 ƒ 10 K 1/27/1999 Inits Misc 
Beep Saver 1.1 is designed for users of either Apple’s (Monitor) Energy Saver or CPU Energy Saver control 
panels or both. Beep Saver 1.1 either shuts off the beeping and replaces it with a display of the LEDs or simply 
turns off the sound for the duration of the countdown.

Clip Filer 2.2.sea 133 K 7/15/1997 Inits Misc 
Configures FKEYs.

Connectix MODE32.sea 42 K 10/7/1995 Inits Misc 
MODE32 will enable Macintosh II, IIx, IIcx and SE/30 computers to use standard System 7 32-bit addressing.  
It is not functional on other types of computers.

Desktop Reset 1.1 17 K 10/4/1999 Inits Misc 
Desktop Reset can be used to correct the corrupted desktop sometimes seen under System 7. Using the 
Finder’s standard way of rebuilding the desktop can result in a bad desktop file, especially if the desktop file 
was damaged to begin with. Desktop Reset solves this problem by actually deleting the desktop file, which 
forces the Finder to rebuild it from scratch. This should result in a good rebuild. “Rebuild your desktop every 
Monday.”

Dockernaut 1.4.4.sea 85 K 10/7/1995 Inits Misc 
Dockernaut allows you to have different sets of applications preferences for each dock that you use with your 
Duo. Other PowerBook users can have different sets when they use a different sized main monitor.

Int Hex Bin Calc Installer 21 K 7/22/1998 Inits Misc

Last Boot ƒ 4 K 1/25/1999 Inits Misc 
Tells you when you last booted your mac.

Private ƒ 4 K 2/15/1988 Inits Misc 
Allows you to keep track of what applications people using a particular Mac are using. When  a launch 
occurs, it writes the name of the application and the date-time into a log file.

Software FPU 3.03.sea 276 K 10/4/1999 Inits Misc 
Emulates an FPU (Floating Point Unit) chip for older Macs. An FPU is required by some programs.

Startup Doubler 1.0.sea 110 K 10/4/1999 Inits Misc 
Startup Doubler makes for quicker startups! Its software acceleration compensates for sub-optimal disk 
performance to make extensions and control panels load faster.

System Error Patch 1.2.sea 31 K 8/18/1994 Inits Misc 
System Error Patch is a system extension designed to let you override system errors.  If a system error is 
encountered while System Error Patch is loaded, you’ll get three beeps, and then the application that caused 
the problem will quit. System Error Patch is compatible with System versions 6.0 and up.  (Includes System 
7.0).

The Grouch 2.5B3.sea 215 K 10/5/1994 Inits Misc 
The greatest trash can replacement around. Just don’t let the little ones near your computer — they will throw 
everything into the trash just to hear Oscar sing.

Click Lock ƒ 27 K 8/13/1995 Inits Mouse 
This control panel allows you to “lock” the mouse’s button down.

Click Pad II 2.2.1.sea 98 K 7/15/1997 Inits Mouse 
Allows you to use the TrackPad on your PowerBook 500, 190, or 5300 without subjecting your thumb to the 
ergonomic horrors of the TrackPad button.
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Menu Picture ƒ 5 K 2/9/1999 Inits Mouse 
Allows FKEY’s (command-shift-number key combinations) to get executed while the mouse is down.  It lets 
the command-shift-3 FKEY make screen pictures while you have a menu pulled down, for instance.

Mouse 2 ƒ 7 K 2/19/1990 Inits Mouse 
Control panel document to DOUBLE tracking speed of standard Apple ADB mouse (used with Mac SE’s and 
II’s).

Mouse Odometer.sea 38 K 10/24/1994 Inits Mouse 
Tracks the distance your cursor travels. You can check by running the Mouse Odometer application. A small 
window will appear with two odometer dials. The top dial shows how far, in miles, your cursor has travelled 
since you installed the Mouse Odometer INIT. The bottom cursor shows how far it has gone since you last 
booted up the machine.

Port Share Pro Demo.sea 69 K 11/17/1995 Inits Networks 
Enables your Macintosh to share serial communication ports and the serial devices (modems, printers, etc.) 
with other Macintosh computers connected to your network.

Eject Disk 2.0.0.sea 101 K 7/15/1997 Inits Peripherals 
Allows you to assign a key combination that, when pressed, will unmount and eject all floppies (much 
quicker and easier than dragging the disk to the trash).

In Use  8 K 2/15/1990 Inits Peripherals 
Place, on the menu bar, a small indicator that will blink when selected SCSI device is in use.

MacPuke INIT 34 K 9/24/1987 Inits Peripherals 
Add sound effects when ejecting a floppy.

Mt. Everything 1.1b3.sea 157 K 11/11/1997 Inits Peripherals 
An enhanced SCSI management tool.

Printer Switch.sea 106 K 11/11/1997 Inits Peripherals 
PrinterSwitch is a control panel that allows you to select among many different printers. It eliminates the need 
to use the Chooser to select a printer. 

Ram Disk+ 3.2.3.sea 53 K 8/8/1995 Inits Peripherals 
RamDisk+ allows you to set aside some portion of the memory inside of your Macintosh computer and use it 
as though it were a file storage device such as a floppy disk or a SCSI hard disk. The reason for using such a 
mechanism is to gain the very high speed file access

Real Eject 1.0.sea 22 K 2/27/1995 Inits Peripherals 
Real Eject is a control panel that prevents “ghost disks” from showing up on your desktop when you eject 
a disk using the Eject command from the Special menu or in file dialogs.  Real Eject solves the problem 
encountered by almost all new users when trying to eject a disk.

SCSI Bus ƒ 23 K 2/9/1999 Inits Peripherals 
Update and mount SCSI devices.

SCSI Probe 4.3.sea 48 K 11/11/1997 Inits Peripherals 
Identifies SCSI devices connected to your computer. Use to mount SCSI devices that are connected but not 
mounted.

DFaultD 2.03.sea 77 K 10/4/1999 Inits Personal Mgt 
Lets you set up different “Application Sets,” so you can configure any number of work environments with 
different default folders linked to the same bunch of applications.  This is useful if you have more than one 
person using the same computer, or if you use your Mac in very different ways, such as programming, work, 
and running your home business.

First Things First 4.0 Demo.sea 190 K 10/14/1995 Inits Personal Mgt 
First Things First is a Time-Management utility. It includes Calendars, To-Do Lists and Reminders

JAR.sea 125 K 11/11/1997 Inits Personal Mgt 
Just A Reminder — store reminders, use as an alarm clock.

Phone Watcher 1.3.sea 193 K 10/14/1995 Inits Personal Mgt 
Track your phone calls and any caller ID information.
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Chooser User 1.3.sea 36 K 11/10/1998 Inits Printing 
Lets you control who can change the owner name. This program will be particularly useful to public 
Macintosh labs found in university settings.

Laserwriter Lockout 1.2 ƒ 35 K 2/1/1995 Inits Printing 
LaserwriterLockout 1.2 lets you control which LaserWriters (and other chooser devices, too) are accessible in 
the Chooser desk accessory. This program will be particularly useful to network environments where access 
to a particular LaserWriter should be available to only certain nodes on that network.

Later Laser1.0b3 ƒ 36 K 12/22/1995 Inits Printing 
When you print to a LaserWriter printer which is not available (because the printer is turned off, or your 
computer is not connected to the correct Appletalk network), the document will be delayed indefinitely in the 
PrintMonitor Documents folder in the System Folder.

Guard Dog.sea 43 K 10/7/1995 Inits Protection 
Protects folders from being renamed or copied.

INIT Tracker 1.3.0.sea 71 K 8/29/1995 Inits Protection 
Creates a text report of attributes of all extensions in the system folder. Use to debug or resolve conflicts

Mac Life Insurance.sea 45 K 8/29/1995 Inits Protection 
A set of two control panels that will protect your work from system crashes, accidental deletions, power outs, 
corrupted files, and other Macintosh disasters with two levels of protection

Safety Belt.sea 38 K 8/14/1995 Inits Protection 
Aids in recovery of temporary files after a system crash.

Altcdef 1.2.sea 47 K 10/7/1995 Inits ScrollBars 
Provides optional control over scrolling by using shift and control keys.

Scroll 2 2.0 ƒ 36 K 2/9/1999 Inits ScrollBars 
Scroll2 gives you twice the scrolling power of the plain vanilla Apple scrollbars, as well as the ability to 
customize the appearance of the scrollbars.

Cheap Beep ƒ 15 K 10/8/1995 Inits Sound 
Replace your system beep sound.

Chime ƒ 27 K 5/6/1992 Inits Sound

KeyClicks 1.0.4.sea 46 K 10/7/1995 Inits Sound 
Plays some very short sounds when you press a key. I made it because many people I know have trouble with 
the PowerBook and Duo keyboards (they have little feedback, so you can’t tell whether a key was pressed or 
not)

Popup CD 1.3.3.sea 134 K 11/11/1997 Inits Sound 
An on-screen CD player control panel.

Set Sound Volume 1.6 .sea 90 K 10/5/1999 Inits Sound

Sound Manager 3.1.sea 144 K 10/7/1995 Inits Sound 
Addea support for 16-bit CD-quality audio, redirection of sound to third-party hardware cards, and plug-in 
audio compression/decompression software.

Sound Mover 1.9.sea 211 K 8/14/1995 Inits Sound 
Use SndControl to assign unique sounds to over 30 events. Sound Mover allows the user to move sounds in 
and out of the system file.

Calendar Menu 3.21.sea 43 K 11/11/1997 Inits Time 
Provides a new menu item which displays a calendar.

Leeper’s Date Time ƒ 23 K 7/22/1998 Inits Time 
They allow users to easily and safely modify the appropriate System file resources at will (via the Control 
Panel DA) to get the correct Short Date, Long Date, and Time formats for their needs.

Menu Clock3.0.INIT 2 K 9/3/1988 Inits Time
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Super Clock 4.0.4.sea 38 K 8/14/1995 Inits Time 
A menu bar clock. Apple incorporated most of this into their system.

World Time.sea 46 K 8/14/1995 Inits Time 
It tells you what time it is in other cities, taking into account Daylight Saving Time/Summer Time. It 
automatically resets your computer’s clock at the beginning and end of Daylight Saving Time/Summer Time.

Critter ƒ 17 K 1/25/1999 Inits Trivia 
This is actually a package of separate items.  Eyeballs gives your menubar eyes, while Bigfoot creates a pair of 
feet that walk around your desktop.

Grimley ƒ 7 K 1/25/1999 Inits Trivia 
You’ll be greeted by little b&w icons of every character from the late great cartoon show “The Completely 
Mental Misadventures of Ed Grimley.”

Insanity.sea 679 K 10/4/1999 Inits Trivia 
You can blow away your computer when you get annoyed. Use an Uzi, a shotgun, a .44 magnum, or a Moof 
.45. Relieve tension, get even with wrong answers.

Lunar Crack ƒ 5 K 1/25/1999 Inits Trivia 
Malicious init that breaks your screen when you least expect it.

My Eyes.sea 116 K 6/15/1996 Inits Trivia 
MyEyes is a small extension that draws on the menubar a pair of eyes constantly following the cursor 
movement. I added color.

Oracle 2.1.0.sea 177 K 8/18/1994 Inits Trivia 
Oracle provides a thought for the day upon startup. It contains over 1,000 readings. Readings can be printed 
out.

AVI Quick ƒ 30 K 1/27/1999 Inits Unknown

Crash Guard INIT 2 K 9/25/1986 Inits Unknown

Escape Keys 8 K 10/26/1989 Inits Unknown

Folder Share 25 K 1/19/1988 Inits Unknown

Immortality 0.93.INIT 4 K 2/28/1987 Inits Unknown

Init 31 Install 4 K 3/22/1987 Inits Unknown

Insure 1.0.1 12 K 5/13/1989 Inits Unknown

Kolor  22 K 3/7/1992 Inits Unknown

Label Secrets.sea 92 K 8/29/1995 Inits Unknown

MacsBug INIT 4 K 2/28/1987 Inits Unknown

MacWait INIT 2 K 2/10/1987 Inits Unknown

No IBM  5 K 3/26/1988 Inits Unknown

PageUp Down 11 K 12/5/1995 Inits Unknown

Pram Fix 3 K 4/7/1988 Inits Unknown

Quicker Draw INIT 17 K 2/6/1988 Inits Unknown

Randomizer 11 K 3/9/1987 Inits Unknown

Reverse ScreenINIT 2 K 2/28/1987 Inits Unknown

Scrap Saver 4 K 7/20/1988 Inits Unknown

SF Scroll Init 2 K 3/4/1989 Inits Unknown

SF Vol INIT 1.5 5 K 7/23/1988 Inits Unknown

Show Init And Name.sea 239 K 10/4/1999 Inits Unknown
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Skip StartUp INIT 2 K 2/28/1987 Inits Unknown

SpinIt ƒ  10 K 1/25/1999 Inits Unknown

Startup Desk INIT 2 K 4/13/1986 Inits Unknown

SysAlerts INIT 3 K 2/28/1987 Inits Unknown

Tail Dragger 8 K 4/20/1991 Inits Unknown

The Ripper 18 K 10/28/1989 Inits Unknown

Understudy 3 K 3/7/1992 Inits Unknown

Video Spigot Extension 10 K 12/27/1991 Inits Unknown

ZeDA Runner 2 K 11/30/1987 Inits Unknown

Better Edit Keys 1.0.1.sea 64 K 11/11/1997 Inits Word Process 
Allows you to use the shift, option and control keys with the arrows, delete, forward delete and clear keys in 
any standard text editing field, including basic text editors such as SimpleText. 

Letter Header.sea 89 K 1/1/1996 Inits Word Process 
Allows the user to keep a collection of letterheads in a control panel to be added to documents via the Print 
dialogue. No need to waste disk space by saving a letterhead with each document.

Magic Bullets 1.1 ƒ 27 K 2/17/1999 Inits Word Process 
Perfect Internet-style and DOS-Unix-Mac text conversion at your fingertips

One Space ƒ 6 K 1/25/1999 Inits Word Process 
The purpose is to prevent users from typing more than one space in a row, especially by accident, thus 
preserving the standards of typesetting as well as the integrity of the Macintosh as a typesetting tool.

PopChar Lite 2.7.2 ƒ 132 K 11/7/2001 Inits Word Process 
Displays a chart of all possible characters in the current font. Select a character to use it.

Quick Notes ƒ 40 K 6/29/2000 Inits Word Process 
QuickNotes allows you to quickly and easily jot down notes on your Macintosh, saving them for later perusal 
with the TeachText application or any text editor.

Quote Init ƒ 12 K 2/9/1999 Inits Word Process 
Replaces quotes with smart quotes, and, if you choose, replace double-dashes (--) with m-bars (—), the Greek 
dipthongs “oe” and “ae” with “œ” and “æ”. It will even suppress the extra space after the end of sentences 
that most typists throw in. For those with Laserwriters, you can also have the letter combinations “fi” and “fl” 
replaced by single characters that look a lot better on the Laserwriter.

Smart Keys 3.0.sea 177 K 11/11/1997 Inits Word Process 
SmartKeys automatically corrects typing that violates conventional typesetting rules, such as typing more 
than one consecutive space. Second, SmartKeys automatically corrects fast typing errors, words that are often 
misspelled, such as “teh” for “the” and “THe” for “The”.

Control PPP.sea 36 K 11/12/1998 Internet Access 
A control strip module for all road warriors. It lets you connect or disconnect MacPPP and open the TCP and 
Config PPP control panels to change your dial up number, etc. It also indicates whether MacPPP is open or 
not by a mere glance at its icon, in case you have an internal modem, and, by popular demand, now records 
the time you spend online, both for the current session and in total.

Get My Address.sea 36 K 11/5/1995 Internet Access 
Reveals your specific network address information

Internet Starter Kit.sea 1.3 MB 12/30/1994 Internet Access 
Contains pre-browser software to access the internet. Contains interesting documentation.

InterSLIP.sea 156 K 12/15/1998 Internet Access 
Provides a shortcut for establishing connections. When an applications opens MacTCP while InterSLIP is idle, 
InterSLIP automatically connects using the most recently selected configuration.

MacPPP 2.2.0a.sea 86 K 8/29/1995 Internet Access
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MacPPP Add-ons ƒ 11 K 12/28/1995 Internet Access 
Cosmetic changes for MacPPP

MacTCP Netswitch 2.0.sea 97 K 11/27/1996 Internet Access 
MacTCP Netswitch is a Macintosh control panel designed to automatically reconfigure MacTCP for those 
who move their Macintoshes from network to network.

MacTCP Switcher ƒ 19 K 10/14/1995 Internet Access 
MacTCP Switcher is a very simple little program that makes it easy to save and quickly restore multiple 
MacTCP configurations. This is especially useful for PowerBook users who carry their PowerBooks around 
and regularly use them with different network connections

MacTCP Tracer.sea 53 K 3/16/1996 Internet Access 
MacTCP Tracer logs the status of MacTCP connections and can be used as a companion to Peter Lewis’ 
MacTCP Watchter. Unlike MacTCP Watcher, MacTCP Tracer writes the connection status of TCP/IP streams 
to a console window so you can see who connected to your Mac.

Net Snagger 1.0b1.sea 75 K 10/14/1995 Internet Access 
NetSnagger is an Internet application that works with Internet Config to simplify two internet related tasks: 
1. Retrieving files from archive digests. These documents are called “Draggers”. 2. Creating double clickable 
desktop URLs which will utilize Internet Config to launch the requested URL.

Turbo Gopher 2.0.2.sea 235 K 1/1/1996 Internet Access 
TurboGopher is an application that we believe is (still!) the fastest Macintosh Gopher client available. It is 
optimized for raw speed while fetching documents and directories.

NCSA Mosaic 3.0 Installer 1.5 MB 10/22/1999 Internet Browser 
http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/ 
NCSA Mosaic is an Internet information browser and World Wide Web client. NCSA Mosaic was developed 
at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. 
Mosaic 3.0 for the Macintosh also requires InternetConfig 1.2. If you need other software to run with Mosaic, 
such as image viewers, sounds applications, movie viewers, or anything else that can be helpful when using 
Mosaic, please check the web site. 

Anarchie 140.sea 375 K 12/15/1998 Internet Client 
Anarchie is an FTP and Archie client.  It will let you browse FTP sites, download files, or find them using an 
archie server.  It requires System 7 and MacTCP 1.1 or later.

Internet for Non-Nerds.sea 62 K 8/14/1995 Internet Documentation

EAF.sea 141 K 7/15/1997 Internet Email 
Email Address Finder is a utility designed to extract email addresses from plain TEXT files.  To use, simply 
drop text files onto Email Address Finder. 

Eudora PGP Scripts 1.5.sea 133 K 11/5/1995 Internet Email 
Scripts to enhance Eudora

Focus Email Tool 1.0.2.sea 91 K 7/9/1996 Internet Email 
EmailTool is a small application which gives you the ability to individualize your Email and other 
correspondence. Simply enter one or more signatures, select the one you want, and click select.  Email tool 
automatically inserts the selected signature/quote setting at the insertion point of the front-most application.

Notify Mail 3.0.sea 220 K 11/11/1997 Internet Email 
NotifyMail is a system extension (or application) that, when it receives a connection (for the appropriate 
user),  will notify you of new email.

Via anon.penet.fi 1.10.sea 44 K 11/17/1995 Internet Email 
An AppleScript for users of Eudora application who want to send mail anonymously using the “anon.penet.
fi” anonymous remailer.

HQXer 1.1.sea 55 K 3/17/1996 Internet File Decoding 
Encode/decode BinHex files

Chris Netscape Patch 1.0.sea 46 K 7/15/1997 Internet Miscellaneous 
This Patch, replaces the Title and the URLs of the Directory Buttons in Netscape Navigator with your own 
ones.
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Easy Serve 0.2b1.sea 97 K 9/19/1996 Internet Miscellaneous 
EasyServe serves pages to the WWW.

Internet Config 1.2.sea 133 K 10/4/1999 Internet Miscellaneous 
The Internet Configuration System was designed to make your life easier by reducing the number of times 
which you need to enter your Internet preferences into the various preferences dialogs of all your Internet 
applications.

MacPPP Timer 1.5.1.sea 77 K 1/1/1996 Internet Miscellaneous 
MacPPP Timer is a utility application to be used with MacPPP that allows you to keep track of how much 
time you spend on your PPP account.

MacTCP Watcher 1.1.2.sea 98 K 3/17/1996 Internet Miscellaneous 
MacTCP Watcher displays the internals of MacTCP, including a list of all the current TCP connections and 
information on them.

Site Marker Small1.sea 437 K 3/5/1996 Internet Miscellaneous 
A Web organization and navigation tool, use with Navigator.

Web Cam Too 1.4.sea 333 K 11/11/1997 Internet Miscellaneous

News Watcher 211.sea 658 K 1/1/1996 Internet Newsgroups 
NewsWatcher is a free Usenet newsreader for the Mac.

ya-nw 2.3.5—2.3.6.sea 75 K 11/11/1997 Internet Newsgroups 
Updater.

ya-nw-230.sea 912 K 11/27/1996 Internet Newsgroups 
Yet Another News Watcher

NetPhone 1.2.3 Demo.sea 615 K 10/4/1999 Internet Phone 
Allows audio communication over the internet. Requires a Mac microphone.

Plug Master 1.4.sea 41 K 11/12/1998 Internet Plug Ins 
Allows the user to turn on/off Netscape plug-ins.

Speech 1.0 ƒ 20 K 6/20/1999 Internet Plug Ins 
Netscape plug-in

ViewMovie 46 K 3/12/1996 Internet Plug Ins 
Netscape plug-in

Archie.sea 57 K 8/29/1995 Internet Query 
Archie is client-server system that allows you to query a database containing entries for files available via 
anonymous FTP.

Net Presenz 401.sea 461 K 11/27/1996 Internet Server 
NetPresenz is an implementation of the WWW, Gopher and FTP server protocols.  Basically it allows your 
Mac to act as an FTP server so you and others can access your files from anywhere around the world.

Web Center Installer 1.0a8 1.1 MB 8/31/1996 Internet Server 
A server.

Web Life.sea 97 K 11/27/1996 Internet Server 
A utility that loads reasonably static web pages without CGI — avoiding clutter.

Best Mac Internet Sites ƒ 35 K 8/14/1995 Internet Site Database

Cyber Finder.sea 78 K 8/29/1995 Internet Site Database 
With the addition of CyberFinder to your Macintosh, the Finder becomes a database for your favorite sites on 
the Internet.  No more trying to remember whether you stored the info in Netscape or America Online - now 
keep it all in one place!

Internet Black Book 2.0.sea 387 K 10/4/1999 Internet Site Database 
The Internet Black Book application is an address book for all of those darned addresses for the Internet. It 
allows you to create E-Mail, FTP Site, Gopher, Newsgroup, or WWW Site addresses. You can also export your 
address book as a SimpleText file.
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Mac ftp list HTML 405.sea 42 K 12/13/1995 Internet Site Database 
A list of ftp sites.

Crescendo 1.0.sea 35 K 11/12/1998 Internet Sound 
Crescendo is a fat Netscape plug-in that lets you listen to midi music across the internet.

BookMark Manager 1.521.sea 503 K 7/9/1996 Internet URLs 
The BookMark Manager imports bookmarks (URL addresses) from variety type of html sources. It imports 
bookmark’s title, url address even those descriptions keeping original hierarchical structure of Hot List.

Drop URL 14.sea 117 K 6/15/1996 Internet URLs 
DropURL lets you store URL bookmarks as icons in the Finder. They can be arranged simply and 
hierarchically in folders, put in your Apple menu, or even used as startup items.

Duke of URL 1.0 ƒ 32 K 6/29/2000 Internet URLs 
Duke of URL is a small AppleScript application which runs in conjunction with Netscape. It gets the URL of 
the window you are currently looking at, and stuffs the said URL into a mini AppleScript application. Then 
you can double-click on that application and have Netscape go straight to the saved URL. 

Netscape History.sea 159 K 6/30/1997 Internet URLs 
Netscape History is a utility for users of Netscape and Microsoft I. E. that lets them browse off-line the last 
Web pages visited with their browser. Images will be correctly shown, if they were loaded when the page was 
read from the net.

The URL Collector 1.0 ƒ 25 K 6/18/1999 Internet URLs 
Using this HyperCard stack you will be able to collect all the URLs stored in all your text files catched during 
your NewsGroup reading.

URL Clerk 1.0.sea 76 K 1/1/1996 Internet URLs 
URL Clerk is a URL filer/launcher.

WWW Sites ƒ 17 K 3/3/1996 Internet URLs 
WWW Sites is a small HyperCard stack which holds the World Wide Web addresses you want to keep. It 
allows for saving, sorting, printing and one click copying of the URL’s (UnRememberable Locations). There is 
also room for notes.

BBEdit 3.5.2 Updat.sea 2.3 MB 10/4/1999 Internet Utilities

BBEdit FTP 20.sea 76 K 3/6/1996 Internet Utilities 
BBEdit FTP is an extension to the BBEdit text editor for easy access to local network text files

BBEdit HTML extensions r13.sea 207 K 1/1/1996 Internet Utilities 
http://www.uji.es/bbedit-html-extensions.html 
This is a set of BBEdit extensions aimed to assist HTML writing with the Macintosh. BBEdit is a powerful text 
editor for the Macintosh.

BBEdit Lite 3.5.sea 366 K 1/1/1996 Internet Utilities 
BBEdit Lite is a freeware derivative of BBEdit 3.5, the popular and critically acclaimed text editor for 
programmers, HTML authors, on-line-service users, and anyone else who needs to edit plain-text files.

Cache Be Gone ƒ 11 K 6/20/1999 Internet Utilities 
This is a simple, small, freeware  applescript written for the express purpose of automatically getting rid of 
the Netscape Cache ƒ folder and the Global History file.

Cache Killer 1.1 ƒ 26 K 1/13/1999 Internet Utilities 
Cache Killer deletes the Netscape Navigator, Cyberdog, and/or Internet Explorer disk caches.

Cookie Cutter1.0.sea 139 K 7/15/1997 Internet Utilities 
An application to remove selected cookies — those little files of info stored on your hard drive by web sites. 
Works only with Netscape.

Email Buddy 1.0.sea 219 K 10/4/1999 Internet Utilities 
Email Buddy is a small application that will allow you to copy and paste email addresses (or anything else) 
into another program.  It was developed because ccMail will not allow internet address aliases, and I wanted 
someplace to keep all my addresses that didn’t hog as much memory as those nasty contact managers.
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ePress 3.1.1.sea 156 K 10/4/1999 Internet Utilities 
ePress is an application that creates and customizes electronic business cards, called eCards. eCards are 
standalone applications viewable on any Macintosh, intended to be used as attachments to e-mail, FirstClass 
message forms, etc...

HTML Viewer 11.sea 194 K 11/17/1995 Internet Utilities 
Displays HTML pages.

Map Convert 1.0.sea 46 K 7/9/1996 Internet Utilities 
MapConvert will convert your NCSA map files into Client Side Image map files you can then reference to or 
paste into your HTML document.

Net RPG Server.sea 109 K 11/11/1997 Internet Utilities 
Net RPG is an Internet chat program optimized for Role Playing Games.

Page Watch Palette 1.0.2 ƒ 40 K 8/29/1996 Internet Utilities 
Used by a free service. Notifies the user via e-mail when specified web pages are changed. Can be used to 
keep track of software updates.

Shockwave.sea 304 K 3/5/1996 Internet Utilities 
Shockwave for Director is a Director 4.0.4 compatible Macintosh playback application.

Web Grabber 1b3.sea 100 K 10/19/1996 Internet Utilities 
Web Grabber allows you to copy the complete web page, graphics, links, and all. Works with Netscape.

Web Map 2.0b9.sea 159 K 7/9/1996 Internet Utilities 
WebMap reads GIF and PICT files, and allows you to draw out the various graphic primitives (rectangle, 
circle, oval, polygon and point) that represent the hot areas on an html image map.  WebMap supports both 
the CERN and NCSA imagemap formats, and allows you to create your own formats.

Progressify 1.0  fat.sea 126 K 10/4/1999 Internet Web Art 
Progressify is a drag-and-drop applet for losslessly converting JPEG files between sequential-display and 
progressive-display forms. Many JPEG-viewing programs don’t know how to handle progressive-display 
JPEG files yet, and will complain that the files are damaged. 

Web Color 2.0.sea 118 K 6/15/1996 Internet Web Art

Web Stationary.sea 67 K 3/5/1996 Internet Web Art 
WebColor is the most featured, easy to use HTML color converter you can obtain.

ClientSideImageMapConv1.b3 ƒ 40 K 6/20/1999 Internet Web Tools 
Facilitates the use of image maps to allow users to access different documents by clicking on different areas in 
an image. 

FrameWork 1.0 PPC.sea 145 K 10/4/1999 Internet Web Tools 
FrameWork is a WYSIWYG html editor that allows you to easily create Netscape style frames for the world 
wide web by clicking and drawing. It’s also compatible with some of the newer frame syntax introduced by 
Microsoft.

HTML Color Meister 1.1b.sea 73 K 10/7/1995 Internet Web Tools 
ColorMeister originaly started out as a simple Hexadecimal color picker. Now it will let you pick the path 
to a background picture, the Background Color, the Text Color, the Link Color, the Active Link color, and the 
Viewed Link Color and will generate a  <BODY> statement which can then be selected, copied, and pasted 
into your page.

HTML Grinder.sea 1005 K 10/4/1999 Internet Web Tools 
Provides for global changes to all HTML pages on a web site.

HTML Markup 2.2.sea 324 K 10/2/1996 Internet Web Tools 
HTML Markup is a fast, effective, economical, and customizable way to put your existing text documents on 
the World Wide Web. 

HTML Pro 1.08.sea 113 K 11/17/1995 Internet Web Tools 
An HTML editor
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HTML Web Weaver.sea 443 K 1/1/1996 Internet Web Tools 
HTML Web Weaver allows you to easily and quickly create HTML documents by allowing you to write your 
document and then edit in your tags via a select-and-tag method.

Hyperize ƒ 23 K 6/18/1999 Internet Web Tools 
Hyperize is a simple utility to convert text files into acceptable HTML.

Page Inspector.sea 186 K 10/1/1996 Internet Web Tools 
Detects any problems in your web page, and checks links, attributes and attribute data.

Page Spinner 1.1b2.sea 644 K 6/15/1996 Internet Web Tools 
PageSpinner is an HTML Editor for Macintosh. It supports both HTML 2.0, parts of HTML 3.0 plus several 
Netscape extensions

Table Maker.sea 448 K 9/19/1996 Internet Web Tools 
Drag and drop tab or comma-delimited text files onto the TableMaker application. When the standard open 
dialog box appears, select a SETTINGS file. HTML versions of your files containing the table will be created 
automatically.

Table Tool.sea 26 K 8/29/1995 Internet Web Tools 
This small HyperCard stack quickly converts data from spreadsheets or databases saved as standard tab-
delimited text files to HTML-tagged files that produces beautiful tables with the net browser Netscape 1.1N

TableCloth 1.1.sea 42 K 1/1/1996 Internet Web Tools 
TableCloth is a small AppleScript applet which converts tab-delimited text to HTML table format; because it 
converts simple ASCII text, it can convert files from a multitude of spreadsheet and database applications.

Text—Table 1.1 ƒ 22 K 6/19/1999 Internet Web Tools 
This bare-bones utility converts a tab-delimited text file to a table in Netscape’s HTML format.

WWW Table.sea 52 K 11/17/1995 Internet Web Tools 
This is a quick helper for those of you who wish to maintain tables on your WWW pages. Requires Filemaker 
Pro

WWW Weaver 1.0b3.sea 932 K 11/12/1998 Internet Web Tools 
beta

XTML 1.1.5.sea 53 K 1/1/1996 Internet Web Tools 
Create HTML Tables quickly and easily from a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for inclusion in your web site.

Catakig 2.00b3.dmg 1.6 MB 10/19/2006 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://catakig.sourceforge.net/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. Catakig is an application for emulating the Apple ][, Apple ][+, and Apple //e 
models of personal computers.

Countdown 1.6.dmg 163 K 12/25/2004 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.fromconcentratesoftware.com/Countdown/ 
Countdown is a one-trick pony, but it does it well. All it does is keep track of the time and alert you when 
the timer reaches zero. You can enter an end-date into the topmost field (examples: “3 pm”, “12:01 am 
tomorrow”) or enter how many hours, minutes, and seconds you need in the bottom fields.

Default Folder X 4.0.3.dmg 9.3 MB 3/29/2008 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.stclairsoft.com/Main/products.html 
Requires OS X 10.4. Universal Binary. $34.95. Default Folder X improves the Open and Save dialogs in 
Mac OS X. Its hierarchical menus, multiple sets of favorites, easily accessible lists of recently used folders, 
integration with the Finder, and system-wide  menu for accessing frequently used files and folders save you 
time and frustration.

Eudora 6.2.3.dmg 6.2 MB 6/17/2005 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.eudora.com/email/features/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.0 or higher. Email client features:  Address emails quickly and easily with automatic name 
completion. Manage multiple email accounts easily and discretely within the single program. Enjoy the 
advantages of a word processor with automatic spell checking and the ability to choose numerous font, 
formatting and color settings. .
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Fetch 5.3.dmg 16.5 MB 11/13/2007 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://fetchsoftworks.com/?VersionTracker 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or higher. Universal Binary. $25. Fetch is an easy-to-use, full-featured file transfer client 
for the Apple Macintosh. Fetch supports FTP and SFTP, the two most popular file transfer protocols on the 
Internet

Fish 1.5.zip 4.9 MB 9/12/2007 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://uri.cat/software/Fish/ 
Requires OS X 10.3 or greater. Universal Binary. Donationware. Fish is an aquarium simulator. It allows you to 
add fish to an underwater environment and customize them.

Folder Icon Maker X 2.0 323 K 3/1/2005 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://homepage.mac.com/niteowl69/FileSharing2.html 
Requires OS X 10.1 or higher. Folder Icon Maker X is a shareware icon tool that allows you to combine two 
icons. The resulting composite may be written out to an .icns, .tiff, or .pdf file, or to the clipboard where it can 
be pasted onto any desktop folder or file.

GraphicConverter 6.0.4.dmg 38.6 MB 2/19/2008 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.lemkesoft.com/en/index.htm 
Requires OS X 10.4.4 or higher. Universal Binary. $34.95/$19.95 upgrade. Converts graphics to and from a 
variety of formats.

Guitar Tuner 5.2.3.dmg 259 K 1/27/2007 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.rustykat.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.3.9 or later. Universal Binary. $9. Just for guitar. Tuning an acoustic or electric guitar could 
not be easier! Hands-free operation. Listens while you tune.

ircle 3.1.2.dmg 997 K 3/5/2005 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.ircle.com/ 
Requires OS X 10.1 or later. IRC is a multi-user online chatting system. It allows users to talk to other users all 
around the world via the Internet.

Klondike 10.2.1.dmg 2.3 MB 2/24/2007 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.casteel.org/ 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher. Universal Binary. Klondike is the original solitaire game for Macintosh, 
originally written in 1984 for the first 128K Macintosh.

MacPipes X 1.2.7.dmg 1.5 MB 2/2/2008 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.factor-software.com/macpipes.php 
Requires OS X 10.1 or later. Universal Binary. $7.50. A classic arcade puzzle in which you have to build a 
pipeline of required length connecting pipe parts within a time limit.

PCalc 3.2.dmg 2.4 MB 11/25/2006 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.tla-systems.co.uk/ 
Requires OS X 10.4.2 or later. Universal Binary. PCalc 3 is a fully featured scientific calculator for Mac OS 
X with support for hexadecimal, octal and binary calculations, as well as an RPN mode, programmable 
functions, and an extensive set of unit conversions.

Postage $aver 8.3.2.dmg 3.4 MB 3/5/2008 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://savepostage.com/psinfo.html 
Requires Classic or OS X. $25. Postage $aver sorts one or more data files according to U.S. postal service 
(USPS) requirements for third class bulk mail. Postage $aver produces a complete report showing the 
composition of all mail packages and mail sacks, and the piece counts and postage totals necessary for 
completing post office bulk mailing statements. Postage $aver can also create an output file containing sort 
keys by sack and package, along with postal endorsement lines for printing on address labels or envelopes. 

ramBunctious 2.0.dmg 133 K 4/1/2005 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.clarkwoodsoftware.com/rambunctious/ramb2.html 
Requires OS X. ramBunctious 2.0 provides basic RAM disk functionality for OS X, including being able to 
read from and write to RAM disks originally created using ramBunctious 1.x on OS 9 or below.
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Romi 7.0.zip 3.4 MB 1/30/2008 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.romi.ca/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher. Universal Binary. $15. Romi lets you play Rummy Tile (RummyCube, 
Rummikub, Rami) games against the cumputer at 3 different levels. The Rummy game is played with two 
sets of 52 cards and with two wild cards (two apple card). The purpose of this game is to form groups of 3 or 
more cards, which contain either consecutive cards of the same suit or cards of the same number value but of 
differing suits.

RPNC  X 1.9.6.sit 1.5 MB 11/24/2004 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.rpncalculator.net/ 
Requires OS X. Reverse Polish Notation calculator

TypeIt4Me X 4.0.2.dmg 6.2 MB 3/1/2008 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://ettoresoftware.com/About%20TypeIt4Me.html 
Requires OS X 10.3 or higher. Universal Binary. $27/Upgrade $9.Store frequently used text strings and a short 
identifier. During word processing, the short identifers will be replaced by the text string.

ViewFontX 1.10.dmg 264 K 3/31/2006 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.johnvholder.com/viewfontxdesc.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 or higher. This small application allows you to view every ASCII character (in any size, 
font and style you select) of any installed font, and will also show what the exact keystrokes are needed to 
type the character! You can also print these handy tables for quick reference

Yank 1.41.app 22.9 MB 3/20/2007 Miscellaneous Updates 
http://www.matterform.com/mac_software/uninstaller/index.html 
Requires OS X 10.2 or later to run Yank files from the Yank File Sharing Service. OS X 10.4 Tiger is required to 
create Yank files. Yank is an all-purpose uninstaller for Mac OS X. Yank can uninstall almost any software and 
all its support files, no matter how it was installed.

Base To Base DA 10 K 4/11/1988 Programming Aids 
Programmer’s calculator

Bitwise151.sea 49 K 5/2/1996 Programming Aids 
Bitwise is a versatile, yet easy to use, calculator with many unique features.  It was specifically designed for 
programmers of personal computers and microprocessors.

C-Scan DA 7 K 4/23/1986 Programming Aids 
Scans C source code for unmatched markers.

Mem Scan .9 DA 3 K 2/5/1986 Programming Aids 
Displays the contents of RAM

ProgCalc DA 19 K 7/22/1998 Programming Aids 
Programmer’s calculator

ResAid 3.2.5.sea 129 K 11/11/1997 Programming Aids 
A must for programmers. Change resource attributes in an entire file almost instantly. Can be configured to 
add or remove to already existing resource attributes. Can create a help file for any program. Plus ResAid can 
position alerts, dialogs and windows in resource files and a whole lot more. Fully System 7 compatible.

Round Window 25 K 11/18/1995 Programming Aids 
A round window WDEF

Script A File.sea 438 K 10/5/1999 Programming Aids 
Script-A-File is a utility program that puts the power of AppleScript to work for you without you having to 
write a word of AppleScript.  Script-A-File creates “droplet” applications. For example, you can instruct the 
droplet to create aliases in the Apple Menu Items folder for any item(s) you drag onto the droplet.  Other 
types of operations include file or folder copying, moving, renaming (including searching and replacing file 
name characters and prepending or appending text or dates), and, with the scriptable Finder, setting Finder 
comments, file type and creator, and application memory partition sizes.

Alpha 3.50.sea 154 K 10/7/1995 Programming Editors

1000 Buttons.sea 208 K 5/2/1996 Programming FileMaker 
Copy and paste these buttons into FileMaker
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Data Entry Checker.sea 39 K 12/15/1998 Programming FileMaker 
FileMaker Pro template designed to illustrate data checking techniques

Aretha Beta 1.sea 642 K 11/17/1995 Programming Scripting 
http://www.hotwired.com/userland/aretha/ 
A scripting language designed specifically for Internet script writing and running.

AudioCDgh ƒ 28 K 2/16/1999 Programming Scripting 
AudioCDgh is an AppleScript extension which gives Scriptors the ability to play mounted audio CDs.

Desktop ƒ 6 K 2/16/1999 Programming Scripting 
Desktop is a small AppleScript which brings the desktop layer to the front by choosing “Desktop” from the 
process menu.

EVER 1.2.sea 62 K 11/17/1995 Programming Scripting 
Summarizes the currently selected message in Easy View, then creates a message in Eudora.

Uploader 1.4.sea 36 K 11/13/1998 Programming Scripting

Popcorn.sea 72 K 8/14/1995 QuickTime Editor 
Popcorn is an application which will allow you to view and edit movies compatible with the QuickTime 
Movie Toolbox. 

Unify 102.sea 58 K 6/30/1997 QuickTime Editor

Batplane 58 K 7/23/1992 QuickTime Movies

Boogey boogey boogey.sea 108 K 8/30/1995 QuickTime Movies

Camel.sea 458 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Movies

Earth.sea 866 K 2/16/1993 QuickTime Movies

Heart Marquee #3.sea 85 K 12/16/1998 QuickTime Movies

Mac Juggler.sea 538 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Movies

Molecule.sea 169 K 8/30/1995 QuickTime Movies

Planets Movie.sea 1.1 MB 12/21/1998 QuickTime Movies

President Clinter Morph Movie 89 K 2/15/1993 QuickTime Movies

Q.MooV.sea 112 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Movies

Rudolph.sea 35 K 8/14/1995 QuickTime Movies

Stage Separation.sea 369 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Movies

Stonehenge.sea 191 K 10/6/1995 QuickTime Movies

Twist and Shout.sea 172 K 10/6/1995 QuickTime Movies

Vintage car.sea 587 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Movies

Wesley Movie.sea 1.2 MB 2/16/1993 QuickTime Movies

Fast Player 1.1 ƒ 19 K 9/28/1994 QuickTime Players 
This program was designed to be a fast QuickTime movie player.

Movie Player 2.0.sea 132 K 10/4/1999 QuickTime Players 
Play and edit QuickTime movies

QTVR Player.sea 133 K 11/11/1997 QuickTime Players

QuickTime VCR 5.1.sea 39 K 10/8/1995 QuickTime Players

Simple Player.sea 72 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Players

Christmas music.sea 79 K 8/14/1995 QuickTime Sound
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Startup Movie ƒ 23 K 6/29/2000 QuickTime Utilities 
StartupMooV is a system extension that allows you to select a QuickTime movie which will play  at startup.

Synth MooVier 2.01.sea 217 K 11/11/1997 QuickTime Utilities 
Synth MooVier is a freeware application capable of producing 3-D QuickTime animation. Its notable features 
are: integrated 3-D modeler; high-quality rendering (Phong shading); complete control over material 
properties; multiple, colored light sources (point, directional or spot);

Wild Magic 2.0.sea 146 K 10/5/1999 QuickTime Utilities 
Wild Magic lets you copy a movie from QuickTime-aware application that uses the standard Movie Controller 
and paste it wherever you like: the Scrapbook, a word processor, a Spreadsheet, etc.

3D Bouncing Ball.sea 42 K 10/8/1995 ScreenSavers

Apple Screensaver.sea 388 K 10/5/1999 ScreenSavers 
A prototype of a screen saver application, designed to be used in a retail selling environment.

Aquarium Kit ][.sea 59 K 8/29/1995 ScreenSavers

Auto Black ƒ 18 K 2/16/1999 ScreenSavers

Clouds 2.0.sea 112 K 11/13/1995 ScreenSavers

Collager Slim ƒ 13 K 11/13/1995 ScreenSavers

Collager.sea 397 K 10/5/1999 ScreenSavers

Eclipse 3.0.1 Installer 496 K 3/9/1996 ScreenSavers

Flow DA 2 K 12/8/1985 ScreenSavers 
Screen blanker. Does not refresh the screen.

Gone Fishin’ DA 7 K 9/16/1990 ScreenSavers 
Leave a chalk board message on your screen.

Happy Holidays.sea 30 K 8/14/1995 ScreenSavers

Lili’s Christmas Bulbs.sea 38 K 8/14/1995 ScreenSavers

Movies in the Dark 1.0 ƒ 8 K 2/16/1999 ScreenSavers

Møire cdev.sea 58 K 2/9/1999 ScreenSavers 
ScreenSaver

PanicButton ƒ 6 K 11/22/1998 ScreenSavers 
Use up to 3 of screen blankers of your own choosing.

Push DA 5 K 1/1/1990 ScreenSavers 
Screen blanker

Rae DA 5 K 10/30/1986 ScreenSavers 
Well behaved screen blanker. Could be entertainment.

ScreenFlip 1.5.sea 36 K 1/1/1996 ScreenSavers

Sleep A  3 K 1/24/1986 ScreenSavers

Sleep B  4 K 7/28/1985 ScreenSavers

Tri-Point 0.1 ƒ 10 K 12/3/1995 ScreenSavers

UnderWare 2.0 demo.sea 713 K 10/19/1996 ScreenSavers

Warp Factor 1.4 ƒ 12 K 2/16/1999 ScreenSavers

ZoomIdle 1.1 ƒ 4 K 11/24/1998 ScreenSavers 
Well behaved, perpatetic screen saver

CARP.sea 54 K 10/5/1999 Sound CD Utilities

CD Equalizer+Karaoke 3.1.sea 155 K 11/11/1997 Sound CD Utilities
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Miniture CD Player.sea 49 K 10/5/1999 Sound CD Utilities 
This tiny application was written to give you control of the computers CD player using the smallest amount 
of memory, disk and screen space.

Church Lady 28 K 10/7/1995 Sound Converters

RealAudio Encoder.sea 144 K 11/17/1995 Sound Converters 
Converts AIFF, MuLaw AU, AU files, and Sound Designer II files to RealAudio files

Sd Converter 1.2.2 ƒ 36 K 6/30/1999 Sound Converters 
sndConverter will help you convert your existing sounds to be System 7.0 compliant.

Sound Extractor 1.21 ƒ 41 K 6/29/2000 Sound Converters

CD To AIFF 1.2a.sea 60 K 12/13/1995 Sound Do It Yourself 
CDToAIFF can extract audiotracks from an AppleCD 300 or 600 Drive to an AIFF File in different formats.

MicMac Lite 322 .sea 217 K 10/5/1999 Sound Do It Yourself

Power Chord.sea 112 K 1/22/1999 Sound Do It Yourself

Synthesizer 34 K 6/8/1986 Sound Do It Yourself 
A fun synthesizer

Sample Editor 1.0.3.sea 299 K 2/19/1999 Sound Editors 
The Sample Editor is an application that allows you to edit and manipulate sampled sound on the Macintosh.  
It supports sound input and output from Audio Interchange (AIFF) files, Mac ‘snd’ resources, and the 
Clipboard.

Sound Edit 2.0.3.sea 173 K 10/5/1999 Sound Editors

Sound Effects 0.9.2.sea 405 K 10/5/1999 Sound Editors

Carol Of The Bells.sea 505 K 10/5/1999 Sound Misc

Chime 4.0.4.sea 27 K 6/8/1993 Sound Misc 
Chime will extract and play a sound from any file that contains a ‘snd’ resource.  This file can be a sound 
resource file or any file that contains a sound resource.

Ambiance Distribution.sea 239 K 8/6/1995 Sound Players 
Ambiance is an application designed to play random and/or looped sound effects while you work with other 
programs. Ambiance comes with several “sound collections,” including bird calls, ocean surf, coughs and 
sniffles, and so on.

Player PRO 4.5.1 FAT.sea 795 K 11/11/1997 Sound Players

RealAudio 3.0 Installer 68K 608 K 11/21/1996 Sound Players 
RealAudio Player Plus 3.0 only plays RealAudio files.

Invisible Clock 2 Female.sea 205 K 8/30/1995 Sound Systems

Automatik Art 30 K 5/16/1990 Stacks Art 
Moving patterns create artistic designs. There are many variations.

Button Mania.sea 233 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Art 
Icons that can be used as buttons

Cartoon Clip Art.sea 98 K 10/30/1994 Stacks Art

Clip Art Collection.sea 206 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Art

Clip Art Stack 21S 40 K 5/20/1992 Stacks Art

Clip Art Stack 6 Sampler 49 K 3/12/1993 Stacks Art

Clip Art Stack 8 Sampler 48 K 3/12/1993 Stacks Art

Clip Art.sea 626 K 9/5/1995 Stacks Art 
Clip art for teachers.
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Crazzy HyperCard Icons.sea 65 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Art 
A collection of icons that could be used as buttons.

Faces 1.2 48 K 4/6/1991 Stacks Art 
Icons of faces.

Women Clip Art Stack 3 45 K 11/8/1992 Stacks Art

Business Plan 1.2.sea 95 K 8/29/1995 Stacks Business 
Analyze your expenses, sort by user-defined categories, show you how much you’ve spent in any category, 
average your expenditures over time, compare them with another period; use the reconcile card to balance 
your checkbook

Client List 12 K 9/13/1987 Stacks Business 
A contact manager

B&C Encyclopedia.sea 158 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Computer 
Bombs & Crashes Encyclopedia lists error codes, their explanations, and a recommedation about possible 
fixes.

Macintosh Memory Guide.sea 157 K 10/6/1995 Stacks Computer 
Information about Mac memory and memory for specific Macs.

ANEMIA3.sea 198 K 10/30/1994 Stacks Education 
Have blood samples from 10 patients analyzed and then attempt to diagnose their problem.

Astronomy History HTB.sea 49 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Education

Bird Anatomy 1.2d.sea 530 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Education 
A detailed examination of the anatomy of birds

DinoMight.sea 460 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Education 
Information and picture about dinosaurs.

Dinosaurs.sea 179 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Education 
Information and picture about dinosaurs and geologic history.

Earth Orbits 2.sea 55 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Education 
This stack is intended to provide a tool for experimenting with the behaviour of earth satellite orbits. Your 
will be able to see the shape of any orbit you desire and its ground track on earth.

Finger Spell.sea 155 K 8/10/1995 Stacks Education 
This stack aids in learning sign language. Choose a letter or type a word. The stack will sign the letter or 
word. 

Flash Cards Ed.sea 85 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Education 
These stacks help children (preschool - 6th grade) read words and master arithmetic facts.

Gradebook 2.0.sea 153 K 1/18/1996 Stacks Education 
Gradebook is a grade keeping program, designed especially for college courses

Health Style.sea 133 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Education 
A test to measure your health style.

Laura’s Letters.sea 185 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Education 
Letter and number recognition for the very young.

Patriot.sea 95 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Education 
A description of Patriot missle system.

States & Capitals.sea 59 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Education 
A game to learn states and capitals

TC Programming Guide.sea 169 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Education 
Extensive Think C 4.0 programming guide.

The Alchemy of Vision.sea 101 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Education 
Provides several methods of acquiring insight to a problem.
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The Space Stack R1.12.sea 643 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Education 
A history of the United States in space.

US Map.sea 84 K 10/6/1995 Stacks Education 
Learn the 50 states and their capitols. Quiz to follow.

Vietnam War 1.2 .sea 315 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Education 
Provides a great deal of background information about the Vietnam War.

Electronic Reference ƒ 1.8 MB 10/5/1999 Stacks Electronic Ref 
Four volume reference on all things Mac

A Christmas Carol.sea 119 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Entertainment 
The Charles Dickens book on a stack.

Algebra Geometry Rebus.sea 66 K 11/30/1994 Stacks Entertainment 
A game. Guess the math word or phrase indicated by the picture.

Computer Magician 1.0.sea 59 K 10/30/1994 Stacks Entertainment 
A collection of entertaining tricks.

HyperLotto 2.1 40 K 5/8/1990 Stacks Entertainment 
Picks lotto numbers.

HyperMovie Player 2.0.sea 132 K 8/30/1995 Stacks Entertainment 
HyperMovie Player is a simple but powerful way to play QuickTime movies within HyperCard.

HyperZoetropes.sea 66 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Entertainment 
This emulates a zoe-trope, a 19th century device which allowed the user to see a brief animation.

Inigo Gets Out.sea 143 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Entertainment 
Sort of animated adventure of a kitten.

Kangaroo Court.sea 126 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Entertainment 
Nonsensical game in which you must defend yourself by bribery, lies, deceit. To make matters worse, you 
can’t win.

Story Machine 19 K 11/25/1989 Stacks Entertainment 
For very young readers who want to create one sentence stories.

Twelve Days 1.0 38 K 9/14/1999 Stacks Entertainment 
The Twelve Days of Christmas set to music

4X4.sea  63 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Games 
A game, similar to Tic Tac Toe, played against the computer.

Broadside 2.0.sea 59 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Games 
This game  is based upon the original Broadside board game published by Milton Bradley Compony in 1962. 
It is about two two opposing navies. One navy is attempting to protect merchantmen. The other is trying to 
destroy them.

Dot to Dot.sea 35 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Games 
A two player strategy game.

Dragon Sword.sea 237 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Games 
A point-and-click adventure.

Flee Family.sea 345 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Games 
A matching game: find pairs cartoon faces that act the same.

HyperBingo 30 K 5/22/1990 Stacks Games 
Picks bingo numbers.

Wheel Of Fortune 33 K 1/21/1991 Stacks Games

Addams Family.sea 482 K 9/29/1994 Stacks Holidays 
This neat stack allows the user to explore the Addams Family home.

Christmas Art.sea 184 K 8/30/1995 Stacks Holidays
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Christmas Songs 33 K 11/22/1994 Stacks Holidays

Thanksgiving Art.sea 72 K 8/30/1995 Stacks Holidays

Picture Fonts.sea 230 K 10/5/1995 Stacks Info 
Displays many fonts — not just picture fonts.

RolliCalendar 16 K 1/23/1990 Stacks Info 
Displays a yearly calendar for any year after 1582.

SIMM Stack 4.6.sea 553 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Info 
The SIMM Stack contains memory configuration information for Macintosh computers and LaserWriter 
products. The SIMM Stack requires HyperCard version 2.2.

Action Items.sea 33 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
Personal information management

Address 17 K 9/13/1987 Stacks Info Mgt 
Store your names, addresses, and phone numbers.

Address ƒ 23 K 6/16/1992 Stacks Info Mgt

Business Phone 1.03s.sea 52 K 8/10/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
A contact manager

CD Catalog.sea 73 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
Build and maintain a catalog of music CDs.

Family Tree 2.0.sea 54 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
This stack allows the user to build and maintain a geneologoy data base.

Financial Portfolio 2.5.sea 130 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
Maintain your financial records in this stack. Once all data has been entered, the stack can calculate your net 
worth.

Golf Analyst 2.1.sea 106 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
Maintain a data base of your performance at various golf clubs.

Home Library 1.0.sea 35 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
This stack was created to help maintain an inventory of a home library. Books may be entered and then sorted 
and viewed many different ways.

Insurance Record 44 K 11/25/1989 Stacks Info Mgt 
A stack to record an inventory of your household goods.

Loose Notes 44 K 1/26/1990 Stacks Info Mgt 
Note pad

No 10 LABELS 21 K 6/16/1988 Stacks Info Mgt 
Set up a name & address data base - print labels.

Notebook 26 K 7/23/1989 Stacks Info Mgt

Organnel Charts.sea 43 K 9/5/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
Contains an organization chart.

Personal Journal 2.0.sea 50 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Info Mgt 
A notepad.

Phone Timer/Fee Calc 17 K 12/17/1998 Stacks Info Mgt

Stock Market.sea 80 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Info Mgt 
I designed this stack so that I could keep track of how well my stock portfolio, or individual segments of it, 
was doing.  It does an especially good job of managing multiple purchases of individual stocks.

Super Log 24 K 9/14/1990 Stacks Info Mgt 
Log book or note book.
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Hytelnet 6.6.sea 1.3 MB 1/1/1996 Stacks Internet Tools 
HYTELNET-MAC has been written for those users who access internet information services from a Macintosh 
personal computer.

circlus Maximus.sea 62 K 6/8/1993 Stacks Math 
Calculates  areas of a circle and volumes of a sphere.

HyperRap.sea 68 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Music 
Create your own rap background noise (or music.)

HyperTunes 1.0 /11kHz.sea 217 K 9/5/1995 Stacks Music 
Create, save, and recall your own compositions created on a synthesizer.

Itty Bitty Ditties .sea 372 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Music

Song Stack 1.0.sea 57 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Music

The Music Box.sea 37 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Music 
Similar to a player piano. Record and play your own music.

Exercise Log 1.12.sea 121 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Personal Development 
Record and track your exercise program.

Beer  17 K 1/2/1999 Stacks Recipes

Cindy’s Recipes.sea 387 K 3/5/1996 Stacks Recipes

Max Recipe 3.0.sea 63 K 12/16/1998 Stacks Recipes 
Data base for recipes — contains 4 recipes.

Meal Time II Recipes 953 K 4/14/1995 Stacks Recipes 
Meal Time is a menu driven, full color, standalone recipe program which organizes your recipes for fast easy 
retrieval.  Includes over 2400 recipes and converts popular recipe formats.

Recipes 1.3.sea 66 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Recipes

The Beer Stack 1.1.sea 124 K 3/17/1996 Stacks Recipes

AppleTalk Lookup 14 K 11/22/1987 Stacks Resources 
This stack contains three XFCNs for doing some things with AppleTalk in Hypercard

Balloons 1.1.1.sea 55 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Resources 
Resources to create balloon help for stacks.

Build A Calculator.sea 136 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Resources 
This is an animated tutorial showing how to build a calculator in Hypercard.

Colorizing Hypercard 1.0.sea 97 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Resources

Dartmouth XCMD’s Vol I.sea 50 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Resources 
This stack contains the first set of HyperCard XCMD’s and XFCN’s released by the Courseware Development 
Team at Dartmouth College.

FXBUTTONS 26 K 12/17/1993 Stacks Resources 
Contains 81 buttons with their scripts. Copy and paste into your own stack.

Help Stack Builder 34 K 8/26/1991 Stacks Resources 
This stack was design to make the development of Help stacks pretty much automatic.

Hidden Scripts 6 K 9/13/1987 Stacks Resources 
One of the best ways to pick up HyperCard techniques is to see how other’s have implemented stacks.  
Unfortunately, scripts aren’t always readily accessible. This stack helps make them more accessible

HyperCard Class.sea 262 K 8/14/1995 Stacks Resources 
This stack is designed to help you learn HyperCard and have some fun at the same time.

HyperCard Toolbox.sea 510 K 8/10/1995 Stacks Resources
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Hypercard XCMDs.sea 124 K 1/1/1996 Stacks Resources 
Contains resources for dialogs, menus, scrolling, and search and replace.

HyperMacintalk.sea 47 K 9/5/1995 Stacks Resources 
This stack contains commands that allow the author to use MacInTalk from Hypercard.

HypoTalk.sea 168 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Resources 
A manual for programming Hypercard stacks

Menu Master 50 K 2/20/1999 Stacks Resources 
Scripts for Hypercard menus

Menus For HyperCard 38 K 5/8/1990 Stacks Resources 
Contains XFCN to create and manage menus for Hypercard applications.

MIDI Recorder 24 K 12/22/1990 Stacks Resources 
This is an example stack which contains the MIDI command in an XCMD resource. This command can 
communicate with MIDI equipment. If you want to create a MIDI stack, you must copy this XCMD resource 
to your stack with Resource Editer.

MultiScroll XCMD 24 K 1/16/1989 Stacks Resources 
An XCMD that allows the user to build muliple scrolling fields that stay in sync.

My Dialogs ƒ 30 K 2/20/1999 Stacks Resources 
A toolbox for building custom Hypercard dialog boxes

PolyZone.sea 51 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Resources 
This stacks contains an XCMD that will make a button out of a picture that has been copied to the clipboard. 
Provides for buttons of irregular shapes.

ResCopy 4.0b1.sea 44 K 9/5/1995 Stacks Resources 
ResCopy is a HyperCard XCMD that allows you to copy, rename, remove resources, display ICONs, and play 
(and convert!) sounds. It is housed a stack that contains complete help and pertinent information.

Show Picture Stack.sea 50 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Resources 
Discusses a XCMD that allows Hypercard to display color pictures.

Sounds.sea 51 K 8/10/1995 Stacks Resources 
A toolbox for creating simple sounds within a stack

Stack Magic.sea 514 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Resources 
A collection of resources for stack builders.

Stack Tools Menu 1.3.sea 132 K 10/6/1995 Stacks Resources 
StackTools Menu is a collection of HyperTalk handlers which provide a variety of useful authoring and 
scripting utilities for HyperCard stack developers.

Strip List.sea 31 K 10/6/1995 Stacks Resources 
An XFCN to help format text

The next StaCK.sea 73 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Resources 
Some tools and scripts for building stacks.

Useful Little Scripts 48 K 5/11/1993 Stacks Resources

Visual Effects 12 K 11/8/1989 Stacks Resources 
Shows several transition effects and provides the scripts to accomplish the effects.

Window Script Demo.sea 219 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Resources 
WindowScript is an external function (XFCN) for HyperCard that creates windows, dialogs and floating 
palettes.

Calendar 35 K 12/17/1989 Stacks Time

Calendar Stack.sea 34 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Time

Clock Stack 40 K 5/3/1988 Stacks Time
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AstroStack1.1.sea 91 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Tools 
AstroStack performs astrological calculations based upon numbers supplied by the user.

Calendar Master 2.2.0.sea 38 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Tools 
I created Calendar Master as a way to keep track of movies I wanted to tape off cable. Over time I have added 
improvements here and there.

DSI Maker 1.4.sea 28 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Tools 
Don’t Say It, write it is a notepad. It was originally designed for interoffice memos.

HyperCheck.sea 29 K 8/10/1995 Stacks Tools 
HyperCheck is a simple check register and reconciliation utility.

HyperMortgage 18 K 12/17/1989 Stacks Tools 
Calculates total principle + interest based upon your input.

Import Text.sea 27 K 8/10/1995 Stacks Tools 
Creates a database from an imported text file.

Options Valuation.sea 46 K 10/5/1999 Stacks Tools 
Fill in the values to determine the market value of an option.

Roget’s Thesaurus 1.0.sea 734 K 8/9/1995 Stacks Tools

TEX 0.51.sea 65 K 8/13/1995 Stacks Tools 
Appears to be a cross between a word processor and a data base.

System 7 Pack 2.0.sea 70 K 10/5/1999 System 7 Enhancements 
Adds a variety of enhancements to System 7

System 7 Pack 2.1.sea 67 K 10/5/1999 System 7 Enhancements 
Adds a variety of enhancements to System 7

System 7 Pack 3.0.sea 58 K 10/5/1999 System 7 Enhancements 
Adds a variety of enhancements to System 7

System Update 2.0.1.sea 690 K 10/5/1999 System 7 Enhancements 
System Update 2.0.1 is a set of software enhancements that improves the performance of Macintosh 
computers running system software version 7.1 and System 7 Pro.

After Dark 2.0x Updater.sea 157 K 10/5/1999 Updates

Color It 2.3.x—2.3.2 patch 33 K 12/7/1993 Updates

Conflict Catcher — 2.0.1.sea 58 K 10/7/1995 Updates

Day Maker 3.02 — 3.03.sea 191 K 10/7/1995 Updates

FREESQG ƒ 38 K 10/5/1999 Updates 
A graphics enhancement to Print Shop Deluxe. Copy the file into your Print Shop Deluxe Libraries folder.

HP DeskWriter 6.0 Driver.sea 314 K 3/5/1995 Updates

MacTCP 2.0.6 Updater.sea 55 K 11/18/1995 Updates 
MacTCP 2.0.4 to 2.0.6 Patch

Myst 1.0.1 Updater.sea 88 K 10/24/1994 Updates

Pathways 1.0-1.1.sea 34 K 2/16/1995 Updates

Pathways 1.1—2.0 68K.sea 52 K 2/16/1995 Updates

Photoshop 3.0.1 Update.sea 41 K 10/22/1994 Updates

Pyro Updater 3.3.1 28 K 5/31/1989 Updates

Quicken 4 Updater ƒ 172 K 1/12/1994 Updates

Quicken 5 Updater.sea 439 K 10/5/1999 Updates

RAM Doubler 1.5.2 Updater ƒ 154 K 8/13/1995 Updates
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RAM Doubler 1.6 Updater ƒ 156 K 10/24/1995 Updates

SD13 Updater ƒ 193 K 8/27/1956 Updates 
Speed Doubler 1.3 Updater

SimpleText Color Menu 2.0.sea 71 K 12/16/1998 Updates 
A drag & drop utility that installs a Color menu and a useful Goodies menu inside Apple’s SimpleText text 
editor (versions 1.1, 1.1.1 and 1.2 only).

Speed Doubler 11 updt.sea 184 K 1/1/1996 Updates

TechTool Pro 2.5.3 Updater 4.9 MB 1/7/2000 Updates 
http://www.micromat.com/downloads/index_downloads.html 
TechTool Pro is a tool that will let you easily rebuild your Mac’s desktop file, zap the PRAM, and test 
for damaged system files. You can also use it to view hardware and software information about your 
beloved computer. Version 2.5.3 adds features like a trash cache that provides an undelete feature and new 
automated/scheduled diagnostic features. It requires System 7.0 or later. 

Word 5.0a Patch ƒ 12 K 2/18/1999 Updates 
This fixes a problem that was discovered with the Word version 5.0 that occurs when exchanging files on 
different machines. This problem resulted in fonts being changed to the default font in styles.

Back It 304.sea 42 K 10/14/1995 Utilities Backup

Drag’n Back.sea 104 K 8/14/1995 Utilities Backup 
Drag’n Back uses drag and drop method to backup files directly from the desktop.

Quick Back.sea 99 K 9/19/1996 Utilities Backup

My Battery 2.2.6.sea 113 K 3/1/1995 Utilities Battery 
A utility for any portable Mac. Estimates remaining battery life using an estimation technique as it learns your 
battery usage patterns

Abacus DA 2 K 9/27/1990 Utilities Calculators 
Emulates an abacus.

Area Properties 2.0.sea 56 K 10/7/1995 Utilities Calculators 
Find area, perimeter, weight, centroid, and moment of inertia of any shape in a PAINT or PICT document.

Calc Works 1.5.0.sea 237 K 5/2/1996 Utilities Calculators 
Multi-function calculator

Calculator II.sea 65 K 8/29/1995 Utilities Calculators 
Calculator with some extra math functions.

Convert Units DA 20 K 2/24/1990 Utilities Calculators 
Comprehensive unit converter and calculator

dCAD Calculator 2.0 DA.sea 44 K 10/7/1995 Utilities Calculators 
a scientific and programmer’s calculator

Financial Analyst DA 7 K 11/16/1998 Utilities Calculators 
Calculator

Financial Calc DA 3 K 11/16/1998 Utilities Calculators

HexCalc DA 4 K 9/7/1985 Utilities Calculators 
Hex/Decimal calculator

Loan 1.0.sea 117 K 10/3/1999 Utilities Calculators 
Calculates various aspects of a loan.

MacMath Supra 1.3.sea 100 K 1/21/1999 Utilities Calculators 
Solves a variety of basic math problems and conversions.

Mega Calculator DA ƒ 54 K 11/20/1998 Utilities Calculators

Parametric Stats 40 K 1/4/1986 Utilities Calculators 
A t-Test, one way ANOVA, and linear regression program
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Solve.sea 46 K 8/13/1995 Utilities Calculators 
Solve area, mass, loan, motion formulas 

Time Calc 11 K 9/27/1995 Utilities Calculators 
Calculator for adding hours and minutes.

Unit Conversions DA 21 K 8/4/1998 Utilities Calculators 
Conversion calculator

4-Matter 1.6.sea 58 K 11/13/1998 Utilities Computer 
A disk formatting/erasing program that supports drag and drop, and different names for old and new disks. 
It also allows you the option of completely re-formatting old disks, or simply erasing them.

Auto Shutdown 1.1 ƒ 33 K 10/18/1992 Utilities Computer 
Auto Shutdown is a simple utility that runs in the background to automatically shutdown your Macintosh 
at a specified time. Auto Shutdown was designed to shutdown an unattended Mac running System 7 with 
Appletalk Remote Access  This allows me to leave my office computer running at night to let me to log on, 
but it automatically shuts down at 11:00 PM.

Burn It 1.0 ƒ 33 K 10/30/1998 Utilities Computer 
No data security system would be complete without a way to destroy the original versions of a file after they 
are encrypted.  Burn-It provides exactly that function.  It is a drag-and-drop application under system 7.  Files 
dragged onto the icon will first be overwritten with zeros, then renamed, then deleted.

Change StartupScreens 1.0 ƒ 34 K 2/16/1999 Utilities Computer 
A little utility to choose a random picture from a collection of StartupScreens.  This can be left in the Startup 
Items folder, will do its job on each boot and will then immediately quit.

Desktop Valet 2.0 ƒ 11 K 2/16/1999 Utilities Computer 
This utility will move, delete, or shred files that are dropped on it. Make aliases of it on your desktop and 
rename them according to function. Just double click on it and choose your options.

Disk Lock DA 4 K 9/25/1991 Utilities Computer 
Locks & unlocks local disks

Disk Status ƒ 25 K 9/2/1991 Utilities Computer 
Reports hard disk partition size in bytes used or bytes free or in percentage used/free.

DTP ƒ  31 K 5/23/1992 Utilities Computer 
Desktop Printers allow you to have an icon on your desktop which represented a particular printer.  When 
you drag a document onto the particular printer icon, it prints to that printer.  Very useful when you have 
multiple Laserwriters, a Fax Modem, Print to Disk utility, etc. DTPrinter implements ‘Desktop Printers’ under 
System 7.

Focus Comatose 4.1 .sea 172 K 7/9/1996 Utilities Computer 
http://www.focusworks.com/ 
It allows you to put your computer to sleep rather than shut down the entire system.  It works with all 
Macintoshes Plus and later running system 7 or later and only 145K of memory. Comatose spins down all 
hard drives (SCSI and IDE) and dim the screen to black. Your computer will be able to wake up with an 
incoming phone call, receive a fax and go back to sleep.

Free Ram Plus 1.1.1 ƒ 20 K 6/30/1997 Utilities Computer 
Free Ram performs several different functions. It displays the amount of free ram remaining. It causes the 
Finder to automatically open inserted floppy disks. And it can be set to automatically empty the Trash.

Load A Drive 1.1.sea 40 K 8/29/1995 Utilities Computer 
LoadADrive is a simple utility to mount a CD-ROM that wasn’t switched on at startup without restarting 
your Macintosh.

MacUser Screen Test.sea 471 K 10/4/1999 Utilities Computer 
This test tool is designed to help you evaluate the display quality of color monitors and, once you’ve made 
your purchase, to keep your monitor properly tuned. The MacUser Screen Test is fully self-contained; you do 
not need to install anything before using it. Just launch the application for instructions.
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Mini Grinders.sea 40 K 10/5/1995 Utilities Computer 
Three small applications: Lock It! will lock or unlock any file dropped on it: GroupInfo will total the physical 
sizes of all files/folders dropped on it; and Snd2SysBeep will search all files dropped on it for sound resources 
and create SysBeep files from those resources.

Picon 1.3.sea 44 K 8/6/1995 Utilities Computer 
Picon lets you pick an icon for a folder based on the contents of that folder. Drag and drop a folder onto Picon 
and it will let you select one of the top ten icons that reside in that folder. These icons can be copied verbatim, 
or optionally “folder-ized” (ala Folder Icon Maker)

PowerPCheck 3.0.1 FAT.sea 97 K 1/1/1996 Utilities Computer 
PowerPCheck is a cool drag & drop utility that looks for native PowerPC code inside applications, control 
panels, extensions and all other executable files. it inspects both the data fork and the resource fork of each file 
and creates a detailed text report of all the native code it finds. Version 3.0 can also remove the PowerPC or 
68K code from the inspected files.

Screen Ruler 204.sea 86 K 1/2/1996 Utilities Computer 
Screen Ruler is a great virtual ruler ready to be dragged around  on the desktop. Very useful to measure 
things on the computer screen in Pixels, Inches, Picas and Centimeters. Accurate measurements with dynamic 
cursor display, vertical or horizontal orientation, with a custom length feature.

Super Ruler 1.1 DA ƒ 20 K 1/23/1999 Utilities Computer 
Places a floating ruler on the the screen.

System Picker 1.0b10 ƒ 35 K 8/4/1991 Utilities Computer 
System Picker is a utility application which allows the user to choose the folder that will be the active System 
Folder upon restart. There might be applications that are happier in System 6, but features in System 7 are 
nice; so System Picker makes switching fast. Other uses might include switching between customized System 
Folders.  Perhaps, one System Folder has lots of fonts and additions for word processing, and the another 
System Folder is simple for playing games, or for the kids.

Tech Tool 1.2.1.sea 551 K 6/13/2000 Utilities Computer 
http://www.micromat.com/downloads/index_downloads.html 
Use this utility to rebuild your desktop every Monday and to clear your PRAM.

Tidy It Up 1.0.sea 68 K 10/5/1995 Utilities Computer 
Organizes your system folder by content. Works best with System 6

Volume Name Unlocker 3 K 5/9/1992 Utilities Computer

Zorba ƒ 26 K 9/22/1990 Utilities Computer 
Zorba is a security program for use on our Mac network at work.  It’s function is to hinder unauthorized 
users from using a Mac, by demanding a password upon startup.  If a correct password is not entered after 3 
attempts, the program will attempt to ShutDown the Mac.

Easy Convert 3.2.sea 59 K 12/16/1998 Utilities Conversion 
An application for character conversion in texts.  Use to 1) Convert a plain text file, 2) Convert the text in the 
clipboard, and 3) Design and edit filters to be used in conversion.

Tumbler 0.6d5.sea 98 K 11/11/1997 Utilities Conversion 
Tumbler is a tool for generating Acrobat Portable Document Format (PDF) files from QuickDraw GX Portable 
Digital Documents (PDDs).

MacAuditor 1.1.1.sea 105 K 11/11/1997 Utilities Diagnostics 
Mac Auditor is a program that allows you to scan volumes for Applications, Startup Documents (INIT), 
Control Panel Devices (CDEV) and Stacks. Its used primarily by auditors to make sure that the employee’s 
machine have only registered software on there machines. (Companies don’t like to be sued over petty things 
like software piracy)

TattleTech 2.81.sea 534 K 6/13/2000 Utilities Diagnostics 
http://www.users.uswest.net/~mjohn5/index.htm 
TattleTech is a utility that provides complete information about your computer, peripherals and software. This 
information can be selected by category and sent to the screen, printer, text file, or tab-delimited text file.
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Technical Snapshot 1.0.1.sea 402 K 11/11/1997 Utilities Diagnostics 
Technical Snapshot gathers installed software and hardware information, which the user can send to a 
publisher’s technical support.

Disk Dup+.sea 66 K 10/4/1999 Utilities Disk Mgt 
This program has been written to automate as much as possible the sector by sector duplication of a floppy 
onto one or more duplicates.  All controls of the program are displayed by the one control dialog which is 
always presented by the program. 

Disk Rejuvenator.sea 24 K 12/30/1994 Utilities Disk Mgt 
Disk Rejuvenator was written to address the problem experienced by some of our users where their hard 
disks would become inaccessible from the standard “Open” dialogs, or their custom icons would disappear.  
This was caused by the FinderInfo for the root of the disk getting corrupted.

Disk Sweeper 1.0.sea 25 K 12/30/1994 Utilities Disk Mgt 
Have you ever put in a floppy that you know is empty, but still has space used? The reason is that the 
hidden Desktop file grows as you put files on the disk, but doesn’t shrink when you remove them. You could 
reformat the floppy to free up the space, but using DiskSweeper is much, much faster

DisKeeper 1.0.3.sea 83 K 10/5/1995 Utilities Disk Mgt 
Generates a list of folders and files on your hard disk.

Loodle 5.3.sea 170 K 10/24/1994 Utilities Disk Mgt 
Catalogs diskettes and hard disks and generates labels. Data base of information can be maintained in a 
Hypercard stack.

Email Effects 1.0.sea 286 K 12/12/1998 Utilities E-Mail 
Email Effects is a program for creating artistic, fun and graphical eMails.

Addiction Manager.sea 181 K 5/2/1996 Utilities Facilitators 
Addiction Manager is a program for helping people manage addiction to computer games and other stuff. 
It creates aliases to programs just like the finder does. However, with Addiction Manager’s aliases, you can 
restrict access to your programs.

Alias Director 3.1.sea 55 K 10/5/1995 Utilities Facilitators 
Alias Director was written to make creating, using, and deleting aliases as easy as possible. To provide the 
maximum in speed and convenience, Alias Director makes extensive use of the drag-and-drop feature of 
System 7.

Alias Palette.sea 89 K 6/9/1998 Utilities Facilitators 
AliasPalette is a utility program which helps you create alias files just by dragging and dropping.

Apollo 1.12.sea 350 K 10/9/1995 Utilities Facilitators 
Provides ability to switch among applications by using the keyboard.

Drag Thing 1.5.1.sea 374 K 3/5/1996 Utilities Facilitators 
DragThing is an application dock designed to tidy up the icons littering your desktop. Simply drag an 
application from the Finder onto an empty square in a dock and then drag documents onto it as normal. 
Double-click a docked application to launch it or bring it to the front. In addition, the docks can contain files, 
folders, disks and servers and there is also a option to display the currently running processes in a special 
dock.

eXpress.sea 36 K 2/17/1996 Utilities Facilitators 
eXpress allows you to access the Process menu (the one on  the far right side of the menu bar in System 7) 
from anywhere on the screen.  Simply hold down the key combination you selected, and click the mouse 
button. A menu will pop up right at your mouse. Select “Processes” and you will get a menu listing all the 
active processes. Select a process, and that process will be brought to the front.

Hover Bar 1.2.3.sea 107 K 8/18/1995 Utilities Facilitators 
HoverBar keeps icons and clipboard data at your fingertips by storing them on bars that float over 
everything, no matter what program you are using. 
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Volume Manager.sea 28 K 10/5/1995 Utilities FKEY 
The Volume Manager is a FKEY utility which allows the user to set the speaker volume from 0 (silent) to 7 
(loudest) without having to open the Control Pannel. An FKEY, or function key, is activated by holding down 
the command and shift keys then pressing the ID number for the FKEY.  In this case, this is 9.

Drive Monitor ƒ 15 K 1/16/1996 Utilities Info 
Displays the names and additional info for all mounted volumes.

Gestalt Appl 2.6.6.sea 118 K 11/11/1997 Utilities Info 
The aim of Gestalt.Appl application is to show any user (not only the developers) information about the 
current machine environment. Gestalt.Appl is a database of information published (or sometimes not 
published) by Apple and an interactive tool that allows the user to ask the system and its extensions about 
features they implement.

Tattle Tale DA.sea 100 K 8/30/1995 Utilities Info 
TattleTale provides very complete information about your computer and its system related software.  The 
information can be viewed on screen by category, printed, written to a standard text file in standard or a 
special Bug Report format, or output in database readable format.  As such, it also provides a record of your 
system configuration that can be used for reporting problems to software and hardware manufacturers, to 
compare configurations across multiple computers, or to simply learn about your machine.

Installer Maker 6.5.2 7.3 MB 6/5/2000 Utilities Install Stuff 
http://www.aladdinsys.com/

Smaller Installer 2.0.sea 284 K 10/4/1999 Utilities Install Stuff 
http://www.cyclos.com/products.htm

Keyboard Test DA 2 K 5/4/1986 Utilities Keyboard 
Displays a mini-keyboard and indicates which keys are being pressed.

New Key Caps DA 3 K 8/4/1998 Utilities Keyboard

Stuffclip DA 2 K 12/31/1989 Utilities Keyboard 
Place non-printable control characters on the clipboard. Use to communicate with modems and printers.

Best Fit .sea 50 K 3/5/1996 Utilities Misc 
If you copy the tracks from the CD to the tape, but end up with a GIGANTIC gap at the ends of each tape 
side. Or with that excellent track chopped in half. Best Fit 2.0 comes to the rescue. Best Fit 2.0  controls almost 
every aspect of getting a perfect fit of your tracks onto tape.

Disk Tools 3.3.2.sea 356 K 10/19/1996 Utilities Misc 
DiskTools (a file management tool), Phone Pad (a notepad replacement), Calendar, and RPN and Sci 
Calculators

Engineering Assistant.sea 151 K 12/16/1998 Utilities Misc 
Contains an extensive unit conversion utility, a powerful material property and constants database, a flexible 
formula database.

LockOUT DA ƒ 19 K 1/23/1999 Utilities Misc 
Allows user to prevent unauthorized use of computer until code is re-entered (or computer rebooted.)

Trash Desktop 1.0 FAT.sea 49 K 10/4/1999 Utilities Misc 
Trash Desktop is a drag and drop utility for rebuilding the Desktop. It sets the files “Desktop DB”, “Desktop 
DF” and “Desktop” to visible and then moves them to the Trash.

InkJet Tools 1.1 ƒ 48 K 2/17/1999 Utilities Printer 
This utility prints out special documents to check your printers ink capacity, check the ink cartridge nozzles, 
and clean the intake rollers of your printer.

MacUser Print Test.sea 1.1 MB 10/30/1994 Utilities Printer 
This test tool is designed to help you evaluate the output quality of monochrome PostScript-compatible 
printers. It enables you to select a printer driver and printer and to output a test page containing several 
different elements, each of which exercises the printer’s output capabilities in a different way. 
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Preview 3.02 ƒ 33 K 8/29/1995 Utilities Printer 
Preview is a chooser-level printer driver that sends the output to the Macintosh screen.  This enables the user 
to see on his screen exactly what is going to be sent to the printer.  Although some Macintosh software come 
with their own preview-like function, Preview is application independent so no matter which application you 
are in, you will always have access to Preview.

Print Use Monitor 2.1.sea 48 K 12/16/1998 Utilities Printer 
Keeps track of the number of pages printed on your printer and warns you when the cartridge is about to run 
out.

AVI to QT Kit.sea 183 K 12/12/1998 Utilities Quick Time

Play it Cool.sea 162 K 3/5/1996 Utilities Quick Time 
Play it Cool is a QuickTime movie player and simple movie editor. It is a ‘fat application’ — it contains code 
for both 680x0 Mac and Power Mac computers. It plays all types of QuickTime movies — Video, MIDI, 
Sound, Text, Sprite — separately or in combination.

App Disk 1.6.1.sea 42 K 10/7/1995 Utilities RamDisk 
AppDisk is a ramdisk. A ramdisk is a piece of software that lets you use some extra RAM memory as a really 
fast hard disk.

Ram Preserves ƒ 24 K 6/17/1992 Utilities RamDisk 
The RAM disk of the Powerbook can extend the life of a battery charge if you can limit your processing 
exclusively to the RAM disk. Unfortunately, I have found it to be a major pain to reconstruct the files I want 
on the RD every time I switch out a battery (4 times on a recent trip.) This utility has two functions: copy 
the file structure desired to the RD at startup, and copy files which have been modified back to the HD at 
shutdown. (The copyback function is not ready yet.)

Applicon 22.sea 68 K 12/15/1998 Utilities Screen Stuff 
Applicon puts up a “tile” (a small square window) for each application you have running under System 
7. The tile representing an application displays the application’s icon and name. If you click a tile, the 
corresponding application will come to the front.

BB Window 1.2.3.sea 90 K 9/19/1996 Utilities Screen Stuff 
BB Window covers the screen in black or a color of your choice. You can then launch and run a program such 
as a game without distracting icons or windows.

Décor 2.6.1.sea 176 K 8/18/1995 Utilities Screen Stuff 
Décor allows you to replace the desktop pattern with a background picture of your choice. You can either 
directly specify a file, or have Décor choose it randomly from a folder. Décor recognizes StartupScreens, PICT, 
GIF and JPEG files.

Desk Pattern Edit DA 2 K 1/20/1987 Utilities Screen Stuff 
Edit the desk pattern on B&W screens

Fat Mouse 2 DA 3 K 8/3/1990 Utilities Screen Stuff 
A small magnifying glass for your screen

MacLed 1.4.sea 35 K 10/15/1995 Utilities Screen Stuff 
MacLED is a little shareware program that lets you create short animated messages on your desktop that look 
like LED signs.  It’s a great way to leave notes for yourself or others. 

MacWelcome ƒ 14 K 6/6/1998 Utilities Screen Stuff 
When this program is run, it displays on the screen a message (up to 100 lines of 255 characters each).  When 
used as the startup application, MacWelcome functions as a “startup note.” 

Magnify DA 3 K 8/4/1998 Utilities Screen Stuff 
Emulates a magnifying glass on the computer screen.

Malph 2.4.1.sea 75 K 10/4/1999 Utilities Screen Stuff 
Use Malph to switch between applications under System 7 instead of pulling down the application menu.  To 
switch to another app, simply click on the application icon.
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Mind.sea 54 K 8/13/1995 Utilities Screen Stuff 
MIND is a program whose primary function is to display reminders on the computer screen.  These 
reminders are associated with reasonably flexible time intervals during which they are valid.  In addition, 
MIND also supports the automatic execution of other programs at specified times.

Snap 2.1.sea 76 K 10/3/1999 Utilities Screen Stuff 
Snap 2.1 is a shareware application that allows you to take a snapshot of a rectangular portion of the 
Macintosh™ screen and save it in a window for later use.  Once created, the snapshot can be inverted, moved, 
saved as a PICT file, copied to the Clipboard (and pasted into applications such as HyperCard, MacDraw, or 
WriteNow), printed, or just left hanging around on-screen for reference.  Snap 2.1 handles color, snapshots on 
or across multiple monitors, and multiple snapshots.

Alias Zoo 2.0.8.sea 242 K 5/2/1996 Utilities Search 
Appears to verify and correct aliases.

File Safari.sea 175 K 10/8/1995 Utilities Search 
This is your basic search–all–files–in–a–folder–for–a–string app, except it allows you to store commonly–used 
directories. It also has a bunch of helpful options.

PRAM2 ƒ 37 K 6/23/1990 Utilities System 
PRAM (for Parameter RAM) is, hopefully, both educational and useful.  It displays the contents of all 
Parameter RAM locations, explains what each location is used for, and allows you to change many of those 
parameters.

Cntl Strip Patcher 2.0 ƒ 15 K 2/18/1996 Utilities System Mods 
An application to “patch” or modify Control Strip so that it can work on plain jane desktop Macintoshes like 
IIci’s, Centris’s, Quadra’s, LC’s and Performa’s.

Power Bar Pro 2.5.sea 425 K 10/4/1999 Utilities System Mods 
Installs buttons to perform common menu and keyboard tasks

Pref Killer 1.0.sea 126 K 9/28/1996 Utilities System Mods 
PrefKiller is an application to search preference files that is not needed yet.  If you use or test many freeware, 
shareware or demoware gotten by Internet or CD-ROM, you may have too many preference files in 
‘Preferences’ folder in your Macintosh.  You may delete them by your self to drag them into trash, but it is not 
good idea.  We think it is too dull work.  We can do same work Just only to double-click PrefKiller.

Saviour DA 4 K 8/28/1986 Utilities System Mods 
Installs an auto-save facility

All Day 5.0.sea 148 K 11/11/1997 Utilities Time 
AllDay is a tiny program styled after the  Macintosh Desk Accessories (DAs). Its only duty is to build a yearly 
calendar within a separate window. Once displayed, it is possible to thumb backward or forward through the 
years or to jump to a certain year via a separate dialog.

Analog Clock 16 K 12/2/1989 Utilities Time 
A clock with sweep second hand

Calendar 3.02 DA ƒ 69 K 2/20/1999 Utilities Time

Calendar Maker 3.0.sea 161 K 10/7/1995 Utilities Time

Calendar Man.sea 307 K 1/6/1999 Utilities Time

Calendar.sea 326 K 1/1/1996 Utilities Time

Calender 1.4 DA 16 K 1/26/1987 Utilities Time 
Desk calendar

Casio DA ƒ 30 K 10/28/1998 Utilities Time 
The Casio Desk Accessory emulates a popular four function digital wristwatch; it is intended to replace the 
Alarm Clock DA supplied by Apple.

Chime DA 3 K 8/4/1998 Utilities Time 
Clock
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Clock^ 3 1.1.sea 74 K 6/15/1996 Utilities Time 
Clock^3 (pronounced “clock cubed”) is a clock program that works in the third dimension.  Thanks to 
Apple’s QuickDraw 3D technology, the clocks that Clock^3 displays in its windows are fully interactive three-
dimensional objects that you can rotate, zoom into or out of, and otherwise manipulate in full 3D space.

Coffee Timer 1.0 FAT.sea 91 K 1/1/1996 Utilities Time 
The Coffee Timer is a very simple countdown timer I built after frying my third coffee pot. This is a 
programmer’s solution to the problem: a simple countdown timer with a loud alarm and a couple of other 
useful options.

Corner Clock.sea 8 K 1/25/1999 Utilities Time 
CornerClock displays the time or date in the menu bar to the left of the Apple menu and adds sound. 

GMS Calendar.sea 87 K 12/16/1998 Utilities Time 
Green Mountain Software calendar

Hellva Clock! DA 11 K 1/3/1991 Utilities Time 
R-rated clock/calendar

Lisa Clock DA 2 K 1/3/1991 Utilities Time 
Digital clock and calendar

Menu Time DA 3 K 5/15/1986 Utilities Time 
Places a digital clock on the menu bar

Mickey DA 11 K 8/4/1998 Utilities Time 
Emulates a Mickey Mouse clock

News Clocks 10 K 12/12/1988 Utilities Time 
Eight clocks indicating current time in differenct cities worldwide.

Quick Calendar X 2.1.3.sit 587 K 9/3/2004 Utilities Time 
http://telcontar.net/MacApps/QuickCalendar/ 
Requires OS X. Current month calendar

Set Clock 3.3 25 K 12/19/1993 Utilities Time 
Download the extact time

Simple Date 1.4.sea 65 K 11/11/1997 Utilities Time 
SimpleDate is a small, fast calendar application that can be invoked and dismissed with a minumum of fuss.  
Its primary feature is the ability to display multiple calendars for any month

Smallview1.2 25 K 7/22/1998 Utilities Time 
Calendar program

Timer 1.2 DA 6 K 7/5/1991 Utilities Time 
Clock/count up timer. Initial displays indicates how long your Mac has been on.

Tiny Calender DA 7 K 5/30/1992 Utilities Time

True Clock 1.2 ƒ 28 K 3/1/1996 Utilities Time 
TrueClock is a small (15 K) application that puts on the screen a round clock to show the time. You can move 
or resize the clock. 

XTimer 1.7.1.sea 167 K 1/1/1996 Utilities Time 
XTimer is a timer for calculating time based charges. The idea began with a desire to keep track of expenses 
while using extended service areas of CompuServe (CIS)

YOAP  9 K 11/23/1986 Utilities Time 
Prints a calendar - one Year On A Page

Image Mapper 1.4.1 FAT.sea 471 K 12/12/1998 Utilities Web Site 
ImageMapper is designed to make the task of producing accurate, maintainable imagemaps as easy as 
possible.

File Decon ƒ 42 K 9/2/1991 Utilities Word Processing 
Removes garbage characters from text files
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Find In Files FAT 2.1.sea 351 K 2/10/1999 Utilities Word Processing 
http://www.mauisoftware.com/ 
Search a set of files for some specified text.

MacWrite index.sea 46 K 8/13/1995 Utilities Word Processing 
In order to create indexes for a manual, I wrote an application called Index. Index reads MacWrite 4.5 files one 
page at a time, and lets you add index entries to a separate file.

MacWrite Recover ƒ 22 K 8/13/1995 Utilities Word Processing

MultiCounter 2.1 DA 7 K 6/1/1988 Utilities Word Processing 
Counts words, sentences, and paragraphs in a text file.

PICT/TEXT to Clip ƒ 10 K 2/17/1999 Utilities Word Processing 
Drag a PICT or TEXT file to PICT/TEXTtoClip and it will be placed on  the clipboard. Useful when programs 
support pasting of pictures or text but don’t have an import option.

ProCount 1.0 DA 5 K 4/8/1986 Utilities Word Processing 
Counts words in a text file.

Quill DA ƒ 23 K 2/17/1999 Utilities Word Processing 
Quill is a simple Desk Accessory, by which you can examine the text contained in documents saved in a 
variety of formats 

Reader DA 7 K 5/1/1986 Utilities Word Processing 
Read text files

Translator DA 6 K 10/25/1990 Utilities Word Processing 
Convert Microsoft Word (MW) documents to text files.

Wrapper 1.5.sea 50 K 12/17/1998 Utilities Word Processing 
A utility to word-wrap all those text files you download from the Internet.


